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Abstract 

Passive and active damping methods are two main techniques of overcoming the 

structural vibration issues. Compared to the active dampers, passive dampers are 

economic and requires less maintenance. One example of passive dampers is particle 

damper. It constitutes of a cavity containing granular structures. These dampers can 

suppress the structural vibration over broad range of frequencies, which make them 

attractive in comparison to many other passive damping technologies. In addition, since 

the particle dampers do not require regular maintenance and have long lifespan [1], 

particle dampers found wide application in engineering. Energy dissipation from the 

particle dampers is achieved through the interactions between the particles and between 

the particle-cavity walls based on momentum changes and kinetic energy level changes. 

The dissipation depends on the physical parameters, as well, filling ratio, cavity size, 

diameter of the granules, shape of the granules, etc. The performance of the particle 

dampers depends on the excitation amplitude and, to lesser extent, the frequency level of 

the excitation. Since, the granular structures are experiencing fluidisation in the higher 

level of amplitudes/vibration frequencies, this research is limited to the structural 

vibration at low amplitude levels. 

Alternative treatment of the structural vibration considered in this research is periodic 

array of attachments to the host structure. When these attachments have definite 

properties such as locally resonating properties and subwavelength size they can be 

referred to as metamaterials. This research focuses on the energy dissipation at the low 

excitation amplitudes using a periodic arrangement  of light weight cavities which have 

resonant properties and are partially filled with spherical granular material.  

In order to find the resonating properties and estimate the effect of the granular material 

in the meta-damper design, damper casings have been analysed using the Finite Element 

Method (FEM). Granular structure parameters and equivalent material property 

definitions have been calculated using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) and iteration-

based FEM-DEM coupled methodology. Once the equivalent material properties and 

resonator structure properties have been defined using analytical methodology, a system 

with and without meta dampers have been analysed both experimentally and 
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numerically. Periodic arrangement of resonator filled with granules have been studied 

numerically using Bloch-Floquet theory. The methodology used in this research  infers 

the modelling of granular structure dynamics using FEM more computationally efficient 

manner. Findings of this research on periodic arrangements of the particle dampers 

impact the resonant properties of the main structure and reduce the amplitude of 

structural vibration where the granular structure interacts with the damper body and is 

used as a tuning mechanism. This study can offer a state-of-the-art passive damping 

technology with the improved damping approach in the form of periodically arranged 

resonators in aerostructures, machinery and civil structures where vibration needs to be 

treated. 

Key Words: Particle Dampers, Passive Damping, Nonlinearity, Periodic Structures, 

Metamaterials, DEM, FEM, Equivalent Material Modelling 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Mechanical oscillations are not desired situations on solid structures in general since they 

affect structural health and, as a result, reduce the lifespan. Free and forced vibrations are 

two primary structural oscillations classified due to their attenuation sources. Free vibration 

is related to the disturbance from outside which initiates the oscillation of a structure. Self-

sustained oscillation might induce resonance of the structures . On the other hand, forced 

vibration is related to the continuous external force which impacts the structure. Vibrational 

issues are typical disaster causes, as happened at the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, the most 

famous one in free vibration caused failures [1]. In order to mitigate undesired consequences, 

dynamic responses to the structure must be understood and analysed carefully. Then, 

vibration dissipation techniques may be required to be applied to the structures in both free 

and forced vibration cases. For example, forced vibration has been successfully treated by 

the application of the particle dampers [2] which are of main interest in this research. 

Vibrational issues are typical disaster causes, as happened at the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, 

the most famous one in free vibration caused failures [3]. In order to mitigate undesired 

consequences, dynamic responses to the structure must be understood and analysed 

carefully. Then, vibration dissipation techniques may be required to be applied to the 

structures. 

Structural vibration has been an interestingly not well-understood issue attempted to 

overcome for many years. For instance, it is explained using the definitions of dynamic 

processes like impact interactions in the bodies as a part of Vibro-impact dynamics [4]. Vibro-

impact dynamics suggest that all structures are made of tiny granules that interact in the 

event of oscillation and dissipate the excitation energy through the structural body. These 

interactions are used to identify the reasons for the excitation-induced situations to develop 

damping solutions to reduce their outcomes. Depending on the applicability, the damping 

methods are classified into two groups with their energy requirement mechanisms: Active 

and passive damping methods [5].  

Passive damping methods are the primary energy mitigation option that does not require 

additional/external energy for the damping mission. They are designed for particular 
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conditions like frequency range or certain excitation amplitude. When the structure is under 

the minimum required external conditions in the damper's primarily defined certain levels, 

the passive damper automatically absorbs the undesired energy. However, the passive 

dampers' effective working width (frequency range or amplitude barrier) is limited to the 

resonant frequencies or their designated frequencies [1]. Therefore, the passive damping 

methods, with their ease of usage and implementation, inexpensive and accountable 

aspects, attract the attention of the researchers on these types of dampers [1].  

A passive damping method was developed by placing a single granule in a cavity that 

compromises the impact (particle) damper, as shown in Figure 1.1. Damping was succeeded 

with the motion of that single granule through its impact relations with the cavity walls.  

 

Figure 1.1: Impact dampers [4] 

 

Multiple granules (Figure 1.2) were placed in a cavity (or cavities) to manage the passive 

damping in the further developed version of the impact dampers. The damping is succeeded 

through inelastic collisions and momentum exchanges between collided bodies [1]. The 

granules in the cavity might have the same material properties as the cavity, but it is not 

necessarily a situation; they might be in different materials too. When the particles have the 

same properties as their substrate material, they can be counted as a block of that material. 

For instance, granules made of glass have the same properties as glass blocks.  

 

Figure 1.2: Particle dampers [4] 
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However, the particle dampers achieve improved damping effectivity in a limited range of 

excitation amplitudes (or lesser extent, frequency levels). Therefore, variability of the 

effective damping properties depends on environmental conditions like the excitation 

amplitude or the frequency range of excitation. This undesired situation is called the 

nonlinearity of the particle dampers. The nonlinearity of the granular structures is a 

complicated phenomenon for the particle dampers, which has been stated as changing the 

state of packed granules from solid-state to gas-state depending on the external conditions 

[6], [7]. This aspect of particle dampers raises various issues besides damping effectivity. 

Additionally, when these dampers are added to the structures, they add weight to that 

structure which is not a desired situation compared to their effective working ranges. 

In addition to the particle damping, resonating substructure attachments on the structure 

provide extraordinary energy dissipation behaviour. When the main structure is under 

dynamic excitation or free vibration conditions, the attachments as resonating substructures 

help dissipate the structural energy by taking the energy on their body to resonate. 

Therefore, the primary structure energy is dissipated. The critical phenomena are the 

attachment structures as dampers and their resonating properties.  

Further development of the resonating structure usage is to model them in a periodic 

arrangement. When these structures are arranged periodically, they tend to reduce the 

structural energy by accomplishing coupling between the resonators. This way, depending 

on the periodic arrangement, they absorb more energy from the main structure. Periodically 

arranged resonators have shown reasonably beneficial and applicable character, such as 

sound transmission, wave retarding, acoustic liners, energy dissipation, and damping 

abilities are among them. When these structures are designed in less than the wavelength 

for the main structure or illustrating similar eigenfrequencies to where they are attached, 

they are called metamaterials [8]. Metamaterials introduce effective material properties and 

structural behaviours when using a primary structure. 

A particular study related to metamaterials has dealt with acoustic wave propagations. This 

particular metamaterials group is called elastic wave absorbers (elastic metamaterials) [9]. 

In the application, an acoustic metamaterial beam is included with small isotropic 

subsystems, which are elementary (or unit) cells within the periodic arrangement of the local 
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resonators. The ideal modelling techniques illustrate the dispersion properties as the inertial 

forces act against the external forces, and the elastic wave propagation is prevented forward 

[10]. The solution for these subsystems (unit cells) formulates the frequency bands, including 

pass and stop bands. While the metamaterial beam performs as a vibration absorber, it also 

shows negative effective material properties corresponding to the bandgap (stopband). As a 

result, the structure behaves like it has a reduced mass at particular frequency levels. 

Their knowledge shows that particle dampers and metamaterials have been developed to 

dissipate structural vibration efficiently. Therefore, this research project aims to defect the 

structural vibration to a broader extent using the granular structures placed with nonlinear 

resonating dampers. Both fully and partially filled resonating dampers are periodically 

arranged to research the broader range of capabilities in damping. This study introduces the 

possibility of using particle dampers as a metamaterial building block to affect more 

comprehensive frequency dissipation ranges. According to that, analytical and numerical 

studying methods are developed to define an equivalent material from the properties of the 

granular structures placed in a cavity. The equivalent medium characterisation is included 

with numerical analysis and analytical calculations on top of the data received from that 

numerical analysis. The numerical step of the material characterisation includes the Discrete 

Element Method (DEM) to apply this continuum structure to the Finite Element Method 

(FEM) analysis procedure. Modelling the granular structures and studying the cavity's 

distinct behaviour and the particles' physical interactions are modelled and analysed using 

EDEM V2021.1, a DEM-based commercial software. The qualified data from EDEM is 

processed according to the developed methodology, and equivalent structure material 

properties are calculated using the analytical calculations deriving the granular structure's 

nature. To sum up, from the individual granular structure to an isotropic solid medium, the 

physical and mechanical properties of the granules are used in the procedure.  

COMSOL Multiphysics V5.0, a Finite Element Method-based commercial software, has been 

used for continuum structure modelling of the granules as equivalent isotropic material. 

Since the studying methods using DEM for granular structures require a great deal of 

computational cost, modelling these structures as an equivalent medium and providing a 

studying method using FEM is believed and proved to be more convenient [6]. FEM is also 
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used for the finite beam-damper arrangements to illustrate the pass, stop band properties, 

and model the motivated particle damper-resonators. The dynamic structure model is 

achieved within FEM software using the unique unit cell modelling methodology Bloch-

Floquet Method. The effect of the vibration absorbing mechanism of the periodically 

arranged particle damper-resonators is illustrated in dispersion figures to evaluate and 

compare the filling types, variability of the periodic arrangement, and filling fractions. In 

order to validate this methodology and results, an experimental rig has been designed and 

produced, which contains a fixed-fixed end conditioned beam with a periodic arrangement 

of particle dampers modelled with the same procedure in the numerical studies. Different 

granular structures have investigated a wide frequency range and amplitude levels to 

evaluate their energy dissipation character. Therefore, this research study has shown the 

abilities of application for a derived and progressed methodology to study nonlinear 

damping phenomena. 

Overall, the research question for thesis to be scientifically studied is  

“If particle dampers were evolved into the metamaterial, how this novel arrangement would 

affect the overall behaviour of the vibratory structure and how the nonlinear behaviour would 

contribute to the metamaterial performance?”. 

1.1- Aims 

According to the introductory information, this research project aims to investigate the 

capabilities of the granular structure-based nonlinear damper in a broader range of 

frequencies by developing these structures as metamaterials. 

The particle damper cavity is produced as resonating structures while aiming to improve the 

main structure's stability properties under low amplitude excitation levels. Various granules 

in different sizes and materials are aimed to question how much they widen the tuned 

frequency range and increase the energy dissipation from the primary structure. Since the 

research has been completed over the years is not enough to answer the vibration 

dissipation, and particle dampers are not a perfect solution to this issue; this novel research 

is a proposed option to the gap in the literature. The researcher (Sifa Gul Demiryurek) 

prepares the gap by considering the particle damper and metamaterial applications as a 
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coupled phenomenon that would be a beneficial solution to vibration-related situations. This 

research aims to achieve an effective and applicable damper solution using metamaterial 

understanding by proving the proposed idea in numerical, analytical, and experimental 

approaches.  

The list of objectives was reduced and clarified to improve the link with the main aim of the 

project which is given before the list of objectives in the main text. 

1.2- Objectives 

• Understanding of the states of the particle behaviour starting from the theoretical 

view and proving their states in numerical and experimental studies, 

• Developing a method for the equivalent model of granular packing by working on the 

theory of particle interactions analytically, 

• Introducing a numerical method to model the granules and an equivalent isotropic 

solid structure, which corresponds to the granules, using numerical (DEM-FEM) and 

analytical method, 

• Investigating the particle damping phenomena and the nonlinearity using numerical 

and experimental methods with various materials of particles, 

• Modelling and investigating the effect of periodically arranged resonators in the low 

amplitude excitation using the numerical approach, 

• Modelling and investigating the effect of periodically arranged resonating particle 

dampers in the low amplitude excitation using the numerical approach, 

• Studying different diameters of metallic and viscoelastic granules in the resonating 

dampers to compare their benefits in the vibration damping and energy dissipation 

using numerical and experimental approaches. 

1.3- Thesis Outline and Brief Summary of Chapters 

The research study is conducted in the light of aims through the followed objectives. The 

research completed over time is divided into chapters to be analysed wisely.  
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Chapter 1 is prepared to introduce the particle dampers, local resonators, and 

metamaterials. This chapter explains the research statement, research aims, and objectives. 

The outline for the thesis is placed at the end of this chapter. 

Chapter 2 acknowledges the reader about the literature behind the proposed research, the 

Vibro-impact theory and impact dampers with industrial applications. Vibration and 

dissipation techniques are introduced to divide the particle damper’s place in the vibration 

defeating options. Then, periodicity and periodically arranged structures are explained with 

research examples. Bloch-Floquet Theory applications, Brillouin Zone and locally resonant 

structures are mentioned in addition to metamaterials and their vibro-acoustic applications. 

Chapter 3 is designed to give the readers theoretical information about the granular 

structures. According to the knowledge given in this part, the granular structures have 

interactions in their enclosing cavity under the external source oscillations. Considering this, 

analytical and theoretical information on the granular interaction in packing is defined in this 

chapter. From the single-particle state to the multiple particle interactions and their 

relationship with the surrounding volume elements are explained with the derivations of 

mathematical understanding using Hertz’s Contact Theory in EDEM V2021.1. The data 

extracted from the numerical simulations are post-processed to calculate the isotropic solid 

medium properties.  

Chapter 4 informs about the locally resonant structures and resonators. Theoretical 

information leads to the resonating damper casing, a 3D printed structure. 3D-printed 

structures tend to behave differently than their original material properties. Therefore, a 

sample is printed out from the Ultimate Cura 3D printing structure to test the sample. The 

material properties of the printed structure are revealed using the DMTA (Dynamic 

Mechanical Thermal Analysis) testing option. This chapter defines the procedure of the 

material characterisation of the locally resonant damper casing. 

Chapter 5 informs the dispersion analysis of periodically arranged resonator impacts on the 

beam. Floquet-Bloch Theory is the method of the chapter, and the resonators are studied 

without the granular structure attachment within this chapter. 

Chapter 6 introduces the numerical (based on COMSOL Multiphysics V5.0) and experimental 

analysis of a locally resonating damper as an empty structure in the frequency range of 0.05-
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1.2 kHz. Eigenfrequency analysis is introduced for the main structure (the beam) and the 

resonator in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 is designed for the numerical and experimental frequency sweep analysis of the 

particle damper attachment on the beam at various filling fractions while the periodically 

arranged particle damper dispersion analysis. Since the experimental setup is small enough 

to consider a finite rather than an infinite structure, numerical modelling of the periodically 

arranged particle dampers on the finite beam is explained.  

Conclusion Chapter 8 has information on the conclusion of this research study. The research 

outcomes are evaluated overall, and some interesting points about the research 

methodology and findings are discussed. Additionally, future research suggestions are given 

in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The research study has been designed around the particle dampers and the locally resonant 

structures. Therefore, the particle dampers have been introduced in this chapter after 

evaluating the passive damping techniques. Theories on granular structures and specific 

relations between granular structures in a pack are studied both in this chapter and in the 

further chapters. The literature review presents research options for the granular structures 

in the following subsection. A locally resonating structure that used to be filled with granules 

to treat the vibration amplitude in the further chapter has been introduced here. As given in 

this chapter, these structures are studied as finite or periodically arranged infinite structures 

in the literature. In this research study, the locally resonating structure has been used to 

dampen the excitation energy, and its tunability has been performed. Thus, specific 

literature examples on how to treat vibration issues using the locally resonating structures 

have a special place in this thesis.  

Particle dampers are the structures that provide a cavity/cavities enclosure and multiple 

granular structures; with this understanding, the review of the particle dampers and the 

variety of granular structures involving dampers are given in this chapter. The research of the 

particle dampers through the previous studies is given to engage the topic by starting from 

design methodologies to dissipative properties of these dampers. 

Periodicity in the structures and periodic arrangement properties with their physical and 

mechanical penetration with other structures are reviewed in this chapter to give insightful 

background to the recent research study. In addition, a specific term is used here: 

Metamaterials are the structures that have properties of modelling by humans that cannot 

be found in nature. Background for metamaterials and their properties for mechanical 

excitation issues are given with provisional information in the following subchapters, both in 

the literature review and in the following chapters in the thesis. 

Most of the background related to the thesis is given with theoretical information in the 

literature review. Revealing and increasing the understanding and knowledge are aimed in 

this thesis chapter. 
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2.1- Vibration and Mechanical Systems 

In order to understand the damping phenomena, the structural properties and vibration-

related behaviour should be analysed first. A mechanical system consists of three main parts: 

input, process, and output: The input information is the motion, force, or power sources of 

the system, which are inclusions. The output of a mechanical system is relatively achieved 

change upon the input of the system. The process is the proceeding mechanism between the 

system's input and output. These definitions can be exemplified with a combustion engine. 

The fuel ignites the gas mixture, and there is an expansion of the burnt gas. The expansion 

force moves the piston down. Under the effect of this motion, the crank and the sliders move 

rotationally. This example shapes and images a mechanical system as the ignited fuel is the 

input; conversion in the force and motion are the process, and the rotational motion is the 

output for the system. 

Structural vibration is an undesired input issue aimed at defeating using various techniques 

through vibration damping applications. The hypothesis has been set to define the 

relationship between vibration input and impact outcomes on the structures. In order to 

approach structural vibration, the vibro-impact theory has been introduced as a step. 

The vibro-impact theory was defined as a nonlinear phenomenon depending on the frictional 

and contact impacts between the elements; since then, it has been defined using the 

nonlinear differential equations. Interactions between the bodies are defined in the impact 

events [11]. An assumed system in the vibro-impact theory works with the energy losses 

through the impact interactions, characterised by the measurement using the coefficient of 

restitution (e). Therefore, in many cases, this theory has been used in order to reveal the 

energy dissipation of the systems. Several examples of the applications can be accounted 

with the vibro-impact theory: blood flow modelling in the veins, turbomachinery system 

developments, heat exchanger tubes with aerodynamic excitation, impacted ships by 

floated ice, rubbing effects between stator and rotor blades in the machinery, especially in 

the turbomachinery, etc. [12]. 

One of the most successful vibro-impact interaction processes has been defined in the 

vibration suppressing method, specifically in the passive damping method [11]. Therefore, 
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the most relevant application using the vibro-impact theory has been the particle damping 

systems where the granular structures maintain the structural damping issues. In particular, 

it is claimed that impact dampers are accepted as an effective method of passive damping 

[12]. 

2.2- Damping Schemes  

Structural vibration has an important place in engineering applications. In order to eliminate 

undesired impacts of structural vibration, various damping mechanisms are developed. 

Active, hybrid and passive dampers are the main classes of these damping varieties; 

however, active and hybrid damping options are briefly mentioned, while only the passive 

damping options are explained in more detail. 

Active damping methods are equipped with sensors and electrical connections that link the 

external energy to the damper, aiming to initiate the damping solution to absorb undesired 

structural oscillations. Active damping methods need to be designed according to the 

system’s requirements due to its complexity with the electrical elements. In addition to the 

active dampers, semi-active and hybrid dampers are classified under the active damping 

methods since their working mechanism is designed with the same philosophy as active 

dampers; they are designed to activate when the system requires damping. As a result, 

effective and desired damping properties can be achieved using active dampers. However, 

these dampers require regular maintenance in order to keep the system healthy; also, the 

equipment on these dampers makes the application costly besides the external energy 

requirement [5]. 

Hybrid dampers are developed to be an option for the active dampers' unfavourable 

concepts. They are activated when the system requires an active damping performance; 

otherwise, it works as a passive damper [13]. However, similar to the active dampers, they 

are also sensitive to environmental conditions and require regular maintenance. 

On the other hand, passive dampers are non-external energy-required structural vibration 

damping methods. Because of this property of the passive dampers, they are often 

economically feasible applications. Their less/no maintenance required nature increases the 
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attractivity of the passive dampers used in the structural vibration isolation. The following 

parts of the subchapter detail these options with a few literature examples. 

Evaluation of Passive Dampers 

Introduced information regarding the damping options and their properties has shown that 

each damping method has specific, characterised, and favourable impacts on their 

cooperation systems. In line with this, passive damping treatments are more attractive 

applications. Numerous varieties include viscoelastic dampers, tuned mass dampers, friction 

dampers, etc. In addition to their favourable properties, these dampers are not perfect 

options; there are limitations for these applications, such as leakage issues, temperature 

intolerance, excessive wear, and many similar situations related to the total operation time. 

Some passive dampers are seismic isolation techniques, viscous and viscoelastic dampers, 

friction dampers, tuned liquid dampers, and tuned mass dampers. These exemplary 

applications can be detailed in the following lines to understand their principles and issues. 

• The seismic isolation techniques are one of the passive damping options, and they 

tend to lose their efficacy under the huge dynamic load. Since they are mostly 

produced using rubbery materials, these damping varieties have a small lifetime as a 

structure. Laminated rubber bearings are the type of example [13]. 

• Other examples of passive damping options are viscous dampers and viscoelastic 

dampers. Since these dampers are made of polymeric-based materials, their 

effectivity depends on the time of the operation. These materials are sensitive to 

temperature changes since their working conditions increase the system's 

temperature. They lose their strength and reduce the effectivity since shear forces 

are changed by heating [12]. The temperature degrades the method's efficacy under 

very low and very cold conditions; also, these dampers' environmental temperature 

is increased [12].  

• Friction dampers are another useful example of passive damping techniques where 

the damping is established through two different parts of dampers in connection, 

which results in friction. Their effectivity is reduced while the surface degradation and 
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wear issues increase. The wear is caused by changes in surface conditions and 

degrades the strength of the material properties in time [14].  

• Tuned liquid dampers (TLD) has own advantageous properties; however, they are 

filled with liquid, and the liquids change their viscosity while the temperature level 

changes. Even though this damping method is an applicable option, the damper 

usage is limited since the leakage issues. Leakage and reduced effectivity arose at 

high-temperature levels [15].   

• Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) are applicable and effective methods in the linear 

passive damper options. The effectivity of the damper depends on the design criteria. 

Other than their designed effectivity ranges, they lose the effectivity on the structural 

vibration event. Their performance is quite sensitive to the main structure and 

external excitation conditions [16]. 

2.3- Granular Structure-Based Dampers: Impact Dampers to Particle Dampers 

Following the evaluation through the knowledge and examples given in the active and 

passive dampers in the previous subchapter, there is a required option to balance these 

undesired situations, specifically for the passive dampers. In order to eliminate these 

weaknesses of passive damping varieties and make a relationship between the vibro-impact 

theory and the damping application, impact dampers are developed as an alternative 

damping option. These dampers, also known as acceleration dampers in the literature, are 

used to reduce the vibration effects in SDOF (Single Degree of Freedom) and MDOF (Multi-

Degree of freedom) systems. The first developed variety of particle damper has been the 

impact dampers, constituting a single granule in a cavity enclosure. The movement of 

granules is generally defined as rolling and hitting the walls of the container. In principle, the 

impact damper absorbs the vibratory energy from the primary structure under excitation 

impact [4].  

The impact dampers are designed with a cavity and a single particle that placed into the 

cavity, which can be embedded into the main structure, or the damper casing is attached to 

the main structure externally. Therefore, the container can be a part of the vibratory system, 

which is generally a drilled hole in the main structure, or even an external additional part of 
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the system [17]. The damper casing might have a single room or multiple rooms inside for 

placing a single granule in each room. Representation of possible impact damper variations 

is given in further pages. 

After the initial studies showed successful results, the second variety of impact damper, a 

multi-unit impact damper, was developed as an advanced version of the single unit impact 

dampers. The application was simple: many impact damper bodies were attached or 

mounted to the main structure. Studies showed that multi-unit impact dampers are more 

effective than impact dampers in reducing the undesired vibration effects [18]. According to 

the research example conducted to lighten the impact damper's physical situation, reduced 

acceleration and displacement levels were observed even for a small mass ratio of the 

attached impact dampers compared to the main structures. Further, the viscous attachment 

to the impact damper promoted the effectivity of the damper [19].  

Simple SDOF system representation and the impact damper usage to reduce the structural 

vibration and to illustrate the effectivity of the impact dampers is studied earlier. The impact 

damper usage on the system helps to reduce the excitation level and increases the structure's 

stability under excitation impacts. Effectivity has been characterised by the duration of 

impacts when the direction of the particle is reversed to the direction of the damper. 

However, according to the study, the effectivity of the impact damper depends on the 

system's several properties. These properties are stated mainly as the particle's mass and 

size, the gap between the single particle and the cavity wall, which is also the size of the room 

where a single particle is placed [17]. In addition to this information, the study has been a 

good example for analytical modelling of the impact damper. 

The advantages of using impact damper on (or within) a system were given as 

• available application for a range of acceleration and frequency levels, 

• resistant to high or very low-temperature levels, 

• relatively available to use for a longer time than the other passive damping methods [20]. 

Following the evolved options of the impact damper and increased efficiency, efforts have 

been put into improving the impact damper’s design by changing the geometrical shape of 
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the cavities. In addition to the design improvements, the effectivity of the impact dampers 

was further improved by increasing the number of cavities, which included more than one 

unit to place the single granules in each unit. The next step in the improvements of the 

impact damper designs had been placing multiple granules rather than a single granule into 

the enclosing cavity of the impact damper. The impact damper's novel approach was called 

multi-particle damper or particle damper, a variety of granular-based dampers [21]. 

One of the earliest examples of the study of replacing multiple particles indicated the idea of 

replacing a single particle with multiple ones which were smaller in size and equal in mass 

[22]. Even with the changeable impact forces between the particles during the steady-state 

physical impact from the main structure, the peak level of the accelerometer reading was 

subsequently reduced comparing the single particle damper’s case [22].  

Similar to the previous example, another earliest example was studied by replacing the single 

particle damper with a bed of granules to control the SDOF system behaviour. The primary 

properties of the multiple granules placed damper, such as the clearance and mass ratios, 

were studied using experimental and theoretical approaches. It was aimed to evaluate the 

effectivity and impact of the multiple granules in this research [23]. A multiple particle 

damper arrangement was shown to have effective amplitude reduction at the resonances of 

the main structure in a similar analysis based on the analytical evaluation [2].  

Numerically and experimentally analysed particle damper comparison-based study has 

shown the frequency shift observations with amplitude reduction at the resonance area. 

Momentum changes and kinetic energy level differences between the granular structure 

placed damper casings have been noted as the damping process. In addition, using auxiliary 

mass performance has shown a similar impact with added mass effect on the frequency 

response. [24]. 

As a result of developments in the traditional granular structure-based damper varieties, 

there has been a classification of four main categories in these dampers: the impact damper, 

the multi-unit impact damper, the multiple particle damper (also known as the particle 

dampers) and the multi-unit particle damper [25]. Depending on their configurations, 

materials involved in the damping process and their combinations, the particle dampers 
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were divided into various groups. These different classifications all support the robustness, 

and the effectivity of the particle dampers, which can be controlled via granular materials, 

combinations, and mechanisms. Figure 2.1 below shows this classification and varieties in a 

nutshell representation [1].  

 

Figure 2. 1: Particle Dampers (a) Impact Damper, (b) Multi-unit Impact Damper, (c) Particle Damper and 

(d) Multi-unit Particle Damper [4] 

 

According to Figure 2.1, the impact damper can be designed using multiple cavity holes with 

single particles placed in each block. This design method has been evaluated since an 

increased number of impact dampers on the substrate was thought to be more efficient in 

the dispersion aims [1]. An increased number of impact dampers attached to the same main 

structure means increased collisions; since then, it means increasing the momentum 

changes and further promoting energy dissipation quality. 

Single granules in the cavity might have ceramic, metallic or viscoelastic material properties, 

which show dissipative energy behaviour under dynamic excitation and damp the primary 

structure at various quality levels [15]. The damped (main) system can be designed as a 

Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) or Multi Degree of Freedom (MDOF) system. Energy 

dissipation is characterised by the interactions between the single particle and the cavity 

walls through structural excitation. The dissipative property of the single particle interactions 

influences the main structure through the collisional mechanism between the granule and 

the walls of the container. Each collisional behaviour leads to the momentum changes 

between the colliding bodies. 

The collisions with large impacts and restricted area of the container made the impact 

dampers less favourable. Undesired situations on the SDOF system were studied analytically 
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and experimentally; it was mentioned that using multi-units with an auxiliary mass of the 

particle from a single-unit impact damper reduced the vibration amplitude level at the same 

range. However, the impact force and noise levels were recorded lower than in the single-

unit damper case. It was quoted that the container-particle collisions would be twice per 

cycle, corresponding to a half-period of time for each collision, in different directions of the 

container walls in the steady-state excitation process. This was used to explain the 

symmetric motion of the particles easily. The study showed that individual units did not show 

identical behaviour in terms of motion, even though they were placed on the same vibratory 

system. The motions of each unit were described out of phase in the system [26], [27]. 

In the earlier works of Masri [27], the vibrational system and damper were assumed to be 

SDOF systems; however, later, the system was assumed to be a 2DOF system after aiming 

to develop the modelling of the particle dampers. Thus, the nonlinearity of the particle 

damper was obtained by the relative velocity and the displacement terms. It was shown 

there, assuming the MDOF system behaviour in the study showed more realistic results, 

which were taken from experimental studies. 

Different impact dampers have been developed to work in different frequency ranges. 

However, there are studies to define the strategy to define a geometry for the impact 

dampers and to find a damper geometry which would be applied in a broader range of 

frequencies. For instance, Papalou and Masri [20] worked on an experimental study to 

explain the damper's complex physics. The complex behaviour came from the nonlinearity 

of the damper. An analytical approximation was developed from the experimental results. 

However, their study was only an assumption of the theory. The effectivity and applicability 

of impact dampers were defined by empirical methods such as the experimental trial and 

error method [28].  

Multi-unit impact dampers, as mentioned, evolved from single unit impact dampers since 

single unit impact dampers showed less coupling effect, higher deformation, and a higher 

level of dry friction [29]. Experimental and numerical methods have been studied since the 

multi-unit impact damper’s undesired situations. The system's total mass was equal to the 

impact damper for multi-unit impact dampers cases. Therefore, the comparison was made, 
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and multi-unit impact dampers were found more efficient and less noisy than the impact 

damper case in Masri’s study [21]. 

According to the studies, few benefits of impact damper usage for energy dissipation have 

been found. These dampers are available for harsh working conditions while providing a 

considerably small weight impact on the overall structure [30]. Impact dampers are available 

to be effectively used for higher working temperature levels. Due to the simplicity and 

efficiency of the impact dampers, there is an increasing interest in developing these types of 

dampers.  

Research studies are mainly focused on ‘How to cancel the side effects of the vibration on a 

structure?’ throughout vibration-related studies since the vibration is not desirable for safety 

and effectivity reasons. The studies about particle dampers started with the first idea of 

impact dampers in research history. The next improvement on the impact dampers was to 

replace the single particles in the cavities with multiple particles. This idea was developed by 

examining the multiple particles with equal mass to that single particle in the impact damper 

in the same cavity volume [28]. In order to eliminate ineffective properties and improve the 

impact dampers' damping abilities, a single granule in the cavity was thought to be replaced 

with a smaller-sized and equal mass of granular particles. It was found that particle dampers 

were more efficient than the previous two methods: impact damper and multi-unit impact 

damper. 

One of the first examples of particle dampers was studied using the main structure as the 

bed of particles. Therefore, the small diameter of cavities in the main structures was filled 

with particles. The aim was to increase the damping effect in this research study [21]. Thanks 

to the later works of two-particle placed single damper under the sinusoidal load impact, it 

was understood that the effectivity of dampers depends on the volume of the cavity [26].  

In a later study, one cycle and types of collisions in one cycle were defined to understand the 

mechanism of the granules in the same cavity for proposing an analytical methodology 

based on the previous work [31]. The first type of collision was between the container walls 

and the particles; likewise, the previous collision assumptions were made for the impact 

damper. The second type of collision was the newly assumed type defined between the 
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particles as particle-particle collision. These collisions were explained as four impacts in one 

cycle; a collision between the left side of the container and particle-1, a collision between 

particles, a collision between the right side of the container and particle-2 and the last impact 

of the cycle was the second collision between particles under sinusoidal excitation 

conditions. The efficiency of the two-particle impact damper was almost two times better 

than the single-particle impact damper by using the analytical approximations [32]. This 

study enlightened the literature to work on multiple particles in the same cavity. 

In addition to the facts about the particle dampers, their performance is affected by other 

system parameters, as well. Material properties, size, amount and shape of particles and 

cavity are in these parameters since the contact mechanism, and all these inclusions of the 

system change force-displacement relations. A term was defined to express empty volume 

of the cavity after filling with particles as the clearance ratio (also mentioned as the filing ratio 

[26]), which is used to evaluate the effectivity of the particle damper [27]. It was realised that 

the cavity's clearance should be at the optimum level for collisions of particles in the cavity. 

Also, controlling the cavity's clearance might help increase the damping abilities [23]. For 

instance, Saeki questioned the number of cavity effects on the particle damper behaviour. 

The increased number of cavities provided comparatively better damping. It was also stated 

that increasing the number of cavities allowed to reduce the optimum size of the cavity [33]. 

Several attempts have been made to reveal the portion of these parameters in working 

particle dampers using analytical, numerical, and experimental methods.  

In the next subchapter, evaluation of the particle damper (in some cases, the impact damper) 

studies are given as their studying methodology, specific phenomena of particles and the 

application areas with the particle damper functions on the specific engineering applications. 

Experimental and Analytical Approaches to the Granule-Based Dampers 

Researchers studied the impact dampers in the experimental studies for several reasons, like 

exemplifying the exact applications or validation purposes of the numerically/analytically 

studied cases. For example, an important part of the damping was revealed from the particle 

interactions and their shear-friction relations in an experimental-a and numerical-based 

study [34]. The second variety of experimental approaches aimed to validate the numerical 
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study findings and reveal the damping mechanism through the experimental studies by 

using piston and extension springs [35]. In these studies, the amplitude dependency of the 

granular structures, excitation condition-related effectivity changes and the damper-like 

clearance ratio's physical properties have been studied. 

Experimental studies greatly impact finalising the real application of analytical and numerical 

approaches of the particle dampers. However, experimenting vast variety of parameters has 

been quite expensive. Therefore, a systematic understanding of particle dampers has been 

tried using numerical methods, mostly. According to these literature examples and 

information, numerical studies are the most convenient approach to understanding the 

particle dampers' dynamic process whereas, the numerical studies have required 

computational capabilities and high memory of usage [36], [37].  

The geometry of the enclosing cavity has been studied as major impacting property on the 

damping effectivity in addition to several other criteria. These are mainly amplitude, 

frequency range, the mass ratio between the particle damper and the primary structure, lid 

clearance ratio, damping ratio, coefficients of restitution, etc. [20]. Acceleration level and 

noise were mentioned as very high in the impact damper collision process. It was stated that 

the reasons for reduction in the effectivity were not only because of the surface deflections 

but also the variety of parameters of the impact damper. To reduce the disadvantageous 

effects of a single particle damper, a study based on experimental and analytical approaches 

was conducted by changing the particle with multiple particles as an auxiliary mass under a 

stochastic process, as given in Figure 2.2 [20]. Optimum design parameters and working 

conditions were offered by completing the study. Also, it was asserted that the noise level 

was reduced, and the dependency on the amplitude level was shown. Analytical calculations 

were used to address the specification of the optimal damper parameters in addition to the 

experimental interpretations [20]. 
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Figure 2. 2: Designed damper geometry with movable brackets [20] 

 

Improved understanding of particle-based dampers has given thoughts on the damper's 

physical properties and the particles' damping abilities. These studies showed that energy 

dissipation depends on the inelastic collisions and sliding over the particles. Inelastic 

collisions have controlled the momentum changes and kinetic energy conversions to heat 

energy through the particles. In addition to this process, it has been thought that the particle-

particle interactions control frictional losses of the whole system [17]. In the later studies, 

frictional losses because of the granular interactions have been related to the material 

properties of the granules in contact. Metal granules with stiff material specifications show 

higher frictional loss character, while viscoelastic materials show higher viscous losses with 

granular interactions [6], [38]. 

The damping effect combines loss mechanisms through the vibrating process, such as 

friction and elastic/plastic losses from the collision of particle-wall interactions [39]. The 

particles freely moved around the container/cavity; the movement of the particles was 

relative to the dynamically excited structure, which resulted in impacts between the particle 

and the container. Thus, the impact occurred when the particles reached the enclosure cavity 

wall level in the vibratory effect process. The interactions between the wall and the particles 

dissipated energy and momentum changes through the vibratory system. These dampers 

are used to define their applicability and effectivity, generally used with empirical methods 

such as experimental trial and error [39]. 
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Another damping process explanation depends on the particle interactions with the cavity 

and their immediate neighbouring particles; internal particle resonance was found as the 

way of excitation damping in the structural vibration [23]. 

The impact process is given in this section, as well. Acceleration level and noise were 

mentioned as very high in the impact damper collision process. It was stated that the reasons 

for reducing the effectivity were not only the surface deflections but also a variety of 

parameters of the impact damper. However, understanding of particle behaviour and 

physics of the particle dampers are strict with experimental studies. According to the studies, 

impact dampers produced noise because of the collisions between particles and the cavity. 

Their damping behaviour is less influenced by the temperature differences and requires less 

maintenance than other types of damping treatments. The studies showed that it is possible 

to optimise the damper performance by changing its volume and particle size [39], [40]. 

Traditional damping mechanisms on the industrial systems, such as turbine blades, could be 

insufficient and ineffective for some applications under extreme centrifugal loads and high-

temperature conditions. Viscous damping is not available after high temperatures, and 

friction damping is not applicable at some time of usage because of wear and life issues. 

However, particle dampers are found to be effective in harsh environments. Even though 

their damping behaviour is highly nonlinear; the combined energy dissipation mechanism, 

including the plastic deformations, frictional effects and momentum exchanges, are the 

reason for the damping effects. After comparing the traditional passive dampers, the SDOF 

(Single Degree of Freedom) system was used in Olson and Drake’s paper [28] for analytical 

approximation to the particle damper system, which has friction forces. Momentum transfer 

between primary and secondary structures was defined in the equations. The fourth order 

Runge-Kutta algorithm was used for analytical solutions and gained applicable and 

understandable results.  

Fixed-free end condition beam was experimented to validate the analytical approach 

method random excitation was applied in the frequency range of 0-5000 Hz. Mass ratio, 

cavity size and excitation levels were changed as parameters included with SiC (silicon 

carbide) particles in the experiments [28]. Regular shaped and irregular-shaped particles 

were compared, and regular shaped particles were found to have better packing properties 
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which was a superfluous situation to increase the damping effectivity. The acceleration level 

was asserted to be high enough to excite the particles and change the particles' positions; 

thus, external friction effects and better momentum transfer will be obtained. Even though 

this study was found to have [41] good approximation with the first-order analytical solution 

for internal friction and momentum transfer effects, it was not accurate enough due to the 

lack of external friction effect. It needs to be improved in the sense of external friction effects. 

The impact dampers can either be a cavity embedded in a structure or a casing attached to a 

structure. The cavity/casing contains one particle made of metal or ceramic material, which 

dampens the primary structure's response [42]. The energy dissipation in this type of damper 

is characterised by interaction (collision) between particle and cavity/casing wall when the 

primary structure is under dynamic load. According to the structural momentum conversion 

rules, while the collision happens in the system, the momentum on the individual bodies 

change variation can be observed with produced noise because of the collisions between 

particle and cavity [43], [44].  

Numerical and Analytical Approaches to the Granule-Based Dampers 

Analytical methods have been the earliest approaches for understanding the attitude of the 

granular structures, and these methods were used to find better approximations for the 

related studies. Even though the analytical methods helped in the aiming approaches, they 

were not inclusive in terms of reflecting the physical arrangements and contact properties. 

Therefore, numerical attempts were produced using these analytical assumptions and were 

further developed to show the parameters of the particle dampers [26]. 

Most of the recent studies have approximations through numerical and analytical methods 

to illustrate the damping mechanisms. The damping is explained through the SDOF system 

relations between the colliding structures by defining the mass of the interacting structures, 

damping constants and spring stiffness of the structures under the excitation force impacts. 

This definition has been expressed as the piecewise linear relationship since the interaction 

between the structures in the collision is in relatively small duration, and there are several 

examples of this approximation in defining the damping of the particle dampers [7], [14], 

[23]. 
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The earlier numerical and analytical studies have been prepared by considering one collision 

impact per half-cycle on an SDOF system [45]. This work was extended and evolved 

considering two impacts per loading cycle. N-impacts per cycle were required to develop a 

new, nonlinear theoretical approach in the later works including the multiple particles [46]. 

Studies aiming to understand the physics of particle dampers showed that there are criteria 

which affect the damper's effectivity. The effect of the clearance ratio, the effect of the 

excitation method and its direction, the effect of the mass ratio, etc., were the research 

criteria for many cases related to the impact dampers.  

Numerical method varieties depend on the application area since the particle properties; 

several provided approaches like Molecular Dynamics (MD), Discrete Element Method 

(DEM), etc. The contact relations are different in each numerical application method. For 

instance, DEM is generally used as a method of numerical studies of granular structures, 

including particle dampers for engineering applications. Pleasant damper design and 

development require numerical modelling techniques for an economical approach to the 

research. For this reason, particle damper applications should be modelled numerically to 

check many parameters and understand their parameter-dependent mechanism. There are 

developed several methods of numerical studies including granular structure interactions 

[27]. Discrete Element Method (DEM) uses individual granule definitions using Newton’s 

Second Law of Motion for the particles and contact force-displacements. For the simplicity 

of contact conditions, Coulomb’s friction is used for the normal and tangential contacts. Also, 

damping terms are defined using linear spring and dashpot mechanisms [47]. Many research 

studies to understand the damping with particles, segregation and damage investigations 

were conducted using three-dimensional DEM with several commercial software such as 

EDEM [48]. 

Several examples of literature include the numerical modelling of granule-based dampers. 

Modelling the granular structures in the numerical studies requires contact interactions of 

the granules in the definitions of the numerical analysis setup. Depending on the nature of 

the contacting structures, particles and cavity walls, there are soft and hard particle 

identifications [49]. Also, the direction of the contact, either tangential or normal, has been 

another distributed term to model the granular structure interactions [50]. Several contact 
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mechanism definitions have been developed in terms of defining the contact. Hertz-Mindlin 

is one of the contact models to define the interaction between contacting bodies, which has 

been used mostly in the analysis. There are developed options to the contact models in case 

of the additional physics involving the interaction, for instance, the rolling conditions or the 

heat transfer involvement [36]. 

Event Driven Method is another method which uses a hard sphere model with a coefficient 

of restitution for the particle modelling. It also requires the mass and size of the granules. 

The contact mechanism is only related to the coefficient of restitution for this case which 

makes the modelling simple. This method's successive collision time is short since there is 

only one contact between particles. This method is cost-effective in terms of computational 

effort; however, it can be useful only for isolated instantaneous collision types [51].  

Numerical studies of particle dampers include design of particles and cavity geometry, 

modelling the physical interaction between the system elements and kinematic definitions 

of the dynamic process. Since the system elements are a number of particles and cavity, each 

system element should be considered, and related equations should be solved for the 

interaction between these system elements. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a 

modelling and simulation option for continuous structures. However, structures' granular 

states are discrete systems that should be solved by individual modelling and tracing. 

Therefore, there are numerous ways of discrete system approaches. The Discrete Element 

Method (DEM) is one type of modelling and simulating option for this type of interaction. In 

this method, granular structures are designated individually and modelled the physical 

interaction for each element. The contact mechanism between the granular structures and 

the host structure is also defined in this method. Each step in the analysis consists of force-

displacement relationship calculations. The next step is modelled and calculated according 

to the data processed in the former step. The individual steps consist of iterations that 

process the calculation close to the theoretical point. All these details of the DEM conclude 

that this method is computationally expensive since it requires high memory capacity and 

capability of the workstation. For simplicity and inexpensive analysis, there is a new 

simulation method to study granular structures rather than an expensive DEM solution. 

There is an interesting coupling between the methods of FEM and DEM, which has been 
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developed to save the process from undesired sides of DEM analysis. The coupled algorithm 

can be modelled using the calculations from the DEM studies and used to model the 

interactions in the FEM. In general FEM-DEM coupling, the traced force and displacement 

interactions are transferred to the FEM software after a successful calculation in the DEM 

software. The design procedure, for instance, has been studied using this coupling method 

to find a design procedure and effective working process for a particle damper attached gear 

pair under centrifugal loads. Therefore, depending on the particle size and cavities, the 

damping properties have been available for modelling and evaluation in DEM-FEM coupled 

methodology [30]. 

Amplitude Dependent Character of Granular Packing 

An interesting phenomenon has been observed in granular impact dampers; depending on 

the volume capacity of the surrounding cavity, they can show behaviours similar to solid, 

fluid or gas states of the materials. A densely packing glass beads may show solid glass block 

behaviour since they resist the external force. Whereas tilting the cavity might change the 

granules' state and granules behave like a fluid. Moreover, shaking with higher amplitude (or 

higher frequency levels), the glass granules might jump around and hit the cavity wall; 

therefore, they might be counted as gas [52]. Since granular structures have properties to 

act into the three physical states of the materials depending on the excitation conditions, 

they can be used for various applications in industry. Granular structures are placed in a cavity 

to constitute particle damper from the vibration damping perspective. These granules in the 

cavity are expected to resist the external force and follow physical and mechanical steps. At 

a minimum excitation level for them to start vibrating, they also slide through each other; 

they even experience collision with each other and the cavity wall, as well. Dissipation of the 

external energy is succeeded through these physical and mechanical changes. Therefore, 

these particles placed in the damper might be helpful in a variety of materials [39]. 

In the earlier works of Masri, the vibrational system and damper were assumed to be SDOF 

systems [53]; however, later, the system was assumed to be a 2DOF system after aiming to 

develop the modelling of the particle dampers. Thus, the nonlinearity of the particle damper 

was obtained by the relative velocity and the displacement terms [32]. Also, an increased 
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amplitude level of excitation was expressed to increase the effectiveness in the control level 

until a level of amplitude. If that amplitude level kept increasing, the control level was 

reduced [6]. This behaviour was noted to turn back to the previous behaviour after a certain 

amplitude level, affecting an increase in the control mechanism [54]. Therefore, it can be said 

that in addition to all other uncertain mechanisms, granule-based dampers were found to 

illustrate nonlinear dynamic mechanisms. 

Friend and Kinra (2000) studied the particle dampers' nonlinearity within the analytical and 

experimental studies by using a cantilever beam in the vertical direction with the effects of 

lead particles. Properties of particle dampers such as gravity effects, filling ratio, and 

vibration amplitude have been questioned by using the Bernoulli-Euler Beam Theory. In that 

study, types of movements of particles have been modelled in the equation form. Even 

though each particle has different velocities after each collision, the particle was assumed as 

a single particle in the theoretical studies. They showed that each movement depends on the 

previous time step’s movement. The dissipation mechanism was explained between the 

particle-wall and particle-particle collisions. The amplitude dependency was studied in 

different cases (a totally of 25 different amplitude levels) by changing the amplitude level 

and checking the energy dissipation level for each case. It was shown that the behaviour of 

the damper was not stable for different cases. It showed that particle dampers are highly 

nonlinear damping applications [17]. 

The applicability of the particle damper was explained in the gas turbines and rocket motors 

since they are durable under harsh environmental conditions. When particles are metallic, 

they tend to increase the friction forces in the cavity; thus, the amount of movement and 

collisions are reduced, and the dissipated energy level is degraded. The sticking behaviour of 

granules might be experienced in the lower levels of amplitudes. While the excitation 

amplitude increased, the particles had more active behaviour in the enclosure. They tended 

to slip over each other and had more contact with the cavity walls. The particles had smaller 

volumes when the amplitude level was at higher levels. The behaviour was noted as flying in 

the cavity, which was explained in a ‘gas-like manner’. The transition of the movement, 

which depends on the amplitude level, was mentioned as ‘between solid-like and liquid-like’ 

in the vibratory system. The excitation direction was also found as a parameter which affects 
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the applicability of the particle dampers [6], [18], [55]. The nonlinearity was also described 

by the discontinuity and randomness of collisions and velocity of the particles [6]. Also, the 

nonlinear behaviour of the granule-based dampers was studied in various numbers of 

damper geometry at different time steps of analysis [33]. 

The excitation level changes the position of the particles in the damper, which, in total, 

shapes the damping. Firstly, gravity affects the particles when the system is either at a 

resting position or under small excitation. Static forces are mentioned as hydrostatic pressure 

[56] between the particles, keeping them stable like a solid structure. The first case is called 

the solid phase of the particles, where a small amount of energy is reduced from the main 

structure. Secondly, with the increased dynamic load, the particles have inner dynamic 

forces and friction forces acting on them to move and vibrate. Positions of the particles are 

changed, and contact surfaces are redefined because of the changed state of the excitation 

amplitude. While amplitude is being elevated, contact forces are derived to another level, 

and friction force between the contacts is reduced. At this level of excitation amplitude, there 

is fluid-like convection in the particle motion. Associated with the excitation level, the contact 

forces can lock the particles, or a slipping-sliding motion may occur between the particles. 

The transition between the solid-like behaviour to fluid-like behaviour is noted as the 

maximum damping efficiency range for the particle damper application since there is 

maximum contact and interaction in the inner structures of the damper; in fact, this 

statement does not have actual proof yet. When excitation is increased to exceed the 

gravitational force and beyond the friction forces between the particles, they start moving 

around in the cavity with a gas-like motion, at which the particles occupy a very small volume 

in the damper cavity. This range of excitation is the lowest damping efficiency observation 

range [7]. 

Nonlinear Energy Sink (NES) is a particle damper characterised by the granular structures' 

amplitude-dependent properties. NES has quite powerful energy dissipative behaviour; 

however, the benefits depend on the excitation conditions and the system properties. 

Similar to the nonlinearity of the particle dampers, they changed the behaviour to the 

nonlinear properties with the increased excitation amplitudes. However, these systems have 
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shown great applicability in low excitation amplitudes. Therefore, the energy dissipation was 

utilised with the changed amplitude levels [57]. 

Studies show that the behaviour of the damper is very sensitive to amplitude changes [33], 

[58], [59], [60]. Controlling the vibrations on the buildings, structures under earthquake 

motion and machine tool vibrations may be stabilised by using impact dampers [4]. 

According to these statements, the particle dampers' damping effectivity and excitation 

amplitude dependency can be explained as the nonlinearity of these structures. The 

excitation range in which the granular system can dissipate the maximum energy from the 

main structure is conducted in this study. There are numerous studies have been performed 

to reveal the efficiency of the particle dampers in the literature [37], [61], [62]. They showed 

that particle dampers have illustrated effective way of usage compared to the other passive 

damping methods. However, there are disadvantages to the particle damper systems, as 

well. Since the system is highly nonlinear, it is better to apply in the given frequency ranges; 

the fluidization depends on the frequency level and the excitation amplitude [63], [6], [64]. 

The size of the particles, their volume and the packing ratio, the direction of the excitation, 

material properties of the particles, etc., many parameters affect the functionality of the 

particle dampers. As stated in this context, even though particle damper was found to be a 

very effective method to reduce structural vibration, the effectivity of the particle damper 

depends on several different parameters. The studies should continue to have viable 

parameters under various conditions.  

Application Areas of the Impact Dampers 

One of the first applications of impact damper was to control the flutter on the aeroelastic 

structure studied in NASA [57]. The following applications were on turbine blades, aircraft 

wings, etc. Since the method was sensitive to changes in the system parameters, it was 

proposed to replace the single particle with multiple ones with the same mass as the single 

particle in the same cavity [57]. Controlling the vibrations on the buildings, structures under 

earthquake motion and machine tool vibrations were thought to be stabilised by using 

impact dampers, according to the addressing from earlier studies [1]. Impact dampers are 

applicable in industrial options such as turbine blades, cutting tools, and shafts [7]. The 
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performance of impact dampers depends on many different properties related to the model, 

material, size of the damper itself and particle itself. Therefore, the dynamic of the impact 

damper is one of the main research topics for the fanciers. 

Simonian studied the impact damper actions aiming to reduce the structural vibration 

effects from the space structures. Molecular Dynamics (MD) options were mentioned, and 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) options have been used in the study in order to model the 

granular structure-based damper and to define the impact interactions [43]. A single particle 

is placed in the impact damper cavity to reduce the undesired vibration level of the space 

structures. Since the damping is elevated using the acceleration amplitudes, the damper 

type has been called the acceleration damper in the study. The beam-type space structure 

has been used with the acceleration dampers. According to the study, effect of the particle-

damper system has been classified with the excitation amplitude effects in the particle, such 

as solid-like, fluid-like, and gas-like behaviours, as detailed earlier  [43], [65]. 

Noise measurements at the collision states in the impact dampers showed that the impact 

dampers are noisy applications while they are easily influenced by the attenuation level [66]. 

Therefore, considerable developments have been attempted in the impact dampers to 

reduce inefficiency and increase the effectiveness of these dampers. These optimisations 

have been mainly change in the particle size and the cavity geometry volume [67]. According 

to this information, the effectiveness of the impact damper depends on several system-

related parameters, and the following improvement has been tried to defeat these sides. 

Application Areas of the Particle Dampers 

The particle dampers' applications in the studies mainly focused on the applications of 

structural vibration on planes, aerostructures (such as space crafts), civil structures, engine 

systems and gas turbines. For instance, the background noise and vibration were found to 

reduce the efficiency of the combustion from a research based in Rolls-Royce [40]. The hot 

gasses from the combustion chamber leave the system through the transition ducts and then 

the annular transmission chamber to drive the gas turbine. In this process, the noise is found 

to be at very high levels. Also, since the machinery motion and milling are on the turbine, 

there is chatter on parts of the turbine body. This is not a desirable situation since it reduces 
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the lifetime of the turbine parts. To solve these problems, it was thought that a non-rotating, 

external damper mechanism should be a necessary additive part of the turbine. Therefore, 

studies are developed on the particle damper for applying gas turbines. This idea is 

questioned within the variety of shaped dampers under different conditions. The study, 

which has two different filling ratios as 95% and 100%, shows the different results for each 

parameter. Solid-like to gas-like motion in the damper cavity has been observed and 

explained with the addition of the increased effectivity of the combustion process in this 

research study [40]. 

The applications needed to be neutralised, and particle damper variations have been studied 

recently. For instance, bean bag particle dampers were developed and used to reduce the 

particle collisions' noise side effects [46]. On the other hand, in terms of increasing the 

damping effectivity, the Non-obstructive Particle Dampers (NOPD) have been designed at 

the appropriate locations of the main exciting structures to place the granules for the 

damping [68], [69].  

2.4- Periodic Structures 

A periodic array means several identical structures are regularly placed in a meaningful 

arrangement to form a whole structural system [70]. Periodically arranging the solid 

structures on/in the main substrate differentiate the way of the solid waves/excitation impact 

travel through the substrate structures. Scatterers, which means the solid structures placed 

on the front side of the travelling wave, meet with the coming wave and are excited with the 

energy/amplitude of the incident wave. Then the incident wave might be absorbed, radiated, 

diffracted, distorted, dissipated, refracted, transmitted or reflected because of the presence 

of the scatterer (damper). The relationship between the impacted wave and the incident 

wave experiments the phase difference (time lag). This happens when a wave incident 

interacts with a scatterer. Since the impedance and wave speed properties change from one 

structure to another (or from one material to another), the phase difference is experienced 

[71] naturally. 

Various periodic structures can be classified according to their refractive index, the periodic 

structure presence volumetric ratio, etc.; Figure 2.3 illustrates the variations. Volume 
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periodic structures and surface periodic structures have been distinguished from each other 

by the properties of the periodicity of the structure [72]. The impact of periodic structures 

can be evaluated through the transfer (or transmission) function between the source and 

destination fields. The transfer function always corresponds to a value in the periodic array, 

while it provides a zero value outside the periodic array. 

 

Figure 2. 3: Categorisation of periodically arranged structures [72] 

 

According to the figure, a periodic structure can be a one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or 

three-dimensional periodic medium; also, without showing the example in the figure, the 

periodic structures might be layered to provide a periodic layered medium. Even though the 

periodic structure definition is related to the infinite structure perception, the realistic 

structures would provide vaguely different outcomes than an infinite structure expectation. 

Periodic structures are associated with the K-vector (|K|), which has the length of the period 

in the arranged structures or the wave number of the wavelength per element size. There are 

always reciprocal relationships within a finite length of period. The period length or the 

wavelength (λ) is given in Equation (2.1) below.  

|𝑲| =
2𝜋

λ
     (Eq. 2.1) 

Periodically arranged structures exhibit band properties according to either their spatial 

arrangement or the local resonating properties, or both of them. As stated by Bragg in his 

study using the emergence of the spatially arranged gratings, the light wave propagates 

through these gratings and opens up a window which no waves can propagate through. Due 

to the periodic arrangement's presence, destructive and constructive interference occurs. 
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The impedance mismatching between the periodically arranged structure and the incident 

wave results in destructive interference, and the bandgap appears. Specifically, when the two 

scatterers are placed at a distance at the half wavelength size, there is the strongest 

destructive interference for the wave propagation. This event is known as “Bragg Scattering” 

for the periodically arranged structures. According to this knowledge, when the propagation 

condition (i.e., the frequency, for ω) and the distance between the periodically arranged 

structures (ΔL) meet the criteria of the Bragg scattering condition (in Equation 2.2), there is 

naturally possible availability of the cancellation for the wave propagation. This wave 

cancellation results in the bandgaps for the interested frequency level and presents an option 

to change the wave propagation by the distance between the scatterer arrays. 

∆𝐿 =
𝜆

2
=

𝑐

2𝑓
=

𝜋𝑐

𝜔
   (Eq. 2.2) 

As stated, the local resonance properties are the second option to affect the wave 

propagation. This option has a similar effect without seeking large separations between the 

arrays. In this case, coupling phenomena is an important parameter. Coupling between 

mechanical modes elevates several applications' efficiency, such as amplification, cooling, 

phonon lasing, and many varieties of applications [73]. For instance, coupling between 

acoustic resonators like speakers or exhaust systems can be modelled analytically using 

Helmholtz resonators to calculate the acoustic impedance and reflection impedance values 

for various arrangements [74]. 

For this reason, a simple explanation for the coupled structures assumes two identical 

oscillators with closely related resonance frequencies. These discrete systems can be 

combined. As a result of this combination, the common frequency for the system can be 

found in eigenvalue solutions. According to the knowledge of local resonances and the wave 

propagation through the coupled structures, there is a destructed and degenerated wave 

propagation. This results in the cancellation of the wave, a similar effect in the Bragg 

scattering case. However, in this case, locally resonant structures are coupled in their 

eigenfrequencies and change the way of wave propagation.  
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The periodic arrangement is a useful wave manipulation option using either the Bragg 

scattering or the locally resonant coupled structures. Therefore, periodically arranged 

structures can be used in prohibitively large spatial arrangements to destruct the low-

frequency attenuations or long wavelengths. Wave propagation is altered using periodically 

arranged structures, and these structures are eligible to modify the wave propagation 

accordingly to their spatial organisation. The bandgaps are the resulting situations of these 

periodic structures. 

Analytical Expression of Periodicity 

Literature sources have experimental, numerical, and analytical studies about metamaterials 

and periodic structures. There are examples of studies comparing added mass, periodically 

arranged structures and metamaterial applications. Snell's Law is transmitted when an 

incident wave travels through the periodically arranged structures and reflected waves 

occur. Infinite structure modelling is one of the top ideas about the periodic arrangement; 

therefore, there is an effort to model these structures in numerical assumptions. Since the 

arrangement is prepared to follow identical sections, studying the behaviour of one of these 

identical sections to determine the whole structure's behaviour is a proper approach for 

periodically arranged structures. Also, the infinite structure approach increases the 

computational cost, and there is a lack of ability to model these structures as their substrates. 

Therefore, unit cell assumption is developed. As mentioned earlier, the unit cell, modelled 

concerning the identical sections on the main structure, is the smallest part to display the 

periodic arrangement. The distance between two inclusions is known as the lattice constant, 

which is used as a constant of the element size of the unit cell to define the identical 

individual components [75]. Then, the unit cell can be used by giving certain periodic 

boundary conditions to the related edges. Therefore, a composed unit cell shows the entire 

periodic arrangement structural behaviour under the system conditions. Bloch-Floquet 

theory sets these boundary conditions to one edge and then re-applies them to the other; 

however, there is an additional effect from one edge to another. In order to observe more 

realistic situations and to apply the same order solution to both edges, the complex-valued 

phase correction is added to the boundary condition. Therefore, the unit cell approach 
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reduces the computational expenses since the periodic boundaries behave like a finite size 

of an infinite structure.  

Unit Cell is a specific term to define the smallest portion of the whole periodically arranged 

system. A unit cell includes all the parameters of the periodic arrangement as an exemplary 

concept. Figure 2.4 illustrates the example of the periodic structure, and the length d in the 

figure corresponds to the periodic arrangement's unit cell. 

 

Figure 2. 4: 1D array with periodic placements, d is unit cell length, a is thickness [75] 

 

Waves travel through any medium to which they are introduced. Modes of the waves are 

evaluated for a solid structure specified in this thesis. Stiffer materials with larger Young’s 

Modulus provide faster wave speed, whereas the lighter (softer) materials with lower 

material density [76]. When the mode of the wave is evaluated, the mode shape, the wave 

speed (c) and the wavenumber (k) are evaluated. Equation (2.3) given below represents a 

general form of wave equation which depends on the frequency of interest (ω) in addition to 

the information given in the previous sentence. From this equation, the relationship between 

the wavenumber (k) and angular frequency (ω) has a relationship as (ω (k)=c|k|) with c2=E/ρ, 

which indicates the speed of the wave is the square root of the ratio of the Young’s Modulus 

to the material density of the solid structure. The exponential in the equation provides the 

solution for the wave propagation.  

𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝑖𝜑(𝑥,𝑡) = 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝑥−𝜔𝑡)  (Eq. 2.3) 

Moreover, the wavenumber (k) controls the wavelength (λ=2π/k)  and the wave's phase. The 

relationship between the wave number and the angular frequency Figure 2.5 is prepared. 
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This figure explains that the wave number and frequency relationship provides dispersion 

relations. Also, for any integer n, the wave number and lattice constant have a relationship 

of kLn=2π and kLn=0 simultaneously. Therefore, the wave number takes values between [-

π/L,π/L] as it is the first Brillouin Zone.  

 

Figure 2. 5: Dispersion relation [75] 

 

The phase velocity is another major information regarding the wave phenomena in solid 

structures. Evaluating the generalised wave equation for a point in space, which has a 

constant phase, is moving in time provides the phase velocity (νφ) of the moving point as 

(ω(k)/k) given in the series of equations (Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.5)). 

     0 = 𝜑0(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑘𝑥 − 𝜔(𝑘)𝑡  (Eq. 2.4) 

     𝑥0 = (𝜔(𝑘)/𝑘)𝑡   (Eq. 2.5) 

Wave propagation in periodically arranged inclusions has been studied both numerically and 

analytically. The theories enable to model and analyse the waveguides within the uniform 

cross-sectional boundaries or along the wave propagation where periodic conditions are 

applied on the parallel faces. The most common way to calculate and determine the 

dispersion relations of waveguides in a specific elementary cell is Bloch-Floquet Boundary 

Condition [77],[78] within the first Brillouin Zone analysis. The definition of Bloch-Floquet 

Boundary Condition in a 2D lattice [79] is given by 

    𝑢𝑑𝑠𝑡 =  𝑢𝑠𝑟𝑐𝑒−𝑖𝑘(𝑟𝑑𝑠𝑡−𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑐)’    (Eq. 2.6) 

where 𝑟 is the spatial coordinates. The index “dst” and “src” define the destination and the 

source boundary Equation 2.6 [79]. This equation has been taken from the COMSOL analysis 
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setup since this has been studied in Chapter 5. Equation (2.6) was derived from modelling 

propagation surfaces by solving the wave propagation problem as an eigenvalue problem 

through x and y directions. The effect of boundary conditions was ignored to model the 

infinite structure; the band frequencies were plotted in propagation surface plots. However, 

the finite structure results are comparable with the infinite structure results, which means 

the infinite structure analysis results have slightly different results. 

The structure with periodic cells presents particular interest in this research. The numerical 

interpretation of the eigenvalue problem associated with stop band frequencies in these 

plates and derivation of Floquet-Bloch conditions is given in Equation (2.7). This theory 

(Floquet-Bloch) has the properties of approaching the infinite structural behaviour using 

finite structures. Then given boundary conditions help to understand the infinite structures. 

    [𝐾(𝜇𝑥, 𝜇𝑦)] − 𝑓2[𝑀(𝜇𝑥, 𝜇𝑦)] = 0  (Eq. 2.7) 

K and M are stiffness and mass matrices, respectively. f is the excitation frequency, and µ is 

the propagation constant for x and y. The frequency levels that give solution to this equation 

are known as “propagation surfaces” in the two-dimensional form. The gaps between these 

surfaces were defined as stopbands where the propagation was not allowed through the 

medium [80].  

Finite structure modelling has restrictions on understanding the infinite structural behaviour. 

Therefore, the studies should be modelled as infinite structures; however, this is not 

convenient because of the computational cost. Therefore, modelling a unit cell to represent 

the infinite structure and applying the proper boundary conditions to modify the unit cell are 

possible steps using the Floquet-Bloch Theorem. In this literature study, infinite study 

approximation is modelled using Floquet-Bloch Theory. There were implications in periodic 

structures theory in the modelling of infinite structure. It was shown in many studies that the 

periodic structures demonstrated unique dynamic effects for filtering the wave propagation 

[80]. In the previously studied experimental and numerical research, it was shown that the 

simple clamped-free end condition of plate-shaker study with four different arrangements 

have illustrated different results to be able to use as a mechanical filter in a wide range of 

frequencies [81]. Equation (2.8) illustrates the complex wave equation, which consists of two 
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constituents of the propagation constant. The real number (𝛼)  expresses the exponential 

decay rate of the wave propagation, which is the attenuation of the wave. In contrast, 

imaginary number (𝛽)  is the definition of the phase difference between two neighbouring 

cells, also called phase change [80]. 

      𝜇 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑖   (Eq. 2.8) 

If the real number (logarithmic decay rate, 𝛼) is different from zero, it is in the wave 

propagation's stop band or attenuation levels. If it has a zero value, which means if the wave 

has only an imaginary number (phase difference, β), then the wave characteristics show pass 

band behaviour where there is no attenuation through the propagation. The wave 

propagation constant varies in the 2π range to complete one full cycle [80].  

An applied arbitrary field distribution is evaluated on some discrete points in the unit cell 

where the wave propagation or frequency sweep is applied. The sweeping parameter option 

is available to find the optimum values for the entire system and certain parameters' 

sensitivity. This is approachable by running a series of simulations described in the sweep 

parameters. Band structure analysis is a parameter sweep study over the wave vector (k) and 

searching for strong frequency resonances. The system which contains layers (or periodic 

arrangements) is evaluated in terms of the wave modes acting in the field. Evaluated modes 

are definable with a nonlinear equation of time-frequency and wavenumber. The connection 

between these defined terms is shown using dispersion curves. Dispersion curves are a source 

of recorded patterns of extinguished and persisted propagations. Extinguished propagation 

consisting of frequencies that do not match the periodic boundaries is not allowed to affect 

the structure. At the same time, only the persisted modes are allowed to propagate on the 

structure. Tracing the frequencies and k-space scanning are options to observe the persisting 

modes as they deliver the band structure via FFT applied spectra (ωa /2πc vs FFT) or band 

structure computation (ΓXMΓ vs ωa /2πc). As reported by the performed unit cell would give 

an insight into the infinite structural behaviour over the given system conditions. 

Periodic structure analysis allows the researchers to identify the frequency bands (stop and 

pass). As explained here, these band frequencies showed the behaviour of the structure as a 
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damped structure and at which level of frequencies they show this behaviour. It was noted 

that if the structure is applied extra viscoelastic, loss properties of the viscoelastic structure 

can improve the ability to control the wave attenuation which is expected to be better than 

absence of the viscoelastic material case [80].  

 
Figure 2. 6: Formation of bandgaps on a unit cell of Timoshenko beam; (a) shows simply supported beam 

without periodicity, (b) shows periodic masses on the unit cell, (c, d) shows periodic resonators [80]  

 

It was noted earlier in the previous paragraph that the bandgaps depend on the properties of 

the periodic structures. Bandgaps can be formed due to local resonators or Bragg resonance. 

The unit cell size and the scatterer should have small sizes in the case of Bragg resonance. 

Local resonators might have similar properties except the reduced unit cell size. Aperiodic 

structures require a larger unit cell size to show bandgaps on the system for attenuation of 

the larger wavelengths; however, bandgaps can be shown better in the periodically arranged 

cell mechanism. Figure 2.6 shows a similar understanding from research based on various 

periodic arrangement analysis results [82]. 
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Overall, using periodic structures at the resonant frequency ranges on the structure helps to 

obtain bandgaps better than the aperiodic arrangements and without resonator cases, as 

shown in Figure 4.8 [82]. This figure shows the natural frequencies of a supported beam with 

a continuous line (there is no periodicity). Subfigure b shows the natural frequencies of the 

supported beam (continuous line) and guided beam (dashed line) with added periodic 

masses. Subfigures c (0-3000 Hz) and d (0-150 Hz) show the natural frequencies of periodic 

resonators on the unit cell for the supported beam (continuous line) and guided beam 

(dashed line). Subfigure-a shows the condition without periodicity, which means that the 

eigenfrequencies will be the same for guided (free end) and supported beams. Adding 

periodic masses to the unit cell reduced the natural frequencies. Subfigures-c and -d illustrate 

the bandgaps due to the periodic resonators on the structure. These figures show that while 

eigenfrequencies of modes on the guided beam are increased, the frequencies of modes on 

the supported beam are reduced. Therefore, the bandgap between these two levels was 

increased. Acceptance functions were used to express the modes of the structure (unit size 

of beam in that case) by using periodicity conditions of the Bloch Wave [82]. 

Mass-spring-damper Systems and Coupled Resonators 

Structures such as in mechanical systems are analysed through simplified models, which 

include mass, spring, and damping properties. Depending on the external force inclusion, the 

system model is controlled by the external force. Lumped mass systems to define structures 

have been found useful and reliable in working on properties such as the natural frequency 

[83]. The number of masses in the system is evaluated within the predetermined time steps. 

In other words, the mass matrix of the system is evaluated at the pre-processing step for one 

time in one spatial direction, and then this matrix is used for each step in the overall 

calculation process [84]. The representation of a lumped mass system of a single degree of 

freedom system (SDOF) is given in the following figures [14]. 

Figure 2.7 represents the undamped mass-spring system; Figure 2.8 represents the damped 

mass-spring system, and Figure 2.9 represents the forced-damped mass-spring system.  
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Figure 2. 7: Undamped mass-spring system 

 

𝑚
𝑑2𝑞

𝑑𝑡2 + 𝑘𝑞(𝑡) = 0   (Eq. 2.9) 

The figures are mass bonded with a linear spring on a frictionless surface. According to the 

Ordinary Differential Equations, the relevant equations to equate the relationship in the 

system elements are given in the mathematical expressions below the figure. Equation (2.9) 

expresses the undamped SDOF system where m is mass, k is spring constant, and q is the 

displacement due to the inertial forces. As mentioned, the system depends on the time; 

however, the mass does not change with time intervals. The second-order time derivation of 

the system displacement changes the state of the mass on the substrate with a free motion, 

which means the system is free from external motions and forces in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2. 8: Damped mass-spring system 

 

𝑚
𝑑2𝑞

𝑑𝑡2 + 𝑐
𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑘𝑞(𝑡) = 0  (Eq. 2.10) 

Equation (2.10) represents an SDOF system with damping applied to it. The system has the 

same properties as the previous system mechanism; however, there is a dissipative energy 

element in addition to the conventional system. This additional element, called the damper 

mechanism, leads to energy losses in the oscillatory system [14]. The damping constant of 
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the damped SDOF system, c, is given in Equation 2.10 with the multiplication of the first-

order time derivation of the displacement, which equals the velocity of the system.  

 

Figure 2. 9: Forced-damped mass-spring system 

 

𝑚
𝑑2𝑞

𝑑𝑡2 + 𝑐
𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑘𝑞(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑒(𝑡)   (Eq. 2.11) 

The lumped systems may have external force attached, which is also an additional energy 

supplement on the SDOF system, as shown in Figure 2.9. In that case, the system is called 

the forced vibration system. The force can be internally generated, externally attached or 

excitation might be induced from the environment. Equation (2.11) represents the damped 

mass-spring system with an external force (fe(t)) attached to it; as seen from the notation, 

the external force also depends on the time intervals. The external force of the oscillatory 

system [14] includes a force amplitude (fa) and angular frequency (𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑡) as in Equation 

(2.12) below. 

𝑓𝑒(𝑡) = 𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡    (Eq. 2.12) 

The mechanical systems are not always under SDOF system classification; when they have 

more than one variable for each type of system element, the system is often called a multi-

degree of freedom (MDOF) system. The representative equation (Equation (2.13)) consists 

of each element's matrix forms. These matrices are M for mass, C for damping constants, K 

for spring constants and Fe for the external force, whereas q for the displacement of the 

system with its second derivative in time. 

[𝑀]{𝑞}̈ + [𝐶]{�̇�} + [𝐾]{𝑞} = {𝐹𝑒}   (Eq. 2.13) 
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Examples of lumped mass systems are mass-spring-dashpot systems, pendulums, rotating 

machines, plates and heat exchangers, and impact and crash analysis.  

 

Figure 2. 10: Coupled mass-spring system example for tuned resonators 

 

Mass-spring systems are oscillating structures; they are called resonators or oscillators. In 

the physical systems, multiple oscillators might be attached and constitute complex systems 

rather than a single degree of freedom. Individual oscillators can also show their resonating 

properties, as they might be coupled to transfer the energy through each other. Their motion 

is not necessarily to be periodic. In terms of assessing the coupled mass systems, Figure 2.10 

is exemplified. The masses m are connected to the spring (k), and their connected spring 

constant is kc which is the interaction force between them. 

When the masses are in an equilibrium position, the springs, k, are also in equilibrium. In this 

system, each mass and its force equilibriums are evaluated individually. Therefore, the 

equilibrium force which controls the mass on the left side is in Equation (2.14) given below. 

Also, the mass on the right side is controlled with force in Equation (2.15). Displacements in 

the equations are given with notation of q1 and q2. 

𝐹1 = −𝑘𝑞1 + 𝑘𝑐(𝑞1 − 𝑞2) = −(𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐)𝑞1 + 𝑘𝑐𝑞2 = 𝑀𝑞1̈  Eq. (2.14) 

𝐹2 = −𝑘𝑞2 + 𝑘𝑐(𝑞1 − 𝑞2) = −(𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐)𝑞2 + 𝑘𝑐𝑞1 = 𝑀𝑞2̈   Eq. (2.15) 

The equations of motions are given in the following equations (Equation (2.16) and Equation 

(2.17)). 

𝑀𝑞1̈ + (𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐)𝑞1 − 𝑘𝑐𝑞2 = 0   Eq. (2.16) 

𝑀𝑞2̈ + (𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐)𝑞2 − 𝑘𝑐𝑞1 = 0   Eq. (2.17) 
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The solution of these equations gives harmonic oscillations of q1(t)=A1eiωt and q2(t)=A2eiωt as 

trivial solutions. These solutions are substituted into the earlier equation to model the matrix 

form of the coupled mass-spring system. As a result, the determinant of the system 

inclusions is as in the equation below (Equation (2.18)). 

|
𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐 − 𝑀𝜔2       − 𝑘𝑐

 𝑘𝑐                    𝑘 + 𝑘𝑐 − 𝑀𝜔2

 
| = 0 Eq. (2.18) 

Solving this determinant means eigenfrequencies for the coupled system are found as the 

system's normal (asymmetric and symmetric) modes. Symmetric masses are considered in-

phase masses, while asymmetric masses are considered out-of-phase. The given solution is a 

general representation of equal mass and equal spring stiffness systems. 

Bragg Scattering 

The wave propagation in the periodic structures is usually studied through the dispersion 

relationship between wavenumber on the frequency of the propagating waves. The band 

gaps can be due to either Bragg scattering or the structural resonance of a periodic 

“scatterer”. Bragg scattering was found in destructive interferences of the dispersion 

diagrams, defined as the difference between constructive and destructive interferences, 

which depends on the spacing of the structures and the wavelength, which the situation is 

called “Bragg-resonance” [85].  

The Refractive index of the structures has periodic, constant, and random values in three 

spatial dimensions. The structure is called a homogenous space when the refractive index of 

the structure is constant in all directions. However, if the structure has a periodic 

arrangement in one direction, it is called a one-dimensional periodic medium. Two- or three-

dimensional periodicity on the refractive index for a structure is called a two-dimensional or 

three-dimensional periodic medium. The three-dimensional periodic medium is a perfectly 

periodic structure with infinitely extended dimensions. The real applications have only finite 

properties; therefore, practically, the structures would have different properties than the 

theoretical approximations [72]. 
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The wave propagation or the mechanical energy distribution in the periodic structures is 

studied through dispersion relations, which defines the relationship of the wavenumber of 

the propagating wave. As was mentioned earlier, mechanical energy on the structures can 

be manipulated through Bragg scattering and using the local resonance of the structures. 

Even though understanding and familiarisation of the wave propagation on the structures 

are important in manipulating the energy, building Bragg scatterers and local resonators 

might help achieve the aim without wave information. When vibrational energy hits the 

scatterer, the scatterer is excited with the coming energy [86]. This is similar to when wave 

propagation is an incident on a scatterer. The scatterer (or the damper, the absorber, the 

resonator, etc.) radiates the energy (wave propagation).  

Bragg scatterers work in the principle of the Bragg condition. There might be a phase 

difference or a time lag because of the structural interactions. Depending on the phase 

changes, the wave's amplitude can be controlled. When the phase change equals π (out-of-

phase), a destructive interference modulates the wave propagation using the scatterer. 

When the phase change is equal to zero (in-phase), there is a constructive interference that 

has no impact on wave propagation. Bragg's principle informs that for a one-dimensional 

periodic structure, the incident angle on the reflected and transmitted layers are the same 

for the excitation wave. A strong reflection would appear when the waves are in-phase, 

resulting in the Bragg condition (m2π/L, m is the integer, and L is the periodicity of the 

structures) [72]. Bragg bandgap is found in the dispersion relations' destructive 

interferences, which is the division between the instructive and destructive interferences. As 

already noted, this relates to the spacing of the scatterers and the wavelength of the exciting 

propagation [85]. 

Negative Effective Material Properties 

Coupled resonators illustrate effective material properties such as negative dynamic mass 

and negative dynamic stiffness, which are widely studied properties [87]–[91]. In order to 

exemplify these situations, 2-DOF systems are used here (Figure 2.11).  
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Figure 2. 11: 2-DOF systems with (a) mass-in-mass and (b) mass-in-spring representations, similar to the 

figure in [90] 

 

The first example includes mass-in-mass elements, as shown in Figure 2.11-a, representing 

the negative effective mass properties. The equation of motion for this system has frequency 

response function Hj1(f) (j=1,2), which is evaluated between the response of x1(t) and x2(t) 

under the applied force F(t). F(t) in this system depends on the applied frequency (F(t)= F0eift. 

The effective mass for this system is meff (f) is derived using the following equations (Equation 

2.19-2.20). 

[
𝑚1 0
0 𝑚2

] {
𝑥1̈

𝑥2̈
} + [

𝑘2 −𝑘2

−𝑘2 𝑘2
] {

𝑥1

𝑥2
} = {

𝐹
0

}  (Eq. 2.19) 

{
𝑥1

𝑥2
} ≡ {

𝐴1

𝐴2
} 𝑒𝑖𝑓𝑡     (Eq. 2.20) 

The frequency response function (FRF) is widely used to describe the dynamic relations of 

the input and the output of the frequency-based system. According to the MDOF system 

frequency response function calculations, Equations (2.19) and (2.20) are transformed into 

Equations (2.21) and Equation (2.22) below. 

𝐻11 ≡
𝐴1

𝐹0
=

𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2

(𝑘2−𝑚1𝑓2)(𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2)−𝑘2
2 (Eq. 2.21) 

𝐻21 ≡
𝐴2

𝐹0
=

𝑘2

(𝑘2−𝑚1𝑓2)(𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2)−𝑘2
2 (Eq. 2.22) 
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Using the given equations and Newton's 2nd Law of Motion by treating the absorber as 

unknown,  the effective mass (meff) of the mass-in-mass system is given in Equation (2.23) 

below. In this equation, f2 is the eigenfrequency of the additional mass (m2) as the squared 

root of the ratio of stiffness of the spring-2 (k2) to the mass-2 (m2). 

𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≡
𝐹

𝑥1̈
=

𝐹0

−𝑓2𝐴1
=

𝑚2𝑓2
2

𝑓2
2−𝑓2  (Eq. 2.23) 

Equation meff might have resulted in an infinite number when the excitation frequency (f) 

equals the eigenfrequency of the absorber (f2) because it results in the response of m1 (H11) 

and the displacement of m1 (x1) itself is equal to zero. According to this, the external force 

(F(t)) would not impact the total system since the mass absorber absorbs its impact. This 

explains the mechanical vibration absorber idea. In addition, when the excitation frequency 

(f) has higher amounts than the eigenfrequency of m2, the effective mass tends to see 

negative values that are not observed in the real application. However, for some situations 

like the higher excitation frequency, the effective mass tends to see negative values in the 

theoretical calculations around the eigenfrequency of the system. In reality, the coupled 

mass system only responds to the force (F) according to Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion (F=ma, 

a is the acceleration value). In addition, at any excitation frequency with the same value as 

the mass absorbers eigenfrequency, the amplitude of the mass absorber (A2) decreases when 

the mass of the absorber (m2) increases. 

 In the second example, a mass-in-spring system, as given in Figure 2.11-b, is investigated to 

model negative dynamic effective spring stiffness. The equation of motion for this system has 

frequency response function Hj1(f) (j=1,2), which is evaluated between the response of x1(t) 

and x2(t) under the applied force F(t). The effective spring stiffness, keff(f), is derived following 

the given strategy in Equation (2.24). 

[
0 0
0 𝑚2

] {
𝑥1̈

𝑥2̈
} + [

𝑘1 + 𝑘2 −𝑘2

−𝑘2 𝑘2
] {

𝑥1

𝑥2
} = {

𝐹
0

}  (Eq. 2.24) 

{
𝑥1

𝑥2
} ≡ {

𝐴1

𝐴2
} 𝑒𝑖𝑓𝑡     (Eq. 2.25) 
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Following a similar strategy in FRF calculation provides the following equations (Equation 

(2.26) and Equation (2.27)). 

𝐻11 ≡
𝐴1

𝐹0
=

𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2

(𝑘1+𝑘2)(𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2)−𝑘2
2 ≈

1

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓
  (Eq. 2.26) 

𝐻21 ≡
𝐴2

𝐹0
=

𝑘2

(𝑘1+𝑘2)(𝑘2−𝑚2𝑓2)−𝑘2
2   (Eq. 2.27) 

Using the given equations and Newton's 2nd Law of Motion by treating the absorber as 

unknown,  the effective spring stiffness (keff) of the mass-in-spring system is given in 

Equation (2.28) below. 

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≡
𝐹

𝑥1
= 𝑘1 +

𝑘2𝑓2

𝑓2−𝑓2
2   (Eq. 2.28) 

When the excitation frequency of the system (f) equals the eigenfrequency of the absorber 

(f2), the effective stiffness will receive an infinite value because the frequency response of the 

main system (H11) and the displacement of the main system (x1) will be zero. In contrast, the 

exciting force equals -k2A2. According to this information, the external force, the exciting 

force, is cancelled out by the internal absorber dynamics through its spring stiffness (k2). This 

example is another option for a mechanical vibration absorber. In addition, at any excitation 

frequency with the same value as the mass absorbers eigenfrequency, the amplitude of the 

mass absorber (A2) decreases when the mass of the absorber (m2) increases. 

As a result of these mechanical vibration absorber examples, the effective mass of the 

system tends to receive negative values when the system is excited with a higher frequency 

level than the eigenfrequency of the absorber and the second part of Equation (2.21) is larger 

than m1. On the other hand, the effective stiffness tends to see negative values when the 

system is excited with a lower frequency level than the eigenfrequency of the absorber, and 

the second part of Equation (2.26) is larger than k1. 

Mechanical vibration absorber modelling using the strategies given above examples 

provides several options: 
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- Suppose the excitation frequency (f) is smaller than the eigenfrequency of the absorber 

(f2) since the effective stiffness (keff) is larger than zero and the FRF values of the 

elements (H11 and H21) are lower than zero. In that case, the motions of the system 

elements (x1 and x2) are in phase, and this is an acoustic mode. 

- Suppose the excitation frequency (f) is smaller than the eigenfrequency of the absorber 

(f2) since the effective stiffness (keff) is smaller than zero and the FRF values of the 

elements (H11 and H21) are larger than zero. In that case, the motions of the system 

elements (x1 and x2) are in phase, and this is an acoustic mode. 

- If the excitation frequency (f) is higher than the eigenfrequency of the absorber (f2) since 

the effective stiffness (keff) is larger than zero and H11 is lower than zero, but H21 is larger 

than zero, the motions are out of phase, which means it is an optical mode. 

The phase difference is the resulting property from the relationship between the wave 

propagation and the absorber (scatterer) in addition to the properties of the absorber. When 

there is more than one scatterer in front of the wave propagation path, a special situation is 

observed in the identical scatterer's case, depending on the distance between the scatterers, 

the wave modulation and phase changes controlled by these scatterers. Since destructive 

interference is beneficial in wave propagation control, half of the wavelength for the distance 

between the scatterers is where the highest destructive effects are expected. 

2.5- Metamaterials 

The featured artificial structures have been used for over 50 years for many applications with 

the aim of new technologies breaking metamaterials' limits. Metamaterials were first 

studied in electromagnetics [85], then explained in vibration-related studies. They found 

effective ways of reducing the undesired attenuations on the structures [92]. In addition to 

electromagnetic studies, metamaterials have also found a place in acoustic studies. 

Metamaterials are characterised by the subwavelength performance that enables to control 

of waves much bigger than the characteristic size of the structure [93]. Metamaterial is a 

term that the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has started to define 

these unconventional composite structures that cannot be found in nature [94]. 

Metamaterials are not possible applications directly from nature; their effect comes from 
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design properties and periodicity. The periodicity effect of metamaterials comes from the 

array of multiple resonators. They show MDOF system behaviour, which the researchers 

found exciting [95]. A simple arrangement of resonators in metamaterial study is shared in 

Figure 2.12. 

 
Figure 2. 12: Example of metamaterial [95] 

 

Metamaterials were used to control the seismic wave propagations of their seismic 

invisibility cloaking properties. Seismic wave propagation is very strong through the soil and 

alluvial topographic medium. Therefore the dynamic effect is expected to be very high in 

ground motion attenuation, called “side effects” [96]. Therefore, the structures were aimed 

to be protected from seismic changes. The tree-like structures were applied in a study to 

show an example of geological scale application. Trees in a forest were accepted as sub-

wavelength resonators since the researchers assumed that the wavelength was very high for 

seismic wave propagation. This study showed that the simple metamaterial example of trees 

could be used to define the bandgaps in the given frequency ranges and seismic wave 

propagations. The band frequencies (stop bands and pass bands) were found using Bloch-

Floquet theory in the numerical studies. This was a geophysical scale study with soil-type 

medium and natural resonators (tree) interaction in the medium [96]. 

Metamaterials have built-in local resonance effects on the main structures, and they are 

possible solutions to reduce the challenging sides of the situations. In this case, the main 

structure was presented to increase the degrees of freedom for controlling the wave 

propagation [90], [97]. The properties of the newly adapted structures should be smaller than 

the shortest wavelength in the wave propagation if these structures have homogeneous 

properties. Thus, they can show effective properties under working conditions. This effect 

was so-called blocking the propagation [98] in the stop band frequencies [97]. These 

structures are eligible when they are designed by focusing on the “stop band” and “pass 
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bands” frequency ranges while focusing on frequency ranges with their unnatural properties. 

Examples of the application areas of the metamaterials,  

• Absorption and dissipation (by using perforated covers on plates or quarter-

wavelength resonators, etc.), 

• Reflection is the other type of application rather than deflecting or blocking the wave 

propagation ( i.e. by using corrugated beams or inclination on metamaterial walls 

aircraft engine [92]), 

• Noise trapping is the most interesting for the researchers (using selective angles or 

surfaces to block the wave propagation, meaning that the surface is not allowed to 

propagate waves, such as acoustic liners). For instance, take-off and landing 

processes are always the noisiest processes on aerostructures. This is mainly found in 

propulsion systems-related situations. There were several applications to reduce the 

effects of these undesired situations on aircraft [92], 

• Cloaking [92].  

Metamaterial theory states that all the dimensions of the metamaterial structures should be 

smaller than the shortest wavelength if the material is homogeneous [97]. Moreover, the 

same paper had two different arguments about the metamaterial theory. One implied that 

within a known wave condition (direction and magnitude), the resonant frequency of the 

metamaterial structure should be smaller than the modes of the primary structure. This was 

required for the metamaterial to meet that wave first-hand. The other implication that if the 

wave properties were unknown, it was better to design the metamaterials in subgroups. 

Therefore, each subgroup's resonant frequency can cover a wider range of frequencies 

through the wave propagation on the beam [97]. 

Nonetheless, if the aim is absorption in a lower range of frequency waves (wider 

wavelength), then the design criteria should be around the eigenfrequencies and boundary 

conditions [97]. The writers offered that the metamaterial applications open the way for new 

properties on the structures and the materials to be effectively used [92]. Proper calculations 

for the design parameters [99] may help to widen the application of metamaterials in real 

applications [97].  
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Periodically arranged structures have benefited the band gap arrangement for both high- 

and low-frequency wave propagations. However, especially for the low-frequency 

propagation, the spatial arrangement in the periodic structures have to be large enough for 

large wavelengths to maintain the band gap. Therefore, this situation has been a type of 

limitation to overcome. Locally resonant structure attachments in the unit cells of the 

periodic arrangements change the way of wave propagation. In addition, with rapid 

advances in micro-production techniques, composite materials, and increased abilities in the 

modelling approaches, locally resonant structures attached small sized unit cells are 

produced in time. These small subunits illustrate unconventional structural properties which 

cannot be found in nature. The local resonance mechanism breaks the rules for the sound 

transmission in the structures and increases the effectivity of periodic structure usage in 

smaller-sized spatial arrangements. Increasing common interest in finding advanced 

technology options in the applications has directed the implication of unnatural novel 

solutions, periodically arranged inclusions on the host structure to show effective structural 

behaviours known as metamaterials [100]. 

In another research study, the effective properties of materials of the metamaterial were 

found to be negative (i.e. negative effective density, negative bulk modulus, etc.). Therefore, 

these properties affect the wave propagation inside the medium, and as a result, energy flow 

was directed unusually through the medium by using metamaterials. Acoustic super lenses 

are an example of this type of application in aeronautics [92]. Periodically arranged 

resonance structures around the local resonant frequencies were useful since they showed 

unique behaviour. However, periodically arranged metamaterials on the same mechanism 

were more efficient [80]. By checking these propagation plots, the range of band frequencies 

can be extracted; thus, the structure and the resonators can be used as mechanical wave 

filters for the vibratory system. The application of metamaterials and bandgaps is being 

explored in a recent research study. 

Acoustic metamaterials deal with the mechanical wave propagation through the structures. 

Similar to electromagnetic metamaterials, acoustic metamaterials illustrate mechanical 

wave dispersion properties when designed as subunits on a structure to resonate under 

mechanical wave affection [101]. When these subunits of the acoustic metamaterials on the 
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structure show local mechanical resonant behaviour, they illustrate negative effective mass 

and spring properties. 

Micro-structuring technologies in engineering and developments in the materials sciences 

increase the opportunity of developing smaller and more efficient metamaterials. Therefore, 

metamaterial applications have been attractive in many engineering areas in the last half-

century [102]. 

The particle damper's main aims as other damping methods are reducing the structural 

vibration and decoupling the attenuation of the structures. In addition to these dampers, the 

periodic arrangement is also found interestingly effective on the exciting structure as they 

increase absorption and damping properties due to the increased number of freedoms of the 

attached structure [6]. Periodic structures are organised identical substructures which are 

merged in periodically repeated comportment. Properties of these structures are improved 

in terms of design and material properties, which constitute metamaterials. Therefore, 

metamaterials have their parameters as subwavelength size, periodic arrangement, 

impedance matching and resonating properties, which make these structures original and 

desired application elements. 

According to the earlier research studies, when metamaterials are used in the structure, they 

show effective structure parameters like negative refraction, negative reflection, effective 

permittivity, and effective permeability. These effective parameters result from the spacing 

of metamaterials with the source structure. Their application and study areas are not only in 

vibration-damping-related issues but also in absorption, reflection, dissipation, and noise 

trapping areas where metamaterials can be applied. 

Vibro-acoustic Applications of Metamaterials 

Metamaterials have been useful applications to increase structural abilities like increasing 

the signal quality, noise reduction or altering the attenuation of the structures. Since the 

metamaterials have specific properties that cannot be found in nature, these properties are 

increased in their periodical arrangement. Similar to the other application areas of the 
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metamaterials, they have been useful and effective in modifying structural vibration. 

Modification means that these structures are used to attempt to stop or confine the 

undesired properties like disturbances in the main structures. The theory of periodically 

arranged substructures on the main bodies has been applied variety of formats as spring-

mass systems, periodic beams, periodic plates, or continuous structures to be used in several 

applications like space structures, underwater types of machinery, aerostructures, etc. In 

addition, attaching additional elastic structures with damping abilities increases the 

effectivity of the external excitation. In order to increase the structural damping properties 

on an exciting beam, metamaterial application was explored using experimental and 

numerical approaches with plane beam, air holes placed beam, VEM (Viscoelastic Material) 

attached beam, and VEM-mass attached beam configurations within Kirchhoff Theory [80]. 

In this study, each subunit is prepared with a small mass which compromises as a resonator 

on the unit. Band properties with change in the propagation constant and the phase change 

were divided and shown individually. 

 2.6- Knowledge Gap and Significance of This Research 

According to the literature, examples of the particle dampers and locally resonating structure 

application on the main structure, vibration absorption and energy dissipation require more 

attention. There have been several examples of both applications individually. However, 

compacting these two successful applications in one model and developing a locally 

resonating nonlinear damper is thought to be more beneficial and effective in controlling 

vibration attenuation. 

In order to understand the energy dissipation mechanism of the granular structures, a 

prediction method is required. An equivalent solid structure method will be developed since 

DEM would require much computational effort. A whole vibratory system analysis based on 

the frequency-dependent solutions would not be available. Therefore, the Discrete Element 

Method (DEM) and the Finite Element Method (FEM) are required for modelling and 

analysing the granular structures and the equivalent structure. Multiple particle damper 

effectivities and periodic arrangement effect are studied using the equivalent isotropic solid 

structure approach. This study aims to provide understandable and trustworthy insight into 
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particle damper physics and its effectiveness. It also aims to show how to increase their 

effectiveness as a local resonator. In conclusion, extending the effectivity of the particle 

dampers by arranging them periodically on the main structure is one of the main objectives 

of this work. It is believed that this research is a new window to damping research which 

would be a helpful and informative source of granular matter studies and periodically 

arranged structures. 
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Chapter 3: Granular Structures and Analysis Methods 

Granular structures have been of great interest since they were introduced as the primary 

elements of solid structures [103]. This idea arises from the deformation of a solid structure: 

interaction between the neighbouring granules, which are substrates of the solid structure, 

maintains reciprocal interactions through the other neighbouring granules in an impact 

event for a solid structure. These series of interactions between the granular structures result 

in the deformation of the solid structure. 

The classification of the granular structures is based on the environmental conditions where 

they were placed, what conditions they are applied and the state of the granular structures 

[103].  Granules participate in many areas and processes in the industry. The nature of 

granular structures allows the applicability of the same principles for a few orders of 

magnitudes in the size of granules and can be used in identifying industrial applicability of 

the granular structure inclusions [103]. For instance, in the construction industry, granular 

structures have a massive implication from housing and hydraulic concrete to piping which 

are using granular structures. 

Vibration damping is considered as one of the engineering applications of the granular 

structures due to their interaction with other packing members. The transition of energy and 

change in the momentum between members of granular structures while changing the total 

energy from the structural body has been studied in detail [17]. To understand the energy 

dissipation process caused by granules, the properties of these structures should be studied 

first. 

This chapter is aimed to introduce the relations of granules in a packing and equivalent 

isotropic structure material modelling for further application. Therefore, the chapter 

includes necessary definitions regarding the granules and their mechanical interaction with 

neighbouring granules in the first part. Followed by numerical analysis based on the 

introduced relations. In addition, selections of granular structures, contact mechanics and 

relative contact information are integrated into numerical model. Lastly, equivalent isotropic 

solid structure model is introduced for metal and plastic granules. 
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3.1- Classification of Granular Structures 

Knowing granular structures and understanding their physical and mechanical properties are 

essential since they constitute a significant portion of the physical assumptions imposed on 

solid structures. According to the definitions given in by Brown and Richard [104], granular 

structures have been divided depending on their size. This division assumes that granules 

stay in contact with each other at most of their resting position under the effect of 

gravitational forces. Since each granule illustrates its physical and mechanical properties, 

individual elements in a granular packing are generally assumed to be discrete solid 

structures. Loose packings and fluidised beds are exceptions to this specification because of 

the packing properties and less interaction between individual members. The classification 

between the granular structures according to sizes is as follows [104]: 

• Powder defines the granular structures for a diameter of less than 100 µm. This 

classification has additional branches: Granular powders (10 to 100 µm), Superfine 

powders (1 to 10 µm), and Hyperfine powders (0.1 to 10 µm). 

• Granules between 1000 to 3000 µm (equal to the size of 1-3 mm) that constitute 

granular solid. 

• The granule diameter larger than three mm which are classified as broken solid. 

A significant contribution was accomplished to the granular structure relations using 

different sizes and different material permutations for granules and enclosing volume in 

experimental-based research [105]. Study conducted by Güttler [105] provides fundamental 

information on how particles collide with each other and their enclosing cavity. It was stated 

that the size of the particle diameter has an essential impact on stress distribution in the 

granular pack. The contact was characterised as adhesive and plastic depending on collision 

velocities for the particular size of spherical granules. Distributed dynamic behaviours such 

as the velocity of the impacting bodies and contact engagement levels were different for 

each size of granules. Granules with smaller diameters were illustrated more active 

movement with higher velocities than the larger sized granules. Additionally, the material 

properties of the colliding structures impacted interaction quality and elasticity properties at 
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the contact event. Surface roughness and surface polishing were other critical parameters of 

the contact properties for the granules [105].  

Granular size impact was investigated in a numerical-based study using steel spherical 

particles under various rolling conditions [106]. As a result, the interaction between different 

size of granules and their physical arrangement was identified as including various states. 

Also, the angular momentum of different sized granules was recorded as conserved 

throughout the collision event.  

3.2- Interactions Between the Granules in a Packing 

Granular structures have dynamically interacted with each other as stated previously. 

According to this statement, evaluating the force interactions and resulting impact 

deformations between the granules provides understanding of the granular dynamics. 

Dynamic interactions of granules in a pack depend on specific properties such as coefficient 

of restitution and friction coefficients. Therefore, these properties might change accordingly 

with the material of the granules in contact. In addition, granular structures behave in several 

ways, given in further subchapter, depending on the excitation impact on the enclosure 

cavity, and these properties are analysed in the following section. 

Coefficient of Friction and Force Interactions Between Granules 

In a packing, granular structures illustrate their micromechanical properties that define the 

granule to granule contact and the contact between the granules and the container walls. 

Depending on the directions of the contact between structures, static and dynamic frictions 

were introduced by Euler [103]. Euler's idea of friction model were used in Coulomb's article 

within normal and tangential forms, which, later, have been used to define the friction laws 

in granular structures [107].  

The friction coefficient between the contacting bodies (µs) depends on the material 

properties. In addition to contacting two bodies within the position of temporary placement, 

plastic deformation at the contact is expected [103]. Contacting two structures might change 

the state of elastic and plastic interactions through the contact event. In terms of frictional 

contact, the granular structures change/eliminate the energy stability of their bodies, such 
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as momentum changes between the bodies which defines the dissipated energy in the 

overall system [108]. As stated in other sources, where the frictional motion and the plastic 

deformation exist, energy dissipation has been mentioned, as well [52]. 

The contact forces are divided into two directional contact interactions: the normal contact 

force and the shear contact force. The forces acting on a granular body are calculated using 

Equation (3.1) below. According to the equation, the slipping motion only depends on the 

normal force value. If the shear force acting on the granular body is larger than the maximum 

expected force, the granular structure tends to slip in the next movement/cycle of the 

granular system. This statement was supported by Mindlin and Deresiewicz's work and they 

were concluded the work using the Coulomb's law [109]. According to Mindlin and 

Deresiewicz’s work, applying a predefined friction coefficient for the contacting structures 

and multiplying it with the normal contact force value equals the shear force between the 

contacting structures as in Equation (3.1). As a result of higher shear force than the normal 

force, sliding occurs during the contact. The friction coefficient (µ) between two contacting 

bodies is considered equal and uniform for all similar contacts. 

𝐹𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜇𝐹𝑛    (Eq. 3.1) 

In addition to the previous information, in terms of energy dissipation, the granules with low 

loss properties, such as steel, tend to illustrate high frictional loss effects in the total energy 

dissipation of the systems. On the contrary, the granules with high loss properties dissipate 

lower frictional energy but higher viscous energy. The reason behind the various loss and 

energy dissipative properties is the material form of the structures. According to previous 

research that studying interaction forces between contacting two granules over various 

granular materials [36], the difference between contacting bodies' Young's Modulus impacts 

the contact forces. These parameters would not be crucial for a single granule; however, this 

is a significant concern in analysing the elastic relations between bodies in the multiple 

particle arrangement. Dynamical interactions and the kinetic behaviour of the packing were 

almost the same for the same type of materials [36]. The friction coefficient was argued to 

impact the bulk structure's elastic behaviour significantly. According to the discussion about 

friction coefficient changes, the stiffness of the entire system was changed in the higher 
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friction contacts [110][111]. Therefore, it can be acknowledged that the friction coefficient 

has a crucial impact on the granular packing’s dynamic properties. 

Table 3.1 identifies friction coefficients between certain materials. Specifically, the static 

friction coefficient significantly impacts this research since the granules are expected to stay 

in contact in the granules' solid phase, which will be explained later. 

Table 3. 1: Coefficient of Friction (static and rolling)  values from a variety of sources 

Material - 1 Material - 2 Coefficient of 

Static Friction 

Coefficient of  

Rolling Friction 

Source 

Reference 

Steel Steel 0.5-0.8 0.15-0.42 [112] 

Aluminium Aluminium 1.05-1.35 n/a [112] 

Aluminium Steel 0.45-.61 0.47 [112] 

Brass Steel 0.11-0.51 0.3-0.44 [112] 

Tungsten 

Carbide Steel 0.4-0.6 n/a [112] 

Iron Steel 0.21-0.4 0.133-0.23 [112] 

Plexiglass Steel 0.4-0.5 n/a [112] 

Polyethylene Steel 0.2 n/a [112] 

Polyethene Polyethene 0.2 n/a [112] 

Polystyrene Steel 0.3-0.35 n/a [112] 

Polystyrene Polystyrene 0.5 n/a [112] 

PTFE Steel 0.05-0.2 n/a [112] 

PTFE PTFE 0.04 0.04 [113] 

Acrylic Plastic Acrylic Plastic 0.1 n/a [114] 

Nylon Nylon 0.15-0.25 n/a [112] 

Nylon Steel n/a 0.027 [115] 

PMMA PMMA 0.54 n/a [116] 
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As a result of contacting bodies, various motions are expected to be observed since the 

frictional force acted upon them. These motions are gliding without rolling, rolling without 

gliding, frustrated rotations, and transitions between the motions and stick-slip motion 

[103]. These motions define processes in industrial applications such as mining, construction, 

and pharmaceutical industries [52]. 

Coefficient of Restitution 

The collision of two spherical structures consists of compressive energy, which results in 

plastic deformation. The restitution coefficient is a fundamental property for the granular 

structures to model their elastic behaviour according to the theory proposed by Hertz [105], 

[117]. This property measures the elasticity between the structures in contact, which can take 

values between 0 and 1. This applies to granule to granule and granule to cavity wall contacts. 

When the coefficient of restitution equals to zero, the collisions between the bodies or the 

structure wall are considered perfectly plastic. In contrast, the collision is perfectly elastic in 

the case of a restitution coefficient equals to 1 [118].  

 

Figure 3. 1: An illustration of colliding structures 

 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the restitution coefficient elements including normal and tangential 

velocities before and after the collision. According to this, the restitution coefficient is 

defined using the value of the after-collision velocities . The restitution coefficient is 

presented in various methods, such as calculating the kinetic energy transformation and 

changes in the velocity level. The changes in the velocity levels of the granules are recorded 
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before and after collisional states. Equation (3.2) explains the restitution coefficient for 

impacting two granules [119]. The velocities for particle-1 (v1) and particle-2 (v2) are given for 

before (𝑡 −
𝑑𝑡

2
)  and after (𝑡 +

𝑑𝑡

2
) impact collision events.  

     𝑒 =
𝑣1

𝑡+
𝑑𝑡
2 −𝑣2

𝑡+
𝑑𝑡
2

𝑣1

𝑡−
𝑑𝑡
2 −𝑣2

𝑡−
𝑑𝑡
2

    (Eq. 3.2) 

In the velocity level tracking method, the granular structure might be brought down from a 

height to the surface to illustrate an elastic collision between the granule and the cavity wall. 

This process is called the drop test in the literature [105]. In this case, the velocity of the wall 

is stationary and equals to zero for before and after collision events. Therefore, the 

coefficient of restitution is calculated through the velocity changes of the granule as in 

Equation (3.3). Experimental justification requires technical elements such as a high-speed 

camera, vacuum tweezers, and adjustable stand: One granule is brought from a height, and 

the camera is used to capture the velocity of the colliding structures for calculations [19]. 

     𝑒 = |
𝑣1

𝑡+
𝑑𝑡
2

𝑣1

𝑡−
𝑑𝑡
2

|      (Eq. 3.3) 

Granular structure shape is an essential factor similar to the material properties. The 

regularly shaped granules (like spherical ones) have straightforward calculation options. In 

contrast, irregularly shaped particles, like oval-shaped granules, require much attention 

since they have normal and tangential velocity components in incoming and outgoing 

directions, separately. There are several studies of the restitution coefficient calculation for 

granules with irregular shape in the literature [118]. 

The restitution coefficient can also be defined through the kinetic energy changes. The 

system's kinetic energy magnitude are evaluated before and after the collision. The kinetic 

energy level after the collision equals to the difference between the kinetic energy level 

before the impact interaction and the absorbed (or dissipated) kinetic energy level during the 

impact event as given in Equation (3.4).  
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   𝑒 = √
𝐾𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝐾𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
= √

𝐾𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒−𝐾𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝐾𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
   (Eq. 3.4) 

Various materials were studied to find their elasticity in the collision events [46]. For instance,  

softer the material, lower the restitution coefficient value, which means that for the softer 

material velocity changes less after the impact than in case of the stiffer material. Therefore, 

the coefficient of restitution might be smaller for plastic structures than in the metallic 

structures. For instance, particles made of rubber material have a lower value coefficient of 

restitution than steel particles [118]. The difference between the coefficient of restitution can 

also be explained with surface conditions (rough or smooth) as the rougher surface 

conditions would be expected to reduce the bouncing velocity of the granules after the first 

collision. Several experimental findings on the coefficient of restitution for various materials, 

material sizes and velocity regimes can be found in the paper written by Güttler et al. [105]. 

An analytical approach based on theoretical contact mechanics can also be used in acquiring 

the coefficient of restitution as shown by Thornton and Ning. In their study, the contact 

mechanics between the structures (granule-granule and granule-enclosure) were 

analytically modelled. The equation for equivalent restitution coefficient was resolved using 

velocity definitions for the impact. Impact velocity was divided into yield velocity and 

adhesive (sticking) velocity groups which were used to define a set of kinetic energy 

equations [120].  

Previously evaluated certain granular materials and their coefficient of restitutions are given 

in Table 3.2. The properties of various material classes and the size of granules in the table 

are given for the same structural contact relations. As seen from the table, particles made of 

metal or plastic  are represented by the range of values of coefficient of restitution. 

According to the table, coefficient of restitution gains various values depending on the 

material properties of the granules. However, the size of the granules do not have obvious 

impact on deciding the coefficient of restitution as seen from Table 3.2, examples of steel 

granules. 
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Table 3. 2: Coefficient of Restitution values from a variety of sources for spheres 

Material 
Diameter Size 

[mm] 
Coefficient of 

Restitution 
Source 

Reference 

Steel 13 0.65-0.95 [105] 

Steel 5 0.85-0.9 [121], [122] 

Steel 1.29 0.7-1 [123] 

Aluminium 5 0.55-0.85 [105] 

Nylon 7 0.7-0.9 [105] 

Acrylic Plastic 3.175 0.934+/-0.009 [114] 

Silicon 1.25 0.6-0.8 [124] 

 

According to the aims of this research, closely related values of the restitution coefficient for 

modelling metal and plastic particles were selected from the previous experimental studies  

for the granular size and cavity material used in this research.  

Gliding 

Motions between contacting bodies of two granules depend on their angular velocities of 

spinning and rotation. The spinning velocity is described as velocity of granule moving in the 

vertical direction and includes spinning’s angular velocity. The rotation velocity is described 

similarly to the spinning velocity. The motion of granule through the in-plane direction is 

called rotation and velocity of this motion is the rotation velocity which includes the angular 

velocity of rolling [103]. 

 

Figure 3. 2:Motion of the granules regarding the friction laws [103] 
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Gliding is the motion of a particular granular structure that does not change position while 

moving with preserved contacting angle, and its position depends on the relative velocity 

between the contacting other bodies of itself. Figure 3.2 demonstrates these motions 

between the particles [103]; gliding may occur between the perfectly smooth or frictionless 

granules. It might happen when two granules’ contacting angle increases to less than 

Coulomb’s angle (θ=tan-1 µs) where µs is the shear friction coefficient. The structures might 

stay on their axis when rolling without gliding is experienced. The rotation is transferred to 

the neighbour, but they do not move from their position. This active process at the 

unchanged position might happen when the surface roughness is high. Also, in some cases, 

two granules might have a motion in reverse directions; however, their contacting third 

granule may have an undetermined position. In that case, the motion for the third granule is 

called the frustrated rotation [103]. 

Packing of Multiple Granular Structures: Segregation 

A heterogeneous mixture is defined as placing granular structures, regardless of their size, 

shape, and mechanical properties. When these particles are in the shaking process, the 

collection of the particles is changed. Similar-sized granules are compacted at the same side 

in the packing. This phenomenon is called the granules’ segregation behaviour [125].  

 

Figure 3. 3: Oyama’s Cylindrical Drum (Segregation in Granules) [125] 
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Segregation was conducted in an experiment-based study using two different granules with 

different colours. Their cavity was horizontally excited, which resulted in grouping the 

granules according to their size in the vertical direction. Increasing the interval of the 

excitation process showed that grouping between the different granules was promoted. This 

phenomenon was explained as a general situation for granular mixing when the motion of 

the structures is relative to each other [30]. This experiment is called ‘Oyama’s Cylindrical 

Drum (Fig. 3.3). Segregated granules will be exemplified in the experimental analysis of 

mixed granules in Chapter 7. 

Packing of Multiple Granular Structures: Coordination Number 

The research conducted for several years showed that the amount of granules in a packing 

controls the filling fraction. There might be permanent change and diversity depend on the 

packing conditions, whether regular or a random arrangement for the granules[126], [127]. 

Also, it depends on the frictional impacts between the granules in contact [52].  

The filling fraction is also the fraction of the total particles in the total volume of the 

enclosure. Kepler defined the maximum filling fraction with a regular arrangement as 0.74. 

Notably, under the same regular arrangement and hexagonal close pack conditions, the 

maximum filling fraction was calculated as 0.74 [52], concluding that the regularly arranged 

same sized granules would have a filling fraction with a maximum of 74% of the total volume 

of their placement cavity. This case was reconsidered when these hard granules were 

randomly placed in the same cavity. In this case, the filling fraction was identified as 0.64, 

indicating that they occupy 64% of the container volume [128]. However, the random close 

packing debate continues since there is uncertainty on the random arrangement definition. 

According to the random and regular arrangement ideas, there are additional definitions for 

the packing of granular structures. When randomly placed granules were carefully placed in 

the cavity, they occupied 64% of the volume. On the other hand, random loose packing was 

composed of randomly thrown and placed granules with a maximum capacity of 0.55 for the 

filling fraction [126].  

Granular structure packing is defined by their filling fraction as well as with the coordination 

numbers. The coordination number is characterised according to the number of contacts of 
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a single particle in the packing with its neighbours. Nolan evaluated different granular 

arrangement types and fraction relationships [126]. This study showed that the mean 

coordination number depends on whether the filling orientation is loose or close and whether 

it has a random or regular arrangement. 

Mean-field theory [128] means the average contact numbers for all packing elements. The 

packing is evaluated with the number of contacts, quantified with a non-zero force member 

of the packing. Experimental and numerical approaches describe the granular arrangement’s 

lattices and coordination number. However, there are some restrictions on deciding the 

coordination number from experiments, such as differences in the packing technique, wall 

effects of the container, scale between the particles and the cavity volume. Therefore, a 

homogenous distribution of the granular structures and certain porosity levels can be 

considered for the consistent coordination number [127].  

Packing of Multiple Granular Structures: Wave Propagation 

Surface wave propagation has been recorded on the free surface of the vibrating granules 

[129]. The wave propagation is observed through the upper surface of the granular packings 

under specific excitation conditions. Figure 3.4 illustrates the travelling surface wave in the 

packed granules under low amplitude vibration conditions [45].  

 

Figure 3. 4: Travelling waves on the surface of granules at low amplitude [45] 

 

In addition, Figure 3.5 illustrates the surface wave in high amplitude vibration. These figures 

share similarities in wave propagation; however, increasing the vibration amplitude resulted 

in sharper peaks in the wave formation [45].  
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Figure 3. 5: Travelling waves on the surface of granules at high amplitude [45] 

 

In the high vibration amplitudes, the surface wave ended in a standing wave and peaked at 

the edge of the container [45]. Granules experiencing standing wave motion and resonance 

properties at the surface placements [108]. Therefore, the material properties of the 

granules have a decisive effect on the surface wave definition. While rough sand and grass 

seed showed a well-defined and reproducible wave propagation, smooth sand and 

monodisperse glass bead showed a wave propagation which disappeared soon [130]. 

Therefore, observing surface wave propagation on the granular packing requires the 

granules to be in the solid phase (which will be explained in next section), which also depends 

on their material properties. 

Phases in the Dynamics of the Granular Materials 

The granular packing includes many individual granular bodies, which behave separately 

depending on the excitation amplitude or the excitation frequency. In the low amplitude 

excitation levels, the granular structures in the packing stay in contact permanently until the 

excitation conditions are changed. Granular structures are accepted in the solid phase since 

they behave like solid structures, and the solid phase is where the granules do not experience 

any rolling or jumping movement. In terms of energy dissipation, the solid phase of the 

granular structures is the most efficient since most of the contact is preserved here [131], 

which is related to the interaction between the granular structures in these amplitude levels. 
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The granular bodies experience changes in their state with the increasing excitation 

amplitude (or, lesser extent, increased frequency). This changeable form is defined using 

three states: (i) solid-like phase, (ii) fluid-like phase and (iii) gas-like phase [6], [62]. In the low 

excitation values, the behaviour of the granular structures is defined using their collisional 

and frictional properties. The granules primarily interact with each other and the cavity walls 

with negligible relative motion in the low amplitude range. Since granular particles move 

around their original state and preserve their contacts, this phase of the granules is known as 

the solid-like phase. Increasing the excitation amplitude changes the granules’ state in the 

cavity from solid to fluid-like phase. The granules tend to move with stick-slip motion and roll 

on each other in further movement. The friction forces between the granular structures are 

lower than the excitation force; therefore, the motion of the granules is increased compared 

to the solid-like phase. In the gas-like phase of the granular structures, the convective motion 

of the granules is experienced, which means the granules behave like gas particles in the 

cavity. Their contact with other packing elements is reduced, resulting in less energy 

dissipation.  

Fluidisation  

Packed same sized granular structures under high acceleration levels experience fluid or gas 

state of the granular structures, which was explained in the subchapters 'Phases in the 

Dynamics of the Granular Materials' and ‘Stick and Slip Motion’. Regarding the phases of the 

granules, the critical parameter is the normalised acceleration (Γ=Aω2/g); thus, the 

acceleration amplitude and the excitation frequency take a great place in the phase of 

granular packing.  

Granules change their state with the reduced acceleration level; the contacts between 

granules increase, and granules take position to have a set of columns in the cavity volume. 

In these conditions, cavity and granules are locked to the excitation, which means they can 

save their position with infinitely low changes over some frequency and acceleration levels. 

Under low amplitude excitation, granules behave similarly to a single structure; therefore, 

their restitution coefficient is very low at that state, as can be expected from the inelastic 

single granular structure [132]. 
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Increasing the harmonic excitation amplitude to surpass the gravitational acceleration, the 

granular particles leave stable position and start jumping. However, change starts from the 

top of the granules since excitation from below is transmitted through granular pack 

elements in time. Rest of the granules experience the same behaviour through the increased 

acceleration. When the granules change their stable state to fluid- or gas-like behaviour, they 

go through the fluidisation state [133]. This property can be controlled by changing the 

number of granules in the packing; for instance, the fluidisation starting time step can be 

postponed by adding more particles. This is because the transformation of the excitation 

acceleration through the packed granules requires more time in that case [63]. Most of the 

energy changes in the granular structures can be received through the solid state rather than 

the fluidised state. This particular property of the granular structures has been studied by 

many researchers in the literature [63], [134], [135]. 

Stick and Slip Motion 

Stick-slip motion is frequently experienced in the dry granules packing when they are in 

contact under Coulomb-Euler friction laws, which force them to show elastic behaviour. The 

dynamic friction coefficient is less than the static one, and as a result, depending on the 

granules’ velocity, the impact duration might be changed by this motion [120]. In an earlier 

explanation, material properties of the contacting bodies were linked to the rotation and 

rolling motions. Therefore, these properties affect individual granules’ frictional contact and 

motion [105]. 

Also, to raise the energy dissipation by the frictional impact, the stick-slip motion was 

suggested to be kept at a minimal level since it introduced additional high-frequency 

excitation [136]. The dynamic characteristic properties constantly change while the particle 

velocity increases, affecting the frictional impact between the contact. Therefore, the 

friction mechanism between the granules strongly depends on the frequency level of the 

excitation [131].  

Figure 3.6 illustrates the stick and slip motion phases using the points of A, B and C from an 

analysis of the increased excitation frequency. From point A to point B, particles do not show 

relative motion to each other until excitation frequency is increased to point B. The frequency 
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change is shown as around 5 Hz to reach behavioural change. Then the particles move and 

slip through their contact surfaces, and suddenly, the response level drops to point C. The 

stick-slip motion continues as the frequency of excitation increases since the difference in 

frequency level changes the contact of the granules  [131].  

 

Figure 3. 6: An illustration of stick and slip motion in granular packing [131] 

 

When a pack of granules stay still, individual granules might have some energy to move 

downwards from the top of the packing through the slope. So, the particle’s arrangement is 

not a stable state. When the slope reaches and exceeds the angle of movement (θ), the 

frictional force is said to be equal to the mgcos(θ). 

 

Figure 3. 7: Stick-slip motion in granular packing 
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Figure 3. 8: Stick-slip motion in contour plot 

 

In an earlier preliminary study of this project, filled geometry was vertically excited at various 

amplitudes. Figure 3.7 illustrates the granules' state change over the range of impact 

excitation frequency; voltage given in the figure refers to the excitation input for the 

controller/signal generator. Granules were in contact until around 570 Hz and around 575 Hz, 

and they experienced stick-slip motion under 0.09 mV amplitude. In addition, Figure 3.8 

shows the same structure at various frequency and amplitude levels. According to the figure, 

phase of the granular material depends on both frequency and amplitude and changing the 

amplitude and frequency leads to the granules' gas-like phase. 

The stick-slip motion is a nonlinear phenomenon on the physics of the granules. In this study, 

in order to minimize the nonlinear phenomena, the solid phase of the granule is considered. 

Therefore, the amplitude levels should be kept low. Since frequency sweep analysis is 

required in this research, range of the excitation frequency will be considered as given in 

Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7. 

Collision and Deformation 

The collision of two spherical particles illustrates their impact relations through their central 

axis, which has the collinear velocity for each of these colliding granules [103]. According to 
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the mechanics, conservation of the kinetic energy and momentum involves in an ideal 

collision as shown in Figure 3.9 below. 

 

Figure 3. 9: Ideal collision between two grains 

 

This activity is a more straightforward case when it is compared to the packed granular 

structures and their impacts. The complication in the granular structure interactions is that 

these grains behave like inelastic materials and experience collision at different angles, 

various pressures, and friction levels. Then the actual collision comes with changes in the 

kinetic energy and momentum levels. The coefficient of elastic restitution is defined in these 

collisions to equate changes in energy and momentum level before and after collisions. 

[
𝑣12

𝑣22
] = [

1−𝑒

2
     

1+𝑒

2
1+𝑒

2
      

1−𝑒

2

] [
𝑣11

𝑣21
]  (Eq. 3.5) 

Equation (3.5) gives information about how grain velocity can be changed through collisions. 

The effect of the coefficient of restitution (e) was investigated; when it is equal to zero, it 

means the collision is inelastic (or plastic), and since the collision, the kinetic energy of the 

granule is converted into other forms of energies like heat. On the other hand, when the 

coefficient of restitution equals 1, verry little portion of the kinetic energy is transformed into 

other energies and is perfectly elastic [103], [137]. Additionally, according to the results from 

the experimental studies conducted by Duncan et. al. [46], higher restitution coefficient has 

shown significant impacts on the overall shape and amplitude of the damping. 
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3.3- Design and Study Options for Granular Structures 

Granular structures are discrete elements that must be evaluated at each contact relation 

within each time step. Analytical and experimental methods are not sufficient to cover all 

contact properties and dynamical interaction of the granular structures. Numerical 

simulation techniques are thought to be a practical option for the advanced analysis. Various 

methods were developed to simulate the particle interactions and their behaviour in granular 

packing depending on the assumptions made for the interactions. Particle Dynamics 

Simulation [35] is a generalised title for all granular structure-based simulation techniques: 

Continuum Models, Cellular Automata, Monte Carlo, Hard Sphere (Event Driven), Soft 

Sphere, and Particle Dynamics Simulation options [138]. In addition, other particle dynamics 

simulation options were mentioned as Brownian Dynamics, Stokesian Dynamics and 

Multiparticle Dynamics [139].  

Each simulation technique included specific properties for sophisticated simulation 

opportunities. Moreover, these particle dynamics simulation options work through the 

integrations of the force-displacement relationships and update the following contact 

relations using the latest contact information between the particle-wall and the particle-

particle contact mechanisms [108].  

DEM (Discrete Element Model) 

The Discrete Element Model (DEM) was developed to study the dynamical properties of 

micro-sized granular structures such as rock dynamics. This dynamic simulation model has 

been developed to process the granular structure interactions of individual granular bodies 

while computing the dissipation properties of the total system under impact. This method is 

currently used within various industrial applications to address issues in granules or discrete 

structures [139]. 

DEM methodology calculates the force-displacement law in the contact area and Newton's 

Law of motion in regular time steps. A simple contact model in the DEM simulation method 

is modelled to divide the contact in two main directions: normal and tangential contact 

directions, including mass-spring-dashpot properties, to illustrate all dynamic behaviours 
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[140]. The method helps calculating the relative motion and force-displacement properties 

to inform the next step's physical arrangements. In addition to these properties, there is a 

frictional impact by a simple Coulomb friction member, and DEM might have complex 

contact interactions mentioned in the next section. DEM is used for various sized granules 

under various boundary conditions to analyse various phenomena and progress for various 

collisions and movements [139]. In this study EDEM V2021.1 commercial package [48] is used 

to model the contact mechanics between particles. 

3.4- Modelling of Contact Mechanisms Between Granules  

Contact mechanics of the granular packing include elastic behaviour and dynamic properties 

of the individual granular structures. Contact interactions were developed using analytical 

definition of the resultant force (F) by considering the normal (Fn) and tangential (Ft) direction 

of contact between the structures (Equation (3.6)), which is evaluated over the spherical area 

of two contacting bodies. Then developed contact relations were improved by considering 

the cohesiveness of the contact, either elastic or plastic contacts. 

  �⃗� = 𝐹𝑛
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ + 𝐹𝑡

⃗⃗⃗⃗      (Eq. 3.6) 

As a result of the contact force, granules experience overlaps at the contact interface amount 

of which is dependent on elastic and specific contact relations such as the material 

properties, coefficients of restitution. Granular structure contact mechanics are calculated in 

the previously defined time steps (Δt). Normal and tangential force information are recorded 

before and after the collision. Overlap (Figure 3.10), the outcome displacement of the applied 

force between the granules, is updated according to the dynamic relations. As a result, each 

time step includes a force-displacement relationship for a particular granule and feeds the 

later time step with new state of the particles at the contact. 
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Figure 3. 10: Overlap, displacement at the contact area 

 

There is a various contact modelling options in Discrete Element Methodology. Hertz-

Mindlin Contact model, a widely used approach in contact theory, includes the fundamental 

properties of the contact definitions. The Hertz-Mindlin Contact theory can be evolved into 

new contact modelling theories by adding more conditions/constrains [48]: 

• Hertz-Mindlin (No Slip, without slipping but with slider between the granules because 

of the friction coefficient) 

• Hertz-Mindlin (No Slip) with RVD Rolling Friction 

• Hertz-Mindlin with Archard Wear 

• Hertz-Mindlin with Bonding 

• Hertz-Mindlin with Heat Conduction 

• Hertz-Mindlin with JKR Cohesion [141].   

In addition to these contact models, for a specific commercial software EDEM, Linear 

Cohesion approach is implemented to model the cohesive contacts; Linear Spring for the 

spring contact force modelling; Hysteretic spring for the deformation included spring 

modelling and Moving Plane for the conveyor motion [48]. These contact models consider 

the contact radius between the structures is smaller than their geometrical radii of the 

granules. The radius of contact area between contacting bodies is called the overlap (δ). 

However, this option has been helpful for only specific geometries (for example spherical 

geometries) and specified behaviours. Other contact mechanics were developed according 

to structure contact properties and boundary conditions. The contact theories which can be 

used in this study have been investigated for their definitions in the next two sections. 
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Hertz-Mindlin Contact Theory  

The contact model for the normal direction force-displacement relations was developed by 

Hertz in 1882. Mindlin improved the tangential force-displacement relationship in 1949, 

which was updated in 1953 as Mindlin-Deresiewicz's work included Coulomb friction to the 

model [48]. Damping properties of both contacts were applied since the restitution 

coefficient, in other words, elastic properties of the structures impact the contact. Normal 

force in the contacting granules includes the normal overlap (δn) and is evaluated using the 

following description (Equation (3.7)): 

𝐹𝑛 =
4

3
𝐸∗√𝑅∗𝛿𝑛

3

2    (Eq. 3.7) 

In this equation, E* and R* represent the equivalent Young's Modulus and equivalent radius 

of the contacting two granules. These properties can be evaluated using the following 

equations (Equation (3.8) and Equation (3.9)): 

1

𝐸∗ =
(1−𝑉1

2)

𝐸1
+

(1−𝑉2
2)

𝐸2
,    (Eq. 3.8) 

1

𝑅∗ =
1

𝑅1
+

1

𝑅2
,    (Eq. 3.9) 

where 𝐸1, 𝑅1, 𝑉1, 𝐸2, 𝑅2, and 𝑉2 are Young’s Modulus of the first granule, the radius of the first 

granule, the velocity of the first granule and Young’s Modulus of the second granule, the 

radius of the second granule and the velocity of the second granule respectively. The 

tangential force between the contacting granules is calculated using Equation (3.10), which 

includes the tangential overlap (δt), equivalent Young's Modulus and equivalent radius. 

𝐹𝑡 = −8𝐺∗√𝛿𝑛𝑅∗𝛿𝑡    (Eq. 3.10) 

where G* is the equivalent shear modulus of the contact given by 𝐺∗ = 𝜆∗(1 − 2𝜈∗)/2𝜈∗.  
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Hertz-Mindlin contact theory is one of the most used contact models in granular structure 

analysis since the simplified calculation procedures while providing efficient and accurate 

approach in force-displacement calculations [142], [143]. 

Linear Spring Contact Theory 

The physical statement of the contact model was first described by Cundall and Strack [144] 

using the definition of the distinct element method. In their work, the method was applied 

as a linear spring, and a damping dashpot parallels each other at the contact position. 

Calculations were made through contact tracing between the granules. The contact force, 

whether it is a normal or a tangential force, depends on the spring stiffness (k) and the 

dashpot coefficients (c) under the overlap constraints (δ) as given in Equation (3.11). δ is an 

overlapping amount and �̇� is the overlapping velocity of the granules in the equation. This is 

similar to the Hertz-Mindlin Contact model implemented in EDEM [47], which is 

commercially developed software for the granular interactions, except for stiffness 

calculation in the first step to decide on the overlapping value. Contact duration, Equation 

(3.12) is limited to the material properties, and tangential force is similar to the normal force 

in this case. 

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑘𝛿 + 𝑐�̇�,    (Eq. 3.11) 

where k is stiffness which is provided by the material properties. On the other hand, 

depending on the overlapping measure constraints, which are part of the elastic properties 

of the structures, the physical status of the granules can be controlled using the contact 

method applied in the numerical modelling. The contact time is usually defined with 

Equation 3.12. 

𝑡𝑐 = 𝜋/√
𝑘

𝑚∗
(

𝛽2

1+𝛽2
)    (Eq. 3.12) 

Equation 3.12 limits the contact time in terms of the normal stiffness and mass of the contact 

area of the contacting structures in addition to the coefficient of restitution (e). 𝛽 in this 

equation corresponds to the ratio of 𝜋/ln(𝑒) . The equivalent mass 𝑚∗ in Equation (3.13) can 

be defined as  
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1

𝑚∗ =
1

𝑚1
+

1

𝑚2
     (Eq. 3.13) 

where 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the individual mass of the contacting granules. Duration of contact is 

a decisive parameter for analysis setup and valuable data. The time step should be a low 

percentage, which is given in Rayleigh Time Step section, of the contact duration (tc) for an 

informative contact calculation. For instance, an evaluated form of linear spring contact 

model is the Hysteretic Spring Contact Model is a choice to model a compressible material 

[48]. A hysteretic spring is an example of these contact models that also allow plastic 

deformation at the contacting surfaces [48]. The contact model is  an elastic model to the 

predefined stress value. When the maximum stress value is reached at the contact, particles 

experience plastic deformation at their contacting level, which does not have a memory to 

remember the deformation at the contact after the granules were separated.  

Evaluation of Contact Analysis. Model selection 

In order to differentiate the contact modelling methodologies, DEM-based analysis has been 

used. All of DEM-based software analysis is modelled in 3D geometry. Since Hertz-Mindlin 

(No Slip) and Linear Spring contact theories were mentioned to be closely related in terms 

of contact model approach, a simple case was modelled by applying these contacts in 

individual cases between the spherical grains in a packing to decide which model would be 

more appropriate to use in this study. Granules (R=7.05 mm) have been placed in a cylindrical 

tube with 20% of its volume, constituting 68 granules in the cavity. Table 3.3 gives the 

material and geometrical properties of the structures used in the analysis.  

Table 3. 3: Material and geometrical properties of the tube and the granules 

Material Properties The Tube The Granules 

Young’s Modulus [Pa] 8.5 E10 2.58 E6 

Density [kg/m3] 1600 1170 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.14 0.35 

Geometrical Properties The Tube The Granules 

Diameter [mm] 50 15.1 

Height [mm] 300 - 
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Figure 3.11 shows the state of the tube and the granules at various time steps. As seen from 

the detailed time step representations, granules require 0.75 s to be packed in the enclosure 

cavity. Horizontally excited geometry was impacted with 0.05 mm amplitude at 655 Hz 

frequency for 0.2 s of total duration of the modelled process. The fixed time steps for Hertz-

Mindlin were selected as 10−5 s, and data saving intervals have been set as 10−4 s, providing 

10 iterations for each contact calculation. On the other hand, using Equation 3.12, 𝑡𝑐  was 

found to be 0.002 s and using 5% of this number, the fixed time steps have been set at 10−4 

s for the Linear Spring Contact Theory applied analysis.Since the applied force at the contact 

area depends on the overlapping amount and the stiffness values, Linear Spring Model 

provides lower force values that might be sensitive to these properties [48].  

 

Figure 3. 11: Granular arrangement in the tube 
 

Modelling the contact relations using these principled theories is typical practicality in 

calculating the normal and the shear contacts. However,  in addition to the common sides of 

these contact models, their developed additional properties increase the differences. 

Especially the frictional impacts or the predefined overlap in the contact mechanism show a 

significant difference within these theories. Acknowledgement of the contact using the 

detailed contact theories increases the opportunity for an excellent evaluation of the 

mechanism. Therefore, knowledge of the granular material properties, contacting 
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structures' character and functioning of the environmental cavity are crucial details for an 

informative representation. Since Linear Spring Contact Theory strongly depends on the 

stiffness properties and illustrates continuously changing overlaps, it might not be 

appropriate to apply all types of analysis in this research because of the variety in the material 

types as metal particles and viscoelastic particles. As a result, applying the same contact 

properties for all of the granular types in this research, Hertz-Mindlin Contact Theory has 

been decided to be applied. This is an simplified option for the contact forces including the 

normal and tangential spring stiffness, the normal and tangential damping and the slider 

friction coefficient at the contact of the two granules [145]. 

3.5- Excitation Conditions and Granular Structure Behaviour 

Many excitation-related analyses were about the granular structures' nonlinear behaviour 

[7], [19], [24] . In [64], a pack of granules under the gravitational forces were excited in the 

perpendicular direction to question the granules' nonlinear behaviour and energy dissipation 

effect. Granular structures were shown to exhibit an added mass effect in the cavity at both 

extremely low and high excitation amplitudes; however, in the middle range of the excitation 

amplitudes, they demonstrate increased energy dissipation effect [146]. In this excitation 

range, mass ratio and aspect ratio (the ratio between the cavity’s length and diameter) were 

additional effects on the nonlinearity [147]. 

Vertically excited granular structure packings were studied in some examples [114]. The 

densification, which means the compressed granules in a smaller volume by the impact of 

the excitation and the gravity, was experienced and connected to the frequency level and the 

excitation amplitude. In a study aimed to increase the bulk solid fraction, the excitation 

frequency was kept between 25 Hz and 100 Hz, while the relative acceleration for the cavity 

was studied at 0.94<Γ<11.54. The 'gas-like' behaviour was observed when the excitation 

amplitude was near the highest values [114]. Vertically excited granular packings have more 

complex relations than the horizontally excited granular packings since the gravitational 

force impacts the granular structures [129].  

To resolve the complexity of particle behaviour additional compressions with a layer of foam 

on the granules in the packing was applied. The results showed that adding extra pressure to 
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the top of the packing which increases the effective region of the granular structures and 

helps the granules to be active in the higher frequency regions, as well [7].  

Several studies include centrifugal excitation of the granular structures using the applications 

of turbine blades or fans as these dampers are attached to the targeted structure. While the 

structure is being impacted with the excitation, packed granules move with the excitation 

impact to supress undesired response [5]. The nonlinear parameters were investigated using 

the experimental approaches, resulting in the granular structures changing their behaviour 

and energy dissipation effectivity changing with the centrifugal loading [148].  

In this study, amplitude dependent properties of granules were studied using PMMA 

granules placed in a tubular cavity and excited horizontally at various amplitudes. Figure 3.12 

is used to illustrate the activity level of granules at a variety of excitation levels. The 

excitation levels has been varied from 0.0001 m to 0.0009 m for the first 10 cases. Further 

cases have been set with 0.0005 m increments as 0.0010 m (Case-10), 0.0015 m (Case-11), 

0.0020 m (Case-12) and 0.0025 m (Case-13). Case-3 which has 0.0003 m of displacement 

amplitude has not been included in Figure 3.12 since the trend representing the case has been 

similar to Case-2. As the excitation amplitude increased, the kinetic energy of the granules 

was also increased by the excitation amplitude [37].  Since the granules’ kinetic energy is 

calculated through the velocity of the particles and total mass of the particles, the trends in 

the figure illustrate similar behaviour where the time dependent behaviour of the granules 

has resulted in various kinetic energy levels at each time step. The total kinetic energy of 

particles was calculated in accordance with the methodology implemented in EDEM which 

calculates the total velocity of the particles and their total mass [48]. The total kinetic energy 

calculation in EDEM is processed in ‘Analyst’ section of the software which proceeds the 

dynamic and static relations of the granules as analysed with the settings primarily prepared 

in ‘Creator’ and ‘Simulator’ sections in the software.  
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Figure 3. 12: Granular structure behaviour for amplitude level changes [37] 
 

Excitation amplitude impact on the granular packing is studied in a series of analyses using 

the same enclosing cavity and granular structures as in the Hertz-Mindlin Contact Theory 

evaluation. The excitation conditions and duration are set at the same levels as in the 

previous case, and Hertz-Mindlin Contact Theory has been applied as the contact model. The 

table below details the amplitude levels applied in the analysis and the contact number of 

granules in the given analysis setup. 

Table 3. 4: Amplitude levels over the case numbers and granular structure materials 

Steel grains 
(D=1.58 mm) 

Amplitude Level  
[mm] 

Coordination Number 
(Average) 

Case-1 0.01  3.88 

Case-2 0.025 3.94 

Case-3 0.05 3.94 

Case-4 0.1 3.91 
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According to Table 3.4, excitation amplitude impacts the contact relations of a single 

granule. In the first case (Case-1), the granules are in random places with such small 

amplitude of excitation [62], while increasing the excitation amplitude, the coordination 

number has been increased which means the granules have had more contact with each 

other in the cavity. The change rate between the coordination numbers is around 1.52% 

which might increase by the change in applied amplitude level. However, as explained in the 

amplitude dependency of the granules, increased amplitude does not mean increased 

number of contacts within the packed granules. This is seen in Case-4, the increased 

amplitude level has reduced the mean coordination number of the granular packing. 

Figure 3.13 has been prepared to evaluate the granular structure dynamic relation at various 

amplitude levels. The velocity of granules at different amplitudes is given in Figure 3.13-a. 

Dimensionless energy (Figure 3.13-b) has been calculated using kinetic energy and total 

energy ratio using the data traced. The first peaks in the figures show the response to the 

first excitation impact on the cavity; therefore, the magnitudes between 1.5-1.55 s were 

much higher than the rest of the time steps. As expected, granule velocity was higher at 

highest amplitude than other amplitude levels because it resulted in higher kinetic energy 

levels. The ratio of higher kinetic energy in the dimensionless energy formation gives a 

higher value.  

  

Figure 3. 13: Granular behaviour at different amplitude levels: (a) Velocity change over time, (b) 

Dimensionless energy distribution over time for packed granules 
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Overall, granular structure dynamics are sensitive to various properties, and excitation 

amplitude level is one of them since it impact instantaneous changes in the contact 

properties. The granular structures have been found more effective in damping when in their 

solid phase (as explained in the previous subchapters). Therefore, working on their efficiently 

processing regions depend on the excitation conditions while depending on the direction of 

the excitation. For this reason, horizontally applied excitation, which reduces the rapid 

changes in the coordination number, would be appropriate for the research aims in the future 

analysis. The amplitude level needs to be appropriately selected by considering the granular 

structure response to avoid the nonlinear behaviour. 

3.6- Discrete Element Modelling of the Spherical Particles Using EDEM 

Interactions within the granular packing between the grains and the enclosure cavity can be 

evaluated while tracking their dynamic relations in the step-by-step procedure, which is 

possible using EDEM V2021.1, a commercial software based on the Discrete Element 

Method. EDEM provides modelling, analysis and post-processing opportunity for powder 

behaviours, granular interactions, conveying kinematics, mixing and agglomeration analysis 

and many process simulation options [149]. Contact dynamics calculations for a given time 

step using the developed contact models in the numerical modelling are performed in EDEM. 

Modelling in EDEM 

EDEM divides the analysis preparation and structures into several steps. The first step in 

EDEM for modelling granular structures and their physical interactions are available in the 

Creator Tree-Bulk Material section. This part provides a modelling opportunity for the 

granular geometry and its material properties. To model more precise geometry for the 

granules, importing previously modelled geometry options is also available. Elastic 

properties of all packing elements, contact theories to be applied to the structures and 

boundary conditions of the analysis are defined in this part of the simulation setup. 

The next step is ‘Simulator Settings’ in the software, where the total time of the analysis, time 

steps of the analysis, and definition of the simulator meshing properties can be set. In 

addition to these features, the number of simulator engines can be selected from the 
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available CPU capacity. It should be noted that an increased number of engines use more 

computer storage during the analysis process. Also, the collisions during the analysis can be 

tracked using the 'Track Collision’  feature. Specifically, a time step decision is essential in 

analysis preparation since a well-defined, precise time step has two benefits in the analysis 

outcomes. These benefits prevent the excessive overlaps that result in higher predicted force 

values and avoid effects of the disturbance from the Rayleigh wave propagation over the far 

elements in the granular packing [48]. 

A single granule is affected by its closest neighbours and other granules staying at distant 

locations in the pack. Since their disturbance impacts, these neighbouring granules may 

affect each other over the Rayleigh wave propagations. Therefore, choosing a small-enough 

time step helps keep the impact of the disturbances around the immediate neighbours rather 

than far away particles. EDEM automatically calculates the Rayleigh time step as shown in 

Equation (3.14), which can be finalised by clicking on the 'Auto Time Step’ box in the 

simulation setup. In general, using the same fraction of time step calculated in the software 

prevents the numerical instabilities and guarantees acceptable force-displacement 

calculations over the granules [150]. 

𝑡𝑅 =
𝜋𝑅(

𝜌

𝐺
)

1
2

0.1631𝜈+0.8766
   (Eq. 3.14) 

In this equation, all properties are from the granules: 𝐺 is the shear modulus, 𝑅 is the radius, 

𝜌 is the granules' material density, and 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio. The time step can be adjusted 

for individual analysis properties; however, a typical time step is set between 0.001 s and 

10−6 s in EDEM. 
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Figure 3. 14: The filled geometry for time precision analysis 

 

In this study, a spherical cavity is partially filled with particles to analyse the time step 

accuracy impact on the granular structure-based system analysis (Figure 3.14). Granules in 

the cavity are set as steel particles (E=2e+11 Pa, ν=0.25, ρ=8027 kg/𝑚3) with a size of 1.58 

mm in diameter. The spherical cavity properties are set to Acrylic Plastic properties 

(E=1.45e+9 Pa, ν=0.35, ρ=950 kg/m3). Hertz-Mindlin (No Slip) contact mechanism has been 

defined as the particle-particle and particle-wall contacts. In the analysis, the only changing 

parameter is the time step which was changed to smaller and larger values than the 

automatically calculated Rayleigh time step. 

Table 3. 5: Variety of granular size for particles placed in the spherical cavity 

Rayleigh Time Step (%) Time [s] Coordination Number (Avg) 

75 1.2273e-6 3.057 

100 1.636e-6 3.071 

125 2.0456e-6 3.079 

 

According to Table 3.5, the coordination number value, which is related to the number of 

contacts between the granules, has been vaguely impacted by the time step precision. The 

change in the coordination number equals 0.71%, which is a reasonable level of contact 

between granules. Therefore, the contact number between the granules does not depend on 

the time precision; unless it was changed to a much smaller or higher time step for the 

analysis not to capture all related contact properties.  
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The total velocity distribution of the granules in the packing is shown in Figure 3.15. The 

analysis has been processed with the same setup properties for each analysis except time 

increment between the time steps. The time steps have been set at different incremental 

levels as given in Table 3.4. Since the same analysis environment was used, the velocity levels 

captured from each analysis were expected to be similar varied within 100% of the Rayleigh 

time step. However, the data captured from the analyses have slight changes in the first few 

cycles of the excitation according to Figure 3.15, given below. 

  

Figure 3. 15: The time precision analysis of velocity 

 

The velocity and the dimensionless energy dependence over time on temporal resolution are 

illustrated in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, respectively. In these figures, the time step is varied 

around Rayleigh time step within 25%. It can be seen that both velocity and energy 

oscillation over time have negligible changes because of the varied time step. Like the 

velocity data, energy distribution has inconsiderable changes because of the time step 

precision changes Dimensionless energy calculation has been given in the previous 

subchapter ( subchapter 3.5). 
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Figure 3. 16: The time precision analysis of dimensionless energy 

 

Overall, comparing all time steps, the Rayleigh time step precision showed that the 

automatically calculated value, 𝑡𝑅, is a sufficient and representative calculation in terms of 

the dynamic properties of the granules. Following the results, the time step in future research 

analysis is decided to be around its original value, which is the Rayleigh Time Step (𝑡𝑅) in all 

types of analysis.  

3.7- Impact of Granular Structure Size 

Even though this matter has been widely studied in other literature sources, it has been 

aimed to investigate the dynamic properties of the several diameter sizes of the granules in 

packing. A spherical geometry was filled with four different sizes of granules in each case. 

Granules and the cavity material properties are set in the EDEM model setup as mentioned 

in Section 3.6 of this chapter. In addition, time step precision was kept equal for all analysis 

types at Rayleigh Time Step.  
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Table 3. 6: Variety of granular sized for particles placed in the spherical cavity 

𝑅1 = 3 mm 𝑅2 = 1.5 mm 𝑅3 = 1 mm 𝑅4 = 0.75 mm 𝑅5 = 0.5 mm 

     

Total Particle 
Number 

Total Particle 
Number 

Total Particle 
Number 

Total Particle 
Number 

Total Particle 
Number 

15 167 624 1500 5667 

Coordination 
Number (Avg) 

Coordination 
Number (Avg) 

Coordination 
Number (Avg) 

Coordination 
Number (Avg) 

Coordination 
Number (Avg) 

2.65 3.15 3.4 4.09 4.12 

 

The spherical cavity is excited sinusoidally in the horizontal direction at frequency  400 Hz for 

0.2 s. Since the aim is to keep all granules in the solid phase, excitation amplitude is set at a 

low level of 0.0002 mm for each analysis. According to the coordination number shown in 

Table 3.6, the average contact number for a single granule in the smallest sized granular 

packing is higher than the largest because of the higher filling fraction in 𝑅5-sized granular 

structure packing. Also, 𝑅5-sized granular structures increase the contact options with their 

neighbouring structures. As a result, the coordination number of the smallest sized granular 

packing 𝑅5 changed by 55.5% compared to the largest sized granular packing 𝑅1. 

Figure 3.17 illustrates the dimensionless energy and corresponding velocity change over time 

for different sizes of granules. Since the different sizes of granules needed different time to 

fill the cavity enclosure and rest in the geometry, the time of impact and the data collection 

start at different time for each analysis. R1-sized granules required the least duration to fill 

the cavity enclosure and in this case the cavity is impacted at 0.2 s, as seen from Figure 

3.17.The largest granular structure packing R5 showed a much lower velocity data trend as 

shown in Figure 3.17-b. As can be seen from Figure 3.17-a, the dimensionless energy depends 

on the granular size, meaning that the largest granules exhibit the lowest energy distribution 

over time. Since the granules have gravitational energy in the packing, their velocity and 

energy properties tend to zero over time [126]. 
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Figure 3. 17: Various granular size filling details: (a) Dimensionless energy, (b) Velocity trends for a 

variety of granular size filling 

 

The random arrangement of granular structures is thought to show various averaged 

coordination numbers. Therefore,  investigation  on the coordination number distribution 

has been conducted filling cavity multiple times in the numerical-based research. 𝑅1-sized 

granules have been selected for this study and filled in the same cavity for 25 times. All cases 

have been studied under sinusoidal excitation load at a specific frequency level and 

displacement amplitude which has been given in section of Evaluation of Contact Analysis. 

Model selection. Figure 3.18 shows the results of this analysis. Figure 3.18-a has been 

prepared using the data collected over the interval before the excitation impact hits the 

cavity. Figure 3.18-b has been prepared using the data from the excitation impact analysis, 

which contains the steady state part of the dynamic excitation. As expected, granules are 

randomly arranged in the cavity and their averaged coordination number varies in each filling 

attempt, as shown in Figure 3.18-b [126]. Therefore, in this study the average coordination 

number has been taken in the vicinity of its mean value of multiple filling attempts. Figure 

3.18-a shows close to zero average coordination number dominating in 25 fillings which is 

caused by slow cavity filling process as a result of the minimal contact between the particles 

during this process. In case of random arrangement, the average coordination number might 

vary which would not be observed in the case of regular arrangement. 
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Figure 3. 18: Coordination number distribution for R1-sized granular packing: (a) before the excitation, (b) 

steady state part 

 

Furthermore,  granules in their dynamic steady state illustrate a Gaussian distribution in the 

coordination number changes over that 25-different calculation. Comparing the 

coordination number data given in Table 3.5, multiple attempts of filling showed similar 

contact properties distributed around mean value 7.60 with standard deviation 17.96. 

Interestingly, these data have shown wider range than the coordination number given by 

Nolan [126] at which proposed mean coordination number varied between 4.4 and 5.9. This 

might be related to the numerical simulation capturing more data than the analytical 

assumptions. 

In addition to the coordination, number variety check analysis using R1-sized granules and 

R3-sized granules have been tried in the same analysis format to check the variation for 

smaller-sized granules. Even though the number of cases analysed using 𝑅3-sized granules, 

variation of coordination number is observed here, as well. Smaller sized granules illustrate 

more contact before the excitation implied to the geometry. 
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Figure 3. 19: Coordination number distribution for R3-sized granular packing 

 

As a result of the chapter, different granular sizes show various behaviour in addition to their 

distributed energy properties. In addition, as there is a random arrangement in the granules 

to illustrate natural filling properties, granules might show various contact properties even 

though the filling and excitation properties are the same. 

3.8- Impact of the Friction Coefficient in Granular Contact 

Various levels of displacement amplitudes have been analysed through DEM-process to 

check the state of the granular structures. It has been aimed to keep the granules in the 

contact state. According to the evaluations made between the displacement amplitudes and 

behaviour of the granules, range of amplitude has been identified for the  analysis in this 

chapter. Similar to the previous cases, a minimal amplitude has been applied at 400 Hz for 

all analyses to keep the granules in the solid phase for informative data capturing and more 

energy dissipative behaviours. The effect of the static friction coefficients were studied 

numerically in this subsection by giving polymeric material and various friction coefficient 

details. Representable analysis steps have been set to analyse the effect of friction 

coefficient on granular contact and general dynamic relations like the coordination number 

changes or the force-displacement relations of the granular impacts. The spherical cavity and 

granular structures were used in the Time Step Precision analysis by changing the static 

friction coefficient between the granules in each analysis, as shown in Table 3.7. The friction 
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coefficient which is noted as original in the table is the original friction coefficient of the 

material of the granular structures used in this analysis. 

Table 3.7 introduced the average coordination number levels for each friction constant 

calculated with EDEM within the steady state regime. According to the coordination number 

change ratio, the granules' change between different friction levels is 29.09% between the 

highest and the lowest friction coefficients. Since the packing properties would differ over 

different granular interactions, average coordination numbers are changed due to this 

variation. The average coordination number has been getting smaller over the increased 

static friction coefficient. However, it has seen an equal number of contacts in the analysis of 

µs3  and µs4 because granules stuck together at high friction conditions for a given dynamic 

load. 

Table 3. 7: Friction coefficient varieties over the case numbers  

Static Friction Coefficient  

[µs] 

Averaged Coordination 

Number 

µs1 = 0 5.50 

µs(original) = 0.695 4.09 

µs2 = 1 4.08 

µs3 = 5 3.90 

µs4 = 10 3.90 

 

Figure 3.20 (a) compares the analysed friction coefficient results regarding the particle 

velocity change over time. As evident in the figure, higher friction levels limit the particle 

activity (both rolling and sliding), and velocity ends at zero at an earlier time step. It was 

thought that the higher friction coefficient was a reason for the granules to stay stuck at their 

position. It is supported by the findings of spherical and non-spherical structure evaluation 

[151]. As the friction coefficient is a ratio of friction force to the normal force, a low friction 

coefficient is a reason for sliding motion. This motion would not occur at higher friction forces 

because of higher friction coefficients. 
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Figure 3. 20: Particle velocity (a) and number of granular collisions (b) at various friction coefficients 

 

The relationship between the frequency of excitation and the friction coefficient is another 

property of the contact mechanism and packing of the granules that needs further 

investigation. However, this would be analysed over several frequency levels to calculate 

isotropic structure properties; therefore, will be found in the further Sections.  

The friction coefficients for materials used in this research are overtaken from the previous 

studies [35], [110], [112], [148]. As a result of the analysis evaluated in this subsection, since 

the friction coefficient significantly impacts structural contacts and dynamic relations, the 

selected friction coefficient is decided to be 0.695 for metal particles  as it was given in the 

literature source [112]. In addition to these information, it has been noted that the 

mechanical properties such as the rolling friction, the sliding friction and the coefficient of 

restitution within the contact of two granules have great importance in the modelling since 

they control and manipulate the nature of the collision and segregation [110]. 

3.9- Equivalent Solid Medium Characterisation of Granules in a Packing 

Granular structure physical properties and their relationships with other structures in contact 

is based on the granular medium discrete nature requires and these properties tend to 

change over time between the collision events. Numerical calculations are expensive in 

computational efforts. An affordable and efficient method is required to replace discrete 
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structural modelling to understand the relations of the granular states in relation to their 

impact excitation. 

 

Figure 3. 21: Two spheres in contact, similar to Walton’s case [56] 

 

According to Walton’s research idea [59], a granular packing in an enclosure cavity can be 

defined as a statistically isotropic effective medium using the dynamic properties of the 

granules in the packing [56]. In Walton’s work, to characterise the isotropic medium, 

contacting bodies need to be analysed thoroughly. Therefore, two spherical granules were 

modelled (Figure 3.21) by the assumption of an initial stress-strain relationship between the 

granules at first. Then, their force-displacement status was investigated using analytical 

approaches. Changes in the pressure field through the incremental updates in strain (𝜖) 

because of the contact relations of the granules were identified using the contact area 

calculations. These were related to a simple stress equation in structural mechanics, which 

presumes that stress depends on force and the area where force is acting. The isotropic 

equivalent material bulk modulus and Lamḗ moduli were defined according to the stress-

strain relationship between the granular packing elements (coordination number, packing 

fraction), the initial confining pressure knowledge and the initial material modulus.  

Equivalent material bulk modulus were re-arranged using the relationship between classical 

Lamḗ Moduli and Bulk Modulus [56]. Then, the effective bulk modulus (K*) of the equivalent 

material for packing rough particles can be calculated in Equation (3.15).  

    𝐾∗ = 𝜆∗ +
2

3
𝜇∗ =

1

6
(

3𝐸2Φ𝑃
2𝐶𝑁

2 𝑃

𝜋2(1−𝜈∗2)2 )
1/3

,  (Eq. 3.15)  

where µ* and λ* are the equivalent Lamḗ Moduli, E is the Young’s Modulus of the granules, 

Φ is the packing fraction, CN is the average coordination number, P is the hydrostatic 
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pressure and ν is the Poisson’s Ratio of the granules. It must be noted here that in this study 

equivalent parameter is dependent on variable coordination number which will be varied in 

accordance with the granular size, filling ratio and other geometrical and material properties 

of the studied problem. 

The equivalent structure modelling approach was used in the study of Darabi et al. [60] by 

defining the granular packing of viscoelastic structures as an isotropic medium with fixed 

coordination number. In this study the granular pack were excited with low amplitudes 

[152]resulting in the granules staying in contact with negligibly low displacements and 

forming the solid phase. According to the knowledge of the granular structure’s phases, the 

solid phase is where most granules stay in contact, and most energy dissipation is governed 

by the mechanics of the contacts in this phase [5], [6], [152]. Since the excitation impact is 

small in the cavity, the granules experience material-wise energy dissipation in the solid 

phase which also explained in the subsection of ‘Phases in the Dynamics of the Granular 

Materials’ of this chapter (Section 3.2). A further comparison-based study was conducted 

regarding the energy dissipation and assumption on damping properties using the 

experimental methods with granular structures [61]. In addition, they validated their 

understanding via numerical modelling using the isotropic structural modelling in FEM [37]. 

3.10- Derivations for the Granular Packing 

Modelling individual granules as a solid structure, understanding the relation between 

granules, and working on a whole packing is a step-by-step approach in the analytical 

options. One can visit the source for the full step-by-step methodology of material prediction 

for the same sized granular structure packing [56]. 

The isotropic equivalent structure material properties are evaluated within the contact 

relations of the granules, which need to be tracked in a transient event. The process of 

calculations is initiated between the neighbouring granules in a packing and numerical 

simulation with the initial strain. It continues with the applied force, which results in 

displacement between the granules. This procedure is a reason for breaking one contact and 

making another one throughout the dynamic process.  
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The volume concentration for a granular packing is defined as a filling fraction (or filling ratio) 

which depends on the number of granules in the packing (N), the radius of the single granular 

structure (R) and the total volume of the cavity geometry (V) [19]. The equation below 

(Equation (3.16)) can be used for calculating the filling fraction of a granular packing (Φ𝐹) 

[56]. 

𝛷𝐹 =
4𝜋𝑅3𝑁

3𝑉
     (Eq. 3.16) 

Another definition related to the filling fraction which is used in this study is the packing 

fraction (Φ𝑝) which is the occupied volume of the particles (𝑉𝑝) in the partially filled cavity 

defined by Equation (3.17). 

Φ𝑃 =
4𝜋𝑅3𝑁

3𝑉𝑝
    (Eq. 3.17) 

Literature sources have stated the filling fraction and the packing fraction as the same 

definitive information [19]; however, they should have been stated two different situations. 

Therefore, in this thesis, these definitions have been given opportunity to carry their own 

meanings. It should be noted that in this study, Equation (3.17) was applied for all calculations 

of the equivalent parameters. Equation (3.18) can be used for the calculation process of the 

density of the equivalent isotropic solid medium. 

 𝜌∗ = 𝜌Φ𝑝    (Eq. 3.18) 

Considering granular packing in the static section (which is not excited yet), the total 

pressure on the granules in an enclosure cavity can be defined as its hydrostatic pressure, 

which is the simplified approach for stress definition. In this case, this terminology is the 

value of the initial confining pressure (P) which can be calculated analytically by using 

Equation (3.19). In this equation, 𝜖 is the initial strain field of the granular packing. 

Statistically homogeneous strain, that has a small value for linear elasticity theory to be valid, 

has been applied to the granules which are in contact. Using the linear elasticity relationship 

between the granules and applied strain, Walton [153] derived the initial stress. 

𝑃 =
4Φ𝑝𝐶𝑁(−𝜖 )

3
2

3𝜋(
1

𝜇
+

1

𝜇+𝜆
)

   (Eq. 3.19) 
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According to the equation for the initial pressure field in the packed granules, the average 

contact number between the granules has a direct impact on the pressure. As the knowledge 

given in this thesis, random or regular placement of the granular structures in the packing 

changes the average coordination number.  

In comparison between the two cases, for the same level of filling fraction, the initial pressure 

value is expected to be larger in the regular arrangement of the granules in the packing. 

Therefore, another parameter for these calculations is the pressure mentioned as the 

granules' hydrostatic pressure. The first exemplary work for the pressure field using the 

relationship between the granular field and the enclosure structure was made by Janssen 

(1885), which noted that the confining pressure depends on the height of the filled cavity for 

a cylindrical geometry when the granules are induced by with the gravitational loading [153]. 

However, calculations are made in this research by keeping the confining pressure equal 

when the cavity was filled with a decided filling ratio. This decision provides simplicity and 

continuity in the dynamic and static levels of the calculation procedure. Keeping the 

confining pressure constant makes the coordination number the decisive parameter in the 

calculation procedure. 

By recalling the relationship between Poisson’s ratio and Lamḗ Moduli (Equation (3.20)), 

Poisson’s ratio of the equivalent structure can be rearranged using Equation (3.21) below 

[56]. 

      𝜐 =
𝜆

2(𝜆+𝜇)
     (Eq. 3.20) 

      𝜐∗ =
𝜆∗

2(𝜆∗+𝜇∗)
=

𝜐

2(5−3𝜐)
  (Eq. 3.21) 

Similar to the derivation of Poisson’s Ratio, the equivalent Young’s Modulus of a granular 

packing can be evolved using the Lamḗ moduli and Young’s modulus relationship. Equation 

(3.22) illustrates the general Young’s Modulus calculation through the Lamḗ parameters. 

Then, using this equation in terms of the equivalent structure Lamḗ parameters, effective 

Young’s Modulus for a given granular packing can be developed as in Equation (3.23) [37], 

[56]. 

      𝐸 =
𝜇(3𝜆+2𝜇)

𝜆+𝜇
    (Eq. 3.22) 
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     𝐸∗ =
𝜇∗(3𝜆∗+2𝜇∗)

𝜇∗+𝜆∗ =
(1−2𝜈∗)

2
(

3𝐸2
Φ𝑝

2𝐶𝑁
2𝑃

𝜋2(1−𝜈∗2)
)

1

3
  (Eq. 3.23) 

As noted before the coordination number is a parameter that depends on the dynamic state, 

the filing fraction and arrangement properties (random or regular) [127], [128]. To identify 

this parameter for the specific granular packing numerical simulations with the EDEM are 

used in this study. 

Step-by-Step Calculation Procedure for the Equivalent Isotropic Solid Structure 

These process details have been explained in the previous sections; however, the step-by-

step calculation procedure has been given to explain and state this understanding of the 

isotropic structure modelling of the granules.  

• Particle geometry and enclosure cavity volume are selected, 

• Equation (3.17) is used to calculate the packing fraction, 

• Equivalent density calculation using the packing fraction and the original mass 

density of the granular structures is calculated using Equation (3.18), 

• The coordination number numerically identified using EDEM, 

• The average confining pressure calculation is found using Equation (3.19) with the 

hydrostatic pressure assumption or numerical results. 

• Equivalent structure Poisson’s Ratio calculation using the original ratio value is found 

using Equation (3.21), 

• Equivalent Young’s Modulus calculation for the isotropic solid structure definition is 

identified using Equation (3.23). 

This is the procedure for the isotropic equivalent structure definition of the granules in a 

pack. The shape of the granule affects the equivalent structure calculation outcomes since 

the spherical and multi-shaped granules are expected to have various coordination numbers. 

Also, the excitation amplitude and the excitation frequency change the level of contact 

between the granules; the coordination number would differ for various excitation 

conditions. Therefore, the equivalent Young’s Modulus should be revisited in the calculation 

process of frequency sweep analysis. As a result, there needs to be a series of isotropic 

equivalent Young’s Modulus depending on the frequency of excitation. 
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Viscoelastic and metallic granular structure dynamic contact relations are studied using 

numerical assessment. Isotropic equivalent solid structure properties are calculated using 

the data obtained from the Discrete Element Method (EDEM) by processing the granular 

interactions using the steps given above. Metal particles and viscoelastic particles are placed 

in an enclosing spherical cavity of 20 mm radius. Since the granules have a variety of dynamic 

behaviours over different frequency levels, these analyses have been run at different 

frequencies: 50 Hz, 150 Hz, 250 Hz, 350 Hz, 450 Hz, 550 Hz, 650 Hz, 750 Hz, 850 Hz, 950 Hz 

and 1050Hz. The isotropic equivalent structure properties are calculated for each filling 

fraction, and their relations are given below. 

Metal Granules Equivalent Material Properties 

Steel particles of 1.58 mm diameter have been selected to assess the dynamic properties of 

metallic structures. Various filling fractions Φ𝐹 are studied, which are 0.1, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 

and 0.62 of the total volume of the enclosing cavity. The highest filling in the volume, 0.62, 

is the fully filled case. The amount of particles in the cavity is 26.3 g, 65.76 g, 92.06 g, 118.37 

g, and 163.09 g respectively, as demonstrated in Figure 3.22. The amount of particles are 

calculated using Equation (3.24) by feeding the filling fraction, the granule's radius, and the 

cavity's volume where particles are placed. 
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Figure 3. 22: Steel filling amounts: (a) is 10%, (b) 25%, (c) 35%, (d) is 45% and (e) is 62% filling amounts 

 

𝑁 =
3𝑉𝛷𝐹

4𝜋𝑅3
    (Eq. 3.24) 

Figure 3.23 shows variable equivalent material property over the frequency for 10% of the 

filling fraction of steel particles in the cavity, the data for the equivalent Young’s Modulus 

have been calculated using the procedure explained in subsection Step-by-Step Calculation 

Procedure for the Equivalent Isotropic Solid Structure. According to Figure 3.23 (a), Young’s 

Modulus reduces by 4.39% over the frequency  range [50 Hz, 1050 Hz]. The coordination 

number changes with the excitation frequency level as shown in Figure 3.23-b. Since the 

granules change their state with the excitation frequency, the coordination number has been 

recorded at different levels. 

Figure 3.23 (b) shows average coordination number levels at different frequency levels, and 

the change in the coordination number is 5.03% in the frequency change. Since the average 

coordination number reduces through the increasing excitation frequency, Young’s Modulus 

also reduces at similar levels. According to the visual checks on each frequency analysis 

processed in EDEM, the granular structures in the cavity stay in contact as stated in the solid 
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phase. While the frequency level has been increased through different analysis, contact 

between the granules has been reduced because of the frequency impact. Therefore, 

coordination number is reduced through the increased frequency ranges. However, the 

excitation amplitude is small and do not impact the physical state of the particles. 

 

 

Figure 3. 23: Steel filling at filling fraction of 10% in the cavity: (a) equivalent isotropic structure Young’s 

Modulus and (b) average coordination number  

 

25% filling fraction is analysed in Figure 3.24-a. The new Φ𝐹 changes the limits of 

coordination number since the number of granules in contact increases. However, this has 

been reduced while the excitation frequency increases (Figure 3.24-b) since contact is 

reduced between granules while increasing frequency level. The coordination number 

through the frequency level change by 2.78%, which is less than in the previous case since 

the granules are packed tighter in the cavity. Following this, the equivalent Young’s Modulus 

is reduced over the increasing frequency by 2.19%. 
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Figure 3. 24: Steel filling at filling fraction of 25% in the cavity: (a) equivalent isotropic structure Young’s 

Modulus and (b) average coordination number 

 

Figure 3.25 shows the average coordination number and equivalent Young’s Modulus for a 

fully filled enclosing cavity with steel particles. Coordination number (Figure 3.25-b) and 

Elasticity Modulus (Figure 3.25-a)trends are similar through the frequency level increase. 

However, both of them are reduced while the excitation frequency increases. That is related 

to the relationship between the granular behaviour and excitation frequency level. The 

change in the equivalent material properties is 1.52%, while the change in the coordination 

number level is 2.28%. 

 

 

Figure 3. 25: Steel filling at filling fraction of 62% in the cavity: (a)  equivalent isotropic structure Young’s 

Modulus and average (b) coordination number 
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According to the analysis of metal particle arrangement in the cavity at various fillings, 

particles in the cavity control the contact between the neighbouring particles. This is obvious 

in the given results as the coordination number increases while the filling fraction increases 

because of the number of granule impacts. The relationship between the equivalent Young’s 

Modulus and the coordination number at each filling fraction levels for steel particle fillings 

is given in Appendix 3.1 (Figure A3.1). Also, the equivalent Young’s Modulus is increased with 

a constantly changed filling fraction. However, the change in these levels is not stable since 

the granules show their individual and unique behaviour, which is nonlinear as explained by 

various activation levels at different frequencies. However, in these results, granules stayed 

in contact in the solid phase due to the excitation of low amplitude. 

Viscoelastic Granules Equivalent Material Properties 

Viscoelastic granules have been analysed thoroughly to evaluate their dynamic relations. 

Therefore, acrylic plastic particles with a diameter of 3 mm and POM particles of 1.58 mm 

have been selected for these analyses setup. A variety of filling fractions are studied for 

acrylic plastic granules, which are 0.1, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.475 of the total volume of the 

enclosing cavity. The highest packing in the volume, 0.475, is the total volume of the 

enclosing geometry fully filled with the particles. The total mass of acrylic plastic granules in 

the cavity is 3.98 g, 9.96 g, 14.05 g, 17.94 g, and 18.95 g respectively (see Figure 3.26 

demonstrating weighting procedure). The number of particles is calculated using Equation 

(3.24), given in the previous section. 
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Figure 3. 26: Acrylic plastic filling amounts: Figure (a) is 10%, Figure (b) 25%, Figure (c) 35%, Figure (d) is 

45% and Figure (e) is 47.5% filling amounts 

 

Figure 3.27 shows acrylic plastic filling at a 10% impact on equivalent Young’s Modulus and 

coordination number. According to the figure, increasing excitation frequency reduces the 

properties since it impacts the arrangement of granules in the packing. Young’s Modulus is 

reduced by 5.10%, while the coordination number is reduced by 3.32% through the increased 

frequency level. These amounts are smaller compared to the metal particle case at the same 

filling fraction. Compared to the same amount of metal particle filling fraction, the total mass 

of viscoelastic particles is smaller. Regardless of the total mass in the packing, the particles 

showed similar contact behaviour observed through the similar average coordination 

numbers as shown in Figures 3.23-a and -b. 
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Figure 3. 27: Acrylic plastic filling at filling fraction of 10% in the cavity: (a) equivalent isotropic structure 

Young’s Modulus and (b) average coordination number  

 

The granules showed a different behaviour in the case of 25% acrylic plastic filling in the 

cavity (Figure 3.28). The change rate in Young’s Modulus is 12.7%. In comparison, the 

coordination number change rate is 13.5%, which might be about the coefficient of 

restitution changes in plastic granules in addition to increasing the number of particles which 

tends to increase the contact levels with the neighbouring particles. 

 

 

Figure 3. 28: Acrylic plastic filling at filling fraction of 25% in the cavity: (a) equivalent isotropic structure 

Young’s Modulus and (b) average coordination number  

 

Similar to the metal particle case, increasing the filling level to the fully filled state of the 

cavity impacts the number of contacts for a single particle, which results in higher 
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coordination numbers (Figure 3.29-b). As a result of these higher contact numbers, 

equivalent Young’s Modulus reached higher values (Figure 3.29-a). However, increased 

excitation frequency resulted in more minor levels for the coordination number and the 

equivalent Young’s Modulus. The changes in these properties are calculated as 3.53% in 

Young’s Modulus and 5.25% in the coordination number. 

 

 

Figure 3. 29: Acrylic plastic filling at filling fraction of 47.5% in the cavity: (a) equivalent isotropic 

structure Young’s Modulus and (b) average coordination number 

 

 

Figure 3. 30: 7.5% POM particles filling amount 
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Figure 3.30 shows the amount of POM particles to fill 7.5 % of the enclosing cavity. Figure 

3.31 shows the changing trend for the equivalent Young’s Modulus and the average 

coordination number at various excitation frequencies. Even though increasing excitation 

frequency reduced the equivalent Young’s Modulus (Figure 3.31 a) in general, it was not 

accurate in POM particle filling at low-frequency range. The reverse of the general 

expectation happened in this case. The change in the properties was 0.576% in the equivalent 

Young’s Modulus and 1.57% in the coordination number (Figure 3.31 b), which informs that 

POM particles are more stable than the acrylic plastic ones since their change rate is much 

lower. Also, it might be related to the amount of the granules in the cavity, which is much 

lower than the other cases studied in this subchapter, so the granules do not have proper 

contacting opportunity. 

 

 

Figure 3. 31: POM filling at filling fraction of 7.5% in the cavity: equivalent isotropic structure Young’s 

Modulus (a) and average coordination number (b) 

 

Similar to the metal particles case, particles in the cavity control the contact between the 

neighbouring particles. This is obvious in the given results as the coordination number 

increases while the filling fraction increases because of the cavity's mass and the number of 

granule impacts. The relationship between the equivalent Young’s Modulus and the 

coordination number at each filling fraction levels for viscoelastic particle fillings is given in 

Appendix 3.2 (Figure A3.2). Also, the equivalent Young’s Modulus is increased with filling 

fraction. Even though acrylic plastic and POM particles have very similar material properties, 

they showed different properties (10% acrylic plastic filling and 7.5% POM filling were 
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compared). Usually, the comparison should be made between the same amount of the same 

sized granules; however, accounting for viscoelastic granules, these two materials can be 

compared regardless of their size and amount since similar behaviours have been observed 

according to the given figures. As the previous section explains, a higher coordination 

number would also be about the granule's size (Table 3.5). As a result, 7.5% of POM particles 

showed more contact than 25% filling of acrylic plastic. Since the original Young’s Modulus 

of POM particles is less than acrylic plastic, the equivalent Young’s Modulus was also smaller. 

Metal and viscoelastic granular structure filling have been exemplified in this subchapter 

according to their filling fractions and corresponding equivalent material properties. As seen 

from the figures in this subchapter, the equivalent Young’s Modulus trend has reached peak 

at around 600-800 Hz. The reason behind this phenomenon might be related to the filling 

fraction, material properties of the granules in the cavity and the associated eigenfrequency. 

The dynamic relations (contact relationship) between the granules and the cavity walls might 

also result in peak for each case. The resolution in time used in EDEM might also be cause of 

the small variations in the coordination number resulting in peaks observed in the figures.  

Iteration-based Analysis of Isotropic Equivalent Structure Calculation 

Since the granules tend to change their contact properties at each analysis setup in the 

random arrangement, it was decided to check the equivalent material property change in a 

series of iterative studies and observe convergence in material properties. In order to 

complete this study, a cylindrical tube was filled at 20% of its volume, and a spherical 

geometry was filled at 78% of its volume. Granules in these two structures are at identical 

amounts and have the same structures made of PMMA. However, changing the shape of the 

cavity changes the filling level in general. The excitation has been applied at the cavity’s 

natural frequencies; 655.89 Hz for the cylindrical tube and 159.54 Hz for the spherical 

container. In order to validate and check the convergence of the equivalent medium 

properties, the natural frequencies of the whole structure (cavity and granular structure 

filling) have been used. The dissipation has been studied at two different levels for the 

tubular structure, 1e-5 m, and 2e-5 m, to question the impact of excitation amplitude on the 

change of equivalent material properties. 
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The first iteration has been set at the eigenfrequency of the enclosing cavity. Coordination 

number and pressure level have been recorded from this iteration, and isotropic equivalent 

structure material properties have been calculated. Then, whole structure's natural 

frequency is analysed in FEM-based computation. Each iteration step consists of the 

previous case’s eigenfrequency of the whole structure (the granules and the cavity) at the 

same amplitude level. The isotropic equivalent structure material properties have been 

calculated with the data recorded from each iteration step. The density of the filled structure 

has not been included in the convergence analysis. According to Equation 3.18,  the 

equivalent density for the granular material depends on the filling fraction and the granules’ 

individual material density only. Therefore, it does not change with the coordination number 

and stay constant in the convergence analysis. Following this, equivalent material properties 

have been calculated, and these properties have been used in the Finite Element Analysis for 

the eigenfrequency search. After a considerable amount of iterations for example 5-10 

iterations, the material properties and the natural frequencies have shown some level of 

convergence through the DEM-FEM iteration-based structural analysis. 

Figure 3.32 shows the equivalent Young’s Modulus levels at different iteration numbers for 

each excitation amplitude. According to the figures (Figure 3.32-a and -b), the equivalent 

Young’s Modulus is bigger at the 1st iteration step for the lower amplitude excitation. With 

the increase in the number of iterations the value of the Young’s Modulus become similar, 

and the higher amplitude of excitation showed slight increase. For instance, the ratio of the 

last iteration step for the amplitude level-1 to amplitude level-2 is equal to 0.995. Young’s 

Modulus change ratio has been calculated using the data from iteration step two and the last 

iteration step. According to the calculation, the change ratios are 0.34% for amplitude level-

1 and 6.6% for amplitude level-2 in the equivalent Young’s Modulus properties. Comparing 

change ratios for both cases, higher excitation amplitude impacted the granular structure 

mechanism more. Even though there is a relatively small change, both cases showed 

immediate convergence in the results. 
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Figure 3. 32: Equivalent Young’s Modulus change trend for amplitude level-1 (a) and amplitude level-2 (b) 

for tubular structure 

 

According to the study on spherical structure filling, similar to the previous ones, the first 

step with equivalent Young’s Modulus was smaller than other iterations (Figure 3.32). The 

convergence is slower compared to the previous cases. The change ratio between the second 

iteration and the last iteration steps for the equivalent Young’s Modulus was equal to -3.5%. 

 

Figure 3. 33: Equivalent Young’s Modulus change trend at amplitude level-1 for spherical structure 

 

Since there are several structures and a couple of excitation amplitudes, the coordination 

number for each case should be considered for comparison. Figure 3.34 shows the 

coordination number levels for each case at different iteration steps. According to the results 
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shown in the figure, amplitude level-2 for the tubular structure showed higher numbers 

which means the contact between the structures was more in this case when compared to 

amplitude level-1 for the tubular structure. However, both cases had less contact than the 

spherical structure filling. This means that the enclosing cavity has an essential role in 

defining the contact numbers  and, as a result, the equivalent Young’s Modulus levels.  

 

Figure 3. 34: Coordination number change trend for all cases 

 

3.11- Conclusion of the Chapter 

In this chapter, the physical and dynamic nature of granular structures, their contact 

interactions and various phenomenal information regarding the collisional processes have 

been introduced. Also, some of the specific terms have been studied accordingly using the 

DEM-based numerical studying software EDEM V2021.1. Discrete nature of granules and 

studying opportunity have been stated to be computationally expensive which directs the 

research community to work on various modelling strategies. DEM-FEM couples analysis 

opportunities have been one of them. The equivalent isotropic solid structure modelling 

methodology, therefore, have been introduced in this chapter. Metallic and viscoelastic 

materials have been studied in EDEM and the data obtained from the numerical analysis 

have been used in the equivalent material calculation procedure. The change of the 

equivalent material properties over various frequency levels have  been stated towards the 

end of the chapter. At the end, two different cavities have been researched in terms of the 
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equivalent solid structure material modelling convergence. The last study has been thought 

to be a kind of validation opportunity of the equivalent isotropic solid medium 

characterisation given in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Specification of the Resonator 

Natural frequency is a property of all structures caused by external vibration at the same or 

close frequency levels. The structure, under oscillating force at the natural frequency, 

experiences higher amplitude than other frequency levels at the same amount of oscillating 

force. Natural frequency or resonance phenomena depend on the structural geometry and 

the structure's material properties. As a result, the reason structures resonate is the 

relationship between inertia properties and the structures' elasticity. 

Structural dynamic properties are defined by the natural frequency, the mode shapes at that 

natural frequency, and damping as energy dissipative assets [154]. Resonance significantly 

impacts the structural behaviour; for instance, a structure is oscillated by an external force at 

a level close to the structure's natural frequency. Under these conditions, resonance tends to 

manipulate the structural behaviour and develops mode shape at the resonant frequency. 

On the other hand, when the oscillating force is applied to the same structure at the  

frequency away from the resonance, the structure tends to be disturbed with a lower 

displacement amplitude. 

Mainly, structures are aimed to be controlled to avoid experiencing high amplitudes. As a 

result of the knowledge of resonance, understanding the properties of the structures 

through various approaches has been a crucial step. Once the structural properties have been 

analysed, vibration treatment can be developed accordingly. In addition, the resonating 

structures can be used to control the structural vibration impacts on the main structure. Since 

it has been aimed to control structural vibration using resonator in this research, a design of 

a single resonator is proposed in this chapter. Intended geometry of the resonator is 

introduced, and the production methodology is studied appropriately. Design steps of the 

resonating structure and parameter-based numerical study based on these steps are 

introduced in this chapter with specific resonator selection and its eigenfrequency solutions. 

4.1- Broadband Absorption Using Resonators 

Vibration absorption is an achievable property in mechanical systems using various 

techniques. In several applications like electromagnetism, where the wavelength is relatively 
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small, absorption is available through periodic arrangements and Bragg scattering 

mechanism resulting in the so-called band gap phenomenon(see Chapter 2). For the longer 

wavelength, the Bragg scattering is not beneficial. On the other hand, controlling or 

manipulating the mechanical energy in the form of vibration is achievable with the 

arrangement of so called local resonators leading to sub-band gap phenomenon [82]. 

Attaching another resonator to the system maintains a resonance frequency alteration and 

controls the behaviour of the primary structure [97]. Local resonator application on the 

primary resonating system shifts the eigenfrequency of the primary structure to another 

level, mostly close to the eigenfrequency of the locally resonating structure. As a result, 

mechanical energy is dissipated from the primary structure by the attachment. Unlike the 

Bragg Scattering case, locally resonating structure applications do not require a specific 

number of resonators or arrangements on the primary structure. An additional resonating 

structure might divide the frequency response or add another frequency peak which is the 

eigenfrequency of the attachment to the system response. This frequency response is 

observed in the undamped dynamic vibration absorber [155].  

In the damped vibration absorber case, the amplitudes received from the system are reduced 

because of the damping induction. The damping might impact the primary structure 

response while having effect on the coupled response between the primary structure and the 

local resonator attached to the system in this example. According to the knowledge of the 

vibration absorbers, using a vibration absorber might be a reason for a zero amplitude at the 

primary structure’s resonant frequency [156]. 

Considering a system with a primary structure with a considerable mass and attached locally 

resonant structures on that primary structure; the mass impact on the primary structure 

because of the resonators would be expected to be low. When the locally resonant structures 

have equal or close eigenfrequency properties, the frequency response would be similar to 

the single absorber case since the attachments behave like a single structure. When the 

eigenfrequency of the absorbers is at various levels, the frequency response of the primary 

mass is expected to vary, and a typical damping application is called broadband vibration 

damping. For instance, mechanical properties in [4] have been tuned to be homogenised 
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within the individual absorbers level. Pai, P.F. [4] studied the beam as a primary mass and 

distributed small spring-mass systems longitudinally (see Figure 4.1).  

 

Figure 4. 1: Metamaterial formation using a mass-spring attachment on a beam [4] 

 

The study [4] has been an example of elastic wave absorbers where the inertia forces of the 

resonators work contrary to the external amplification. This interaction changes the wave 

speed and avoids wave propagation through the structure. They showed the vibration 

absorption over a broad range of frequencies using resonators. They also showed the 

additional damping element on these locally resonant structures. In the first example, the 

spring-mass system shifted the resonating properties without much reduction in the 

amplitude levels (Figure 4.2-a). A damping property on each resonator resulted in reduced 

frequency response amplitude while showing a similar shift in the frequency levels (Figure 

4.2-b). In addition, varying the eigenfrequencies of the resonators opened up broadband 

frequency absorbing opportunities (Figure 4.2-c) [157]. 
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Figure 4. 2: FRF of various situations: (a) increased DOF using equal absorbers, (b) additional damping on 

resonators, (c) varied eigenfrequency impact on FRF [157] 

 

Locally resonant structures in a periodic arrangement have shown increased the number of 

freedoms of the whole system [158]. This assumption has been made by Nouh et. al. by 

assuming multiple secondary systems are attached to the SDOF system, which is an 

augmented SDOF system. This application promotes the reduction of the high amplitude 

vibration impacts where the eigenfrequency is lower or at the same level as the vibration-
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induced system. Therefore, the periodically arranged locally resonant structures  behave like 

multiple dynamic absorbers [158]. 

Like the elastic structure and wave modulation examples, periodically arranged sonic 

crystals have been used for sound scattering. Sound scatterers have been modelled as 

acoustic metamaterials and worked in the low-frequency area with long wavelengths. 

Therefore, similar to the previously explained working principle, these structures worked as 

locally resonant structures which showed effective material properties [159]. 

Additionally, coupling between the Bragg Scattering and the local resonance has widened 

the sub-band gap properties [85]. This application has been called the resonant Bragg [85]. It 

has been noted that this application would be a novel noise reduction and vibration 

suppression option [85].  

According to the information given in this part of the chapter, vibration absorption and 

modifying the main structure dynamic properties are possible using locally resonant 

structure attachments. Therefore, in this study, the aim is to control the main structure 

response, a beam, in this case, using a locally resonating structure. The designing 

methodology of the resonators is given in the following subchapters. 

4.2- Numerical Simulation with COMSOL Multiphysics 

COMSOL is a commercially developed Finite Element Method (FEM)-based studying 

interface to scientifically model, analyse, develop, and optimise multi-physics problems. 

There are add-on modules for users to produce modelling depending on the physical 

properties of the structures and their environments. These modules in COMSOL 

Multiphysics provide geometry, material selections, coupled physics applications and 

various post-processing options. The modules and their processes can be applied to wide 

range of engineering fields and physical phenomena. 

Structural Mechanics in COMSOL Multiphysics (V5.0) has been used for all analysis in this 

study, providing eigenfrequency, time-dependent, and frequency-dependent analysis. 

Specifically, an analysis is prepared using either an Eigenfrequency or a Frequency-

dependent solution. Frequency-dependent analysis has been prepared using the parametric 
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sweep of the frequency from 50 Hz to 1200 Hz with 5 Hz steps. The meshing of the structures 

has been prepared using dimensions of the smallest parts of the solid structure in the 

modelling since the solid structures used in this research have relatively small inclusions. A 

coarse meshing and too fine meshing would not give an approachable result; therefore, the 

mesh of the whole structure has been designed around the smallest details. The main 

structure with the resonator attachment is given in Appendix 4.1 with meshing and material 

properties details using Figure A4.1 and Tables A4.1 and A4.2. In this study, five elements per 

wavelength have been used to mesh the geometry and at the boundaries and the areas  

where force has been applied the finer mesh has been used. In order to apply the load, the 

centre of the main structure has been selected as the point of excitation which has sinusoidal 

impact. The ends of the main structure (beam) has been clamped to restrict movements in 

direction of the z-axis. 

4.3- Numerical Model of the Host Structure  

Modelling a locally resonant structure to treat the vibration impact requires primary 

structure modelling. A clamped-end conditioned beam is used as the main structure with the 

given geometry in Figure 4.3. The holes arranged in line on both sides of the beam through 

the length are prepared to attach the resonators to examine their coupling and damping 

properties. In order to fasten the structure on the test rig, there are 12 mm-sized circular 

holes through the beam. The total length is 475 mm, the width is 75 mm, and the thickness 

of the beam is 5 mm which made of using structural steel. This geometry is modelled in 

COMSOL and produced using machining tools for the experimental studies (see Chapter 6). 

 

Figure 4. 3: Beam model in [mm] dimensions using COMSOL Multiphysics 
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Structural loss factor, a type of damping property provided with the material itself, is not 

considered in the numerical analysis since it is relatively small for the structural steel. The 

beam's mode shapes are studied using an eigenfrequency solver in COMSOL Multiphysics, 

while the frequency response analysis is studied through a frequency-dependent solver. The 

modes of the beam in an order are at 141.27 Hz, 388.39 Hz, 423.19 Hz, 524.85 Hz, 763.11 Hz, 

820.69 Hz and 1154.8 Hz. In comparison between the mode shapes, the fourth and the sixth 

modes are the mixed modes (bending and torsion); whereas the first, the third and the fifth 

modes are the pure bending modes (Figure 4.4). The bending modes are the specific interest 

of this research since the resonators are modelled to be displaced in the z-direction. Figure 

4.4 shows the mode shapes at these eigenfrequencies specifically demonstrating the 

presence of nodes and antinodes. 

 

 

Figure 4. 4: Bending modes of the beam; (a) the first mode, (b) the fifth mode 

 

On the other hand, using the material properties of the beam, which is structural steel, the 

eigenfrequencies of the bare beam can be calculated with Equation (4.1) [160]. This equation 

includes coefficient β, which is defined with the boundary conditions of the beam. The series 

of coefficients for each mode are set to β1L=4.73, β2L=7.85 and β3L=10.99 [160]. I in the 

equation is the second moment of area of the rectangular structure; in this case, the beam is 

considered a rectangular structure. According to the equation, the first mode is at 146.8 Hz; 

the second mode is at 404.24 Hz; the third mode is at 792.317 Hz. 

𝜔 = (𝛽𝐿)2√𝐸𝐼/𝜌𝐴𝐿4    (Eq. 4.1) 
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Comparing the lower eigenfrequency levels and corresponding mode shapes with higher 

order eigenfrequencies and their corresponding mode shapes, the beam has shown complex 

behaviour in higher orders since the geometry of the beam has complex details. In order to 

avoid the complex behaviour of the beam, it has been decided to work through the lower 

orders of eigenfrequencies. Therefore, it has been aimed to control the beam through its first 

three bending modes. 

4.4- DMTA Testing of 3D-Printed Samples of the Resonator Material 

Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) is used to assess the mechanical properties 

of polymeric materials. 3D printing requires layer by layer material printing to comprise a 

structure that creates porosity in the printed structure. As a result of porosity in the structure, 

less material is composed in the equal volume for the same solid structure made of the same 

material. In order to gain the valuable data to characterise the properties of polymer-based 

structures, DMTA testing has been processed using Metravib viscoanalyser (Metravib 

Xpander VA 2000) at various frequency and displacement levels. DMTA testing machine 

provides reliable and reproduceable information from the specimen by cost effective and less 

footprint properties. 

During the DMTA test, the material is subjected to a sinusoidal strain or stress. The test 

machine records the response to changing temperature and frequency [161]. The data is 

evaluated to acquire the material properties obtained with the 3D printing, which helps to 

predict the structure performance. 

In this research, 3D-printed structures are planned to produce resonating dampers. DMTA 

analysis is required for the 3D-printed polymeric structures to assess the material properties. 

PLA (Polylactic Acid) and ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) are planned to prepare 

samples in order to evaluate their mechanical properties in the DMTA test procedure. 20 mm 

x 10 mm x 10 mm sized rectangular solids are printed out from Ultimate Cura (3D-printing 

application-based machine) [162] with a 65% infill level with the material. The printed sample 

is shown in Figure 4.5. When printing is finished, mass is measured, and the density of each 

sample is calculated through a simple mass-density-volume evaluation. The total mass of the 

PLA sample is 1.8 g, and the calculated density from the volume of the structure is 900 kg/m3. 
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On the other hand, the ABS sample mass is 1.9 gr, and the calculated density from the 

volume of the structure is 950 kg/m3. 

 

Figure 4. 5: 3D-printed test sample 

 

  

Figure 4. 6: DMTA test machine (a and b) and 3D test sample mounted to the machine (a) 

 

Figure 4.6 is a taken photo from the DMTA machine. Figure (4.6-a) has the sample mounted 

on the machine plate, and (4.6-b) is the test machine's 'closed and ready to analyse' setup. 

Frequency sweep analysis is set from 10 Hz to 100 Hz by 5 Hz steps, while the temperature 

changes are set between 25°C and 40°C by 5°C increments. When the DMTA test machine 

proceeded with a complete step of frequency calculation on the sample at the same 
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temperature level, the procedure raised to another temperature level within the same 

frequency ranges. Once one temperature step has been completed through all frequency 

levels, the other temperature analysis is started to analyse automatically. Thus, a tension-

compression test assesses the sample at various temperatures and frequency excitations. 

The applied dynamic stress is 0.001 Pa, and the strain value is fixed to 0.0001. The data for 

these samples provide information on the Young's Modulus, storage modulus and stiffness 

properties. The loss factor of the material is calculated using the storage and loss modulus 

ratio. Stress ratio (R) of each sample has been calculated for all temperature and frequency 

combinations using the maximum and minimum dynamic stress levels. The stress ratio for 

ABS sample is -5.9 while it is 0.42 for the sample made of PLA, which are in the expected 

ranges (-∞,+1) for the stress ratio gained from DMTA testing [163]. 

 

Figure 4. 7: Young's Modulus range of ABS and PLA from DMTA test at 25°C 

 

Since all the research analyses are planned at room temperature, 25°C results are considered 

after a general evaluation of all temperature levels. Figure 4.7 shows the Young's Modulus 

captured at 25°C measured over the range of frequency levels. Storage Modulus (E’) which is 

a measure of required energy to distort the sample and Loss Modulus (E”) which is lost energy 

during one cycle of testing can be found using DMTA test of selected materials of the 
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samples [164], [165]. Data of these properties have been shared in Appendix 4.2 (Table A4.3 

and Table A4.4). The data show that the Storage Modulus values are larger than the Loss 

Modulus values which makes the tested sample’s material can be considered as an elastic 

material [161]. Relationship between these properties as given in Equation (4.2), indicates 

damping or energy dissipation in the material. 

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 = 𝐸′′/𝐸′    (Eq. 4.2) 

Comparing two thermoplastic filling materials informs that PLA has stronger and stiffer 

nature while ABS has lower rigidity but makes lighter structures. In addition to ability to 

make light structures using ABS, this material provides opportunity in 3D-printed 

prototyping and low-stress on the printed structures [166]. As a result of this simplified 

comparison, ABS has been decided to use as 3D printing filament. 

Table 4. 1: DMTA resulted ABS material properties  

Young’s Modulus [Pa] 1.45E+09 

Poisson’s Ratio [-] 0.35 

Density [kg/m3] 950 

 

DMTA test has been prepared for the 65% infill rate of the 3D-printed sample, which means 

the data in the table is available for the same printing properties and setup details for the 

same sample materials. Otherwise, performing a new mechanical-thermal structural 

property test (DMTA) is recommended. The data given in Table 4.1 is used to model the 

resonator in COMSOL Multiphysics. 

4.5- Geometry of the Resonator. Particle Damper 

The resonator's geometrical shape should be considered first to analyse the resonator 

geometry. In this research, granular structures have been aimed to take place in the 

resonator for investigating their damping abilities (Chapter 7). Therefore, damper geometry 

and its impact on structural interactions have been informed by particle damping-related 

literature. 
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In the earlier studies, soft to hard materials were studied regarding the geometry of the 

granules and the damper's geometry affects the energy dissipation caused by the granules 

[15]. According to this study, empty volume in the granular packing, which is defined as the 

clearance ratio, significantly impacted particle interactions under the excitation which is 

given in Chapter 7. 

This study includes large and small granules with equal mass amounts (see Chapter 7). 

According to the analysis, smaller granules require less volume than large ones because the 

smaller sizes of the granules can be placed into the cavity with a more regular arrangement. 

In addition, replacing the single particle with the same mass amount of multiple particles 

provided improved energy dissipation with less sensitivity to the damper geometry [20]. 

Several examples of literature presented that the particle damper geometry is not the only 

parameter controlling particle damping efficiency  [20], [147] and [167].It is noted that 

regardless of the geometry of the damper, placing them on the highest amplitude area of 

the exciting structure, for example, the antinode points of the resonating structure, provides 

more energy dissipation [19].  

The geometry of the resonator used to place granular structures is modelled as a spherical 

cavity in this research. This decision is made because the spherical particles will be placed 

into the cavity. The damping efficiency has been noted in many sources due to the 

interactions between the geometries (granules and the cavity walls). To increase the contact 

area of the particle-particle interactions and the particle-wall interactions, sharp edges of 

damper geometry have been avoided by selecting a spherical cavity geometry. As a result, 

the damper cavity has been selected as a spherical structure, and resonating properties have 

been studied for this geometry, as given in the other sections of this chapter. 

 4.6- Numerical Model of the Resonator 

Spherical geometry eigenfrequency analysis is prepared using the ABS material properties 

from the DMTA test analysis as introduced in the previous section. The eigenfrequencies 

have been evaluated through various spherical geometries. Figure 4.8 illustrates the 

interested mode shape of the geometry for the selected spherical structure. According to 
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this, the spherical geometry illustrates the eigenfrequency at 1071.5 Hz when the geometry 

has a single fixed-point attachment. It is assumed that the fixed surface attachment (base) 

to the spherical geometry would reduce the eigenfrequency of the interested mode shape. 

 

Figure 4. 8: Spherical cavity eigenfrequency at interested mode shape, sizes in mm 

 

The idea of the base structure to connect to the spherical cavity is to place the whole 

structure (cavity and supportive base) on the beam to treat the excitation impact. This, also, 

aims to protect the form of the enclosing cavity geometry. Therefore, a structure should have 

a supportive base attachment underneath the spherical cavity. A cylindrical geometry has 

been modelled for being the supportive base to the spherical cavity. The meshed structures 

consisting of the spherical cavity and the cylindrical support base are given in Appendix 4.3 

using Figure A4.2 and the mesh details are given in Appendix 4.3 (Table A4.5). The material 

properties of the resonator is listed in Table A4.6. These two parts have a contact area after 

they are attached, and this contact part would control the eigenfrequency of the whole 

resonator. Therefore, several diameter sizes and heights for the supportive base have been 

parametrised for different analysis details. The analysis boundary condition has been 

decided according to the attachment relations on the beam; therefore, the structure has 

been fixed constrained from the bolt hole. 
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The main parameter has been selected as the diameter of the supportive base, which is 11 

mm, 22 mm, 50 mm, and 66 mm. These numbers for the diameter of the supportive base 

have been selected according to the diameter of the spherical cavity. The diameter of 50 mm 

for the supportive base equals to the diameter of spherical cavity. The others have been 

selected as either smaller than the cavity diameter or larger than the cavity diameter. 

Contact area height is limited to the radius of the supportive base (𝑅𝑠𝑏). Starting from such 

a small height to maintain contact and increasing the contact height to the radius of the 

supportive base (ℎ𝑠𝑏) develops a series of contact height options. Evaluating the Equation 

(4.3) provides several height options for the supportive base  ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡(1,2) according to the 

introduced heigh idea for the contact area between the cylindrical support and the spherical 

cavity. 

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡(1,2) = (2𝑅𝑠𝑏 ∓ √(2𝑅𝑠𝑏)2 − (2ℎ𝑠𝑏)2)/2  (Eq. 4.3) 

 

According to this equation, the contact area's height receives a series of numbers used to 

find the eigenfrequency of each geometry. The details of the calculations for each diameter 

size of the supportive base can be found in Appendix 4.4.  

Equation (4.4) is created to calculate similar geometrical shape and their corresponding 

eigenfrequency details. The contact area calculation MATLAB code can be found in 

Appendix 4.5; however, this equation can  be used to calculate any eigenfrequency of 

cylindrical base-spherical structure inclusion by feeding the equation with the radius of the 

geometries. 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥) ∑ 𝑝𝑛
𝑁
𝑥=1 (

𝑥

𝑅
)

𝑁−𝑛

 (Eq. 4.4) 

In this equation, the polynomial function recovers the polynomial coefficients, pn, where n 

takes values from 1 to N, which is the maximum size of the polynomial fit (which is given in 

Appendix for each cylindrical base dimensions, Appendix 4.6 (Table A4.7). So, in MATLAB, 

the order of polyfit is (N-1); therefore, the polyfit (x, R, (N-1)) is calculated using the equation. 

The half-length of the spherical cap in contact with the cylindrical base is x, and R is the radius 
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of the spherical cap (Figure 4.9). The maximum size of x is limited to the radius of the 

cylindrical base (Rsb). Calculating this equation provides a series of natural frequencies. 

 

Figure 4. 9: Geometry used for the analysis of quantifying the contact area 
 

 

Figure 4. 10: Contact area and corresponding eigenfrequency for the geometries: (a) supportive base 

diameter 1 (11 mm), (b) supportive base diameter 1 (22 mm), (c) supportive base diameter 1 (25 mm), (d) 

supportive base diameter 1 (66 mm) 
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Figure 4.10 shows the details of each contact area calculation as dimensionless area and 

corresponding eigenfrequency of the interested mode shape for the given supportive base 

diameters. The figures (Figure 4.10-a, b, c, and d) have been prepared using the polynomial 

fit in MATLAB [168]. 

Table 4. 2: Corresponding eigenfrequency and mode shape details for the area ratio of 0.1  

Outer Diameter 
[mm] 

Eigenfrequency [Hz] Mode Shape 

11 1430 

 

22 
1412 

 

50 
1151 

 

66 
1094 

 

 

According to the results obtained from cylindrical supportive base-spherical cavity analysis, 

the contact area between the cylindrical support and the spherical cavity controls the 

structure's stiffness as a resonator. As a result, the SDOF properties of the structure are 
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controlled, and the eigenfrequency of the structure is changed through different contract 

lengths (Table 4.2). An approach to creating a response of the resonating structure through 

the stiffness change has been accomplished by modelling the contact between the parts of 

the resonator with this method. 

As a result of this study, resonating structure geometry design methodology has been 

created, and the results are provided in this subchapter. The resonating structure spherical 

part to place the granular structures have been introduced in the previous subchapter. A 22 

mm cylindrical base diameter has been selected to model the resonating damper. Even 

though the eigenfrequencies of the interested mode shape are similar, especially for the first 

two parameters, the resonator's design is selected using the second parameter. 

4.7- Investigation of Resonator Properties 

According to the bare beam eigenfrequency result evaluated from numerical analysis, a 

locally resonating damper with a spherical-shaped volume is required. As explained in the 

previous subchapter, the volume is decided to be used for placing the granular structures. 

The spherical volume must be maintained with a cylindrical base since the damper is 

attached to the beam at several locations. The spherical-shaped section of the geometry 

should illustrate the mode shape as in Figure 4.8 to alter from the response of the main 

structure to which the damper will be attached. 

As a result of the analysis of the resonator geometry, the diameter of the cylindrical base 

should be strong enough to manage the granular placement and the excitation conditions. 

Eigenfrequency analysis of the decided geometry from 'the polyfit analysis' (Figure 4.10-b) 

requires minimal contact between the spherical and cylindrical parts. The results show 

contact height of the maintained parts should be between the first and the second 

parameters since the eigenfrequency of these levels are either higher or lower than the 

eigenfrequency of the beam. Individual modelling and eigenfrequency analysis have been 

performed to evaluate the resonating damper geometry (Figure 4.11) critically.  
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Figure 4. 11: The resonating damper geometry modelled in COMSOL Multiphysics 

 

Appendix 4.3 is designed to show the meshed geometry and material properties of the 

resonator. Also, the boundary conditions for the structure have been explained in this 

subchapter. Eigenfrequency analysis of this geometry has multiple mode shapes; however, 

the spherical part should be the only part to experience the deformation in the structure, 

which has to be similar to Figure 4.8. Figure 4.12 shows the first six mode shapes of the whole 

structure, including the mode shapes of different parts. Figures 4.12 a-e include the mode 

shapes of the whole structure (spherical and cylindrical sections)  from 17.307 Hz to 603.11 

Hz. These mode shapes are not considered in this study since they are assumed to be weak. 

This results in the interested mode shape at 860.63 Hz, as shown in Figure 4.12-f. The 

spherical section has a deformed mode shape similar to the previously observed mode shape 

for a single fixed point on the spherical shell (see Figure 4.8). In this mode shape, the spherical 

part resonates, and the cylindrical part is stable as it experienced low deformation. 

The resonator modelling for all numerical and experimental studies is decided according to 

this study's outcomes. Production of the resonator is accomplished through the 3D-printing 

options using ABS material with 65% infill rate. After the 3D-printing process has been 

accomplished, the spherical cavity and the cylindrical support have been glued to each other 

from at the contact area of 0.08 mm. 
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Figure 4. 12: Resonator mode shapes at various eigenfrequency levels (a-f) 

 

4.8- Conclusion of the Chapter 

This chapter has been prepared with the idea of producing a resonating damper planned to 

use for granular structure attachment to dissipate the vibration energy from the main 

structure. According to the research on locally resonant structures, placing resonator on the 
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antinode point or close to the antinode point helps treat the undesired energy from the main 

structure. Since the antinodes corresponds to the maximum deformation of the solid 

structures, using the resonators in these places would help them to treat the excess energy. 

Therefore, a resonant structure design has been studied in this chapter. 

The resonating structure is produced using the Ultimate Cure 3D printing opportunity. In 

order to decide on the filling material for the 3D printing, two different filling materials have 

been used to print out samples. These samples have been processed in DMTA testing to 

evaluate the printed structure material properties. As a result of this process, the filling 

materials' properties, loss properties and storage properties have been found. Resonating 

structure production material has been decided to be ABS according to the findings of the 

DMTA testing. These material properties have been used in all numerical studies for the 

resonating structure. 

Since the resonating structure is planned to be filled with granular structures, additional 

literature research has been conducted through particle damper geometry. As a result of this 

research, it has been found that the decision on the geometry of granular packing cavity 

requires more analysis. However, modelling a spherical cavity for granular packing has been 

decided to increase the contact between granules and the cavity walls.  

An eigenfrequency analysis procedure has been followed in order to find a beneficial cavity 

geometry. The cylindrical support and the spherical cavity contact area have been studied 

within a parameter-based progressed theoretical analysis. A generalised polynomial 

equation has been developed for sphere-cylinder inclusion geometry studies. The findings 

from the equation have been studied in the eigenfrequency solver of COMSOL Multiphysics. 

The cylindrical support has been decided to have 22 mm in the diameter.  

As a result of material testing, geometry design research (based on parameters of the 

dimensionless area between the contacting structures) and eigenfrequency analysis on 

decided resonating structures have been processed. Then, the mode shape of the structure 

was evaluated. 
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Chapter 5: Periodically Arranged Locally Resonating Structures 

Vibration and related issues have been visited in this thesis several times with its properties 

and disturbing impacts on engineering applications. Expressly, it has been noted that the 

vibration significantly impacts damaging structures when they resonate. Absorption of the 

vibration energy from the systems is one of the aims of damping applications promoted by 

engineers and researchers in this field. Damping applications reduce the impact amplitude 

or the structure's disruption energy.  

Even though resonance is not a desired situation in structures, it has been thought that the 

resonating properties and its dynamic processes would be beneficial to reducing the 

excessive energy from the other systems. There are several examples of resonator usage on 

a base structure to mitigate its undesired dynamic properties by keeping the resonance 

frequency of the attachment structure close to the natural frequency of the base structure 

[169]. In these application examples, once the vibration impact hits the base structure at its 

natural frequency, undesired energy is “absorbed” by the resonator or converted into other 

forms of energies [170]. Attached resonating structure shifts the resonance of the base 

structure and prevents excessive or undesired vibration. Using multiple resonators in specific 

arrangements known as the periodic arrangement has provided excellent dynamic 

properties [100]. This application requires relatively large structure to place many numbers 

of resonators where the performance of the arrangement is defined by  the unit cell. 

This chapter introduces structural interactions with periodically placed resonators on the 

main body (the beam introduced in the previous chapter). These locally resonating structures 

are referred as metamaterials and are studied to explain the coupling phenomena between 

the resonators and their tunability with the beam to reduce the structural vibration impacts. 

A particular interest present the performance of metamaterial over the broadband frequency 

interval. 

Metamaterials and Subunits 

Metamaterials are artificial structures developed in applications of electromagnetic and 

optics at first [171]. Later, the metamaterials found their application in acoustics to 
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treat/control vibration in the air [172]. In solid mechanics, mass-spring-damper systems with 

resonating properties provide mechanical damping opportunities in general application and, 

in metamaterial applications, these structures have shown interesting mechanical properties 

such as negative material properties (i.e. density and stiffness) under certain conditions. 

Negative material properties prevent frequency response or wave propagation, resulting in 

cloaking application. According to the metamaterial knowledge, prevented or cancelled 

frequency ranges are known as the stopband of the structure.  

Bragg scattering and the local resonance have been explained in the chapter of Literature 

Review. These two options are the main reasons for the stopband formation within a 

material. As a result of the Bragg scattering application, destructive/constructive 

interferences are formed in the acoustic wave field. However, Bragg scattering requires the 

unit cell size comparable with the acoustic wavelength. This size requirement for a unit cell 

limits the application of Bragg scattering at low-frequency levels [173]. 

On the other hand, locally resonating structures, as explained in the previous parts, dissipate 

the energy in shear, torsion or bending moments using the inertia forces of the structure. 

Compared to the Bragg scattering size limitation, locally resonance structures do not require 

a specific size limit for the unit cell. Also, they provide low-frequency stopbands in specific 

applications [157], [82] and [159]. 

Periodically arranged structures manipulate or modify the wave propagation within a 

structure [80], [81]. Studying the periodic structures in a long arrangement in real 

applications might be applicable when many unit cells are used in periodic array. However, it 

is not viable to model numerically an infinitely long finite structure using many unit cells in 

periodic arrangement. This would increase the computational cost. On the other hand, the 

periodic conditions provide modelling opportunity to reduce the computational cost, by 

imposing the periodicity conditions [169]. The distance between the two identical parts of 

the structure is called the lattice constant (L), which equals the unit cell size.  

Bloch-Floquet Method is one of the options to express an infinitely long structure  as the 

single unit cell. Bloch-Floquet conditions defines quasi periodic solution of the wave 

propagation problem where solution in any unit cell is the solution in the primary cell with 
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the phase shifted in accordance with the given geometry of the periodic arrangement [169]. 

Therefore, the unit cell approach reduces the computational expenses since the periodic 

boundaries behave like a finite size model.  

The problem becomes an eigenvalue problem where the band structure analysis is 

performed with a parameter sweep study over the Bloch wavenumber (k) and frequency. The 

recovered numerical dispersion relationship is evaluated in terms of the wave modes acting 

in the field. 

Dispersion curves provide information on the frequency ranges where wave propagation is 

forbidden. These frequency intervals are known as 'stopband' or band gaps. At the same 

time, the frequency range where waves are allowed to propagate are known as 'passband'. 

Tracing the frequencies and k-space (wave number) scanning are options to observe the 

persisting modes as they deliver the band structure via FFT applied spectra (ωa /2πc vs FFT) 

or band structure computation (ΓXMΓ vs ωa /2πc) using the reciprocal vector representation 

[174]. 

In some cases, analysing a part of Brillouin zone would be helpful in order to save 

computational effort. Irreducible Brillouin Zone (IBZ) is used when the reciprocal lattice has 

more than one representative unit cell dimension. The primitive unit cell defines the first IBZ. 

The Bloch-Floquet conditions and unit cell modelling using the IBZ representation are used 

in this chapter to model the coupling between the local resonators and local resonators and 

the supporting beam. 

Dynamic Vibration Absorption and Periodically Arranged Resonators 

According to the literature examples, the metamaterial formation can be defined with the 

negative material properties [175]. Therefore, what makes a structural arrangement or the 

structure itself metamaterial is not clearly distinguished. The separation between structures, 

which might be because of Bragg scattering or local resonance, is another difference in the 

definition of the metamaterial. Additionally, as the application field changes, the 

metamaterial properties also change. For instance, electromagnetic, acoustic, or mechanical 

metamaterials require various properties, which is not necessarily be the same.  
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In this research, the metamaterial is defined by its locally resonating properties. The 

resonance is adapted to the base structure eigenfrequency, which is assumed to have the 

same mode shape. Also, since the interested frequency range is at lower bands, the base 

(main) structure modes and standing waves on the structure are studied. Therefore, the size 

of the base structure is assumed to be smaller than expected in large arrangements. These 

details are shown in numerical analysis with relevant results.  

5.1- 1D Periodic Array of Resonators  

This subchapter discusses and evaluates specific unit cell sizes to analyse the dispersion 

relations of unit cell and any attachment resonators when the unit cell experiences resonance 

at relatively high frequencies. The unit cell size has been modelled in smaller sizes than the 

bare beam modelled in the previous subchapter. The unit cell is constrained not to be 

displaced on the x-axis, and periodic conditions are applied through the y-axis to implement 

periodic conditions to both ends. This exemplary analysis has been thought to show the 

resonator inclusion impact on a solid structure. In this study the unit cell is set at various 

dimensions in accordance with the separation between resonators attached to the periodic 

cells, which makes the smallest unit cell size 60 mm, then, in the next case 70 mm unit cell 

size is studied. The maximum unit cell size studied is 170 mm, and increment starting from 

the unit cell size 70 mm is 20 mm. In both cases, the bare beam has been modelled in the first 

IBZ by applying the k-value from zero to 1 by 0.025 increments, and this step is thought to 

be fine enough for capturing each Bloch wave number result. 

1D Periodic Array of Unit Cells 

The corresponding eigenfrequencies of the unit cell under the given boundary conditions 

have been analysed in the dispersion relation. First of all, the boundary conditions have been 

specified in Figure 5.1 below. Figure 5.1(a) shows the layers where the periodic boundary 

conditions have been applied. Also, Figure 5.1(b) illustrates the displacement constraints 

which has been prescribed for x-axis of the unit cell. These boundary conditions have been 

applied to all of the various sized beam and unit cell modellings. The meshed unit cell 

geometry and material properties are given in Chapter 5-Appedix (Mesh Properties of the 

Unit Cell (L=170 mm) and Material Properties of the Unit Cell (L=170 mm)). 
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Figure 5. 1: Boundary conditions of the unit cell: (a) periodic boundaries applied layers, (b) prescribed 

displacement applied layers 

 

The first eigenfrequencies illustrated in Table 5.1 belong to different size of the unit cell. 

Corresponding mode shapes are also given next to the eigenfrequency levels. According to 

the table, all the unit cells experience bending type mode shape at specific frequency levels. 

It has been noted that increasing the unit cell size has resulted in lower eigenfrequency levels 

for a given Bloch wavenumber.  

Table 5. 1: Unit cell eigenfrequency data at the first mode shape for k=0.975 

Unit 
Cell 
Size 

ω (1) Mode Shape-1 
Unit 
Cell 
Size 

ω (1) Mode Shape-1 

60 
mm 

3174.5 

 

70 
mm 

2337.2 

 

90 
mm 

1417.9 

 

110 
mm 

950.48 
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130 
mm 

680.95 

 

150 
mm 

511.68 

 

170 
mm 

398.43 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 2: Dispersion relations of unit cell sizes (a) 60 mm, (b) 70 mm, (c) 90 mm and (d) 110 mm 
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Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 are prepared using the data obtained from dispersion analysis of 

various unit cell sizes. Each subfigure illustrates the relationship between the Bloch wave 

number and corresponding eigenfrequencies. Each analysis result has shown two modes 

starting from zero frequency ratio when k=0. These figures demonstrate the observation 

made in Table 5.1, where frequency solution corresponding to a given wavenumber (k) has 

lower values as the unit cell size is getting larger. The eigenfrequency of the individual unit 

cells at each mode (ω) has been divided by the natural frequency in question ωr, which was 

defined in Chapter 4. 

 

 

Figure 5. 3: Dispersion relations of unit cell sizes (a) 130 mm, (b) 150 mm and (c) 170 mm 
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Conversion of the modes through the unit cell is experienced for all the unit cell sizes which 

can be traced over the mode shapes and dispersion lines in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 details. 

The mode conversion which changes through the Bloch wavenumber (k) is shown in the 

example of the unit cell size of 130 mm, as shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

 

Figure 5. 4: Conversion points through the first dispersion line for L=130 mm 

 

Searching the mode shapes in detail would provide more information regarding the unit cell 

behaviours at various dispersion lines. Therefore, the mode shapes at the Bloch wave 

number of k=0.05 is evaluated through a few dispersion lines. They are given in Figure 5.5. 

The first mode (Figure 5.5-a) is a whole unit cell motion through the z-axis, while the second 

mode (Figure 5.5-b) is another whole unit cell motion through the y-axis. Similar to Figure 

5.4 a and b, the third mode shape has the conversion for this Bloch wave number (k=0.05) as 

shown in Figure 5.5-c. Figure 5.5-d contains the first bending mode of this unit cell size (L=130 
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mm). These mode shapes can be traced from the dispersion lines through the points of mode 

intersections as expressed in terms of the wavenumber and frequency. 

 

 

Figure 5. 5: Evaluation of wave number (k) 0.05 on the dispersion relations with the mode shapes 

 

According to Figure 5.5, the first three modes are either a motion of the unit cell or the 

conversion mode; the first bending mode is observed in the fourth mode. Figure 5.6 

evaluates the first bending mode through various Bloch wavenumbers. It can be seen from 

the figure that the corresponding eigenfrequency of the mode decreases as the Bloch 

wavenumber reaches the edge of the first IBZ. 
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Figure 5. 6: Bending mode transition through the Bloch wave numbers for L=130 mm 

 

 

As a result of this analysis, the case of controlling the bending mode on the unit cell would 

be possible by tracking this mode on the dispersion relations figure. 
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Periodically Arranged Resonators 

According to evaluated mode shapes and eigenfrequencies in the previous subchapter, the 

smaller the unit cell size, the higher the corresponding eigenfrequency. Eigenfrequency 

levels have been higher than the resonating inclusion eigenfrequency until the unit cell size 

of 130 mm. This subchapter part is prepared by attaching the resonating structure to the unit 

cell, and dispersion relations are evaluated for various Bloch wave numbers. Table 5.2 is 

prepared using the results of eigenfrequencies and mode shapes for the first two modes.  

Table 5. 2: Resonator attached unit cell eigenfrequency data at the first two mode shapes for k=0.975 

Unit Cell 
Size 

ω (1) Mode Shape-1 ω (2) Mode Shape-2 

60 mm 963.31 

 

3124.5 

 

70 mm 951.69 

 

2343.8 

 

90 mm 905.53 

 

1496.4 

 

110 mm 779.71 

 

1072.9 
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130 mm 615.59 

 

789.07 

 

150 mm 479.5 

 

601.88 

 

170 mm 380.17 

 

474.48 

 

  

As a result of given eigenfrequency and corresponding mode shapes, resonating inclusion 

has impacted the mode shape and resonance frequency of the first mode of the unit cell. 

Eigenfrequency and mode shape relations in the table confirmed expectation; when the 

eigenfrequency of the unit cell is close to the resonating structure eigenfrequency, the unit 

cell and resonator become coupled system. According to this, the unit cell size of 110 mm 

and larger sizes have resulted in similar eigenfrequency with the resonator. The reason 

behind this behaviour is that the resonator impacted the behaviour and illustrated resonating 

properties as seen in the mode shapes in the table.  

Smaller-size unit cells have resulted in higher eigenfrequency levels than the resonating 

inclusion resonance frequency. On the other hand, all the unit cell dispersion analysis results 

at the first eigenfrequency and corresponding mode shape have been because of the 

resonating inclusion when the inclusion has been attached to the unit cell. This can be seen 

in the Figure 5.7 demonstrating with mode shapes around the resonant frequency of the 

attachment. 
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Figure 5. 7: Resonance of the inclusion on the unit cell size (L) (a) 130 mm, (b) 150 mm, and (c) 170 mm 

 

 

Figure 5. 8: Dispersion relations of resonator attached unit cell (a) 60 mm, (b) 70 mm, (c) 90 mm and (d) 

110 mm 

 

Resonating inclusion attached results shows that using a smaller-size unit cell demonstrates 

a full bandgap at higher eigenfrequency solution . This can be tracked over the dispersion 
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curves given in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. According to the figures, controlling the second line 

(and in some cases, the third mode) would give the system's desired modes, as noted in the 

previous subchapter. In addition, controlling these modes would provide a band gap where 

no propagation is allowed. 

 

 

Figure 5. 9: Dispersion relations of resonator attached unit cell (a) 130 mm, (b) 150 mm, (c) 170 mm 

 

Comparing the mode shapes at low Bloch wave numbers (k=0.05) provides information on 

the behaviour and inclusion impact on the unit cell. A unit cell without an inclusion has 

experienced one longitudinal and one transversal motions in order of modes (Figure 5.10). 

On the other hand, adding an inclusion to the unit cell has provided one longitudinal motion, 

one resonating structure effect, one transversal motion and one conversion in the same 

order of the modes (shown in Figure 5.10 from a to d). Also, all results have conversion modes 
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because of the lack of conditioning on the axes to model unit cell, similar to the earlier beam 

modellings. 

 

 

Figure 5. 10: Resonating inclusion impact on the unit cell (L=130 mm) at k=0.05 

 

The unit cell analysis results show that the structures resonate at the eigenfrequency levels, 

which are relatively high. However, attaching resonating structures has changed the unit 

cells' dynamic behaviour. As one can see from this evaluation, resonating inclusion impacted 

the unit cell by including standing wave formation in the periodic arrangement. This 

additional impact breaks the modes of the unit cell and provides a band gap. Furthermore, 

since the motions are given in Figure 5.10 (a and c) are not interested modes of the unit cell, 

since these modes are the thickness modes controlling them would provide much beneficial 

formation of band gap. 

Overall, the resonating inclusion used in analyses has proved that in the case of high 

eigenfrequency properties of the base structure have been modified by the resonating 
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inclusion. This has been succeeded by adding standing waves. As a result, this has provided 

a gap where no propagation is allowed. In addition, in the case of closer eigenfrequency 

relations between the base structure and the resonating inclusion, the resonator inclusion 

and the unit cell have an additional resonance which is the coupled resonance. 

This research provided in this subchapter has shown that the resonating structure 

attachment on the unit cell modifies the dispersion relations and Bloch wave number 

solutions, resulting in band gap formation. Resonator placement has been found beneficial 

in modifying the dispersion of waves in the periodic structures, especially when the structure 

experiences high eigenfrequency modes. 

5.2- 1D Periodic Arrangement of Beam with Resonators 

Periodic arrangement in the finite structure in this research would not be enough to evaluate 

a response of a periodic structure. The total size of the beam and the number of resonators 

used in the experiment (Chapter 6) would not be enough to consider an infinite structure 

example when they are in periodic arrangement. In this subchapter, the beam (exact model 

given in the previous chapter) has been used to study the dispersion relations of both when 

the beam has no inclusion and resonator inclusion attached to it.  

Considering the bare beam as a unit cell and resonators attached to the unit cell are the cases 

in this subchapter. As a result of the research on the infinitely long structures using the unit 

cell modelling, assumptions and evaluations can be made through the travelling wave 

dispersion relations by checking the mode shapes of the unit cell and the Bloch wavenumber 

solution properties. Each structure is expected to show its resonating properties in its 

modelling options. 
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Figure 5. 11: Dispersion relations of bare beam unit cell modelling 

 

Similar to the previous subchapter, the bare beam is modelled in the first IBZ by applying the 

k-value (Bloch wavenumber) from zero to 1 by 0.025 increments, and this step is thought to 

be fine enough for capturing each Bloch wave number result. Each horizontal line in Figure 

5.11 represents a solution for the Bloch wavenumber. This means there is a specific 

eigenfrequency solution for each wave number (k), and different mode shapes can be 

observed in the given unit cell. The representation of the eigenfrequency solutions are the 

same as in the previous subchapter. Bending modes are the interested mode shapes in this 

analysis, as well as in all of the dispersion relation analysis. This is accomplished by applying 

the fixed conditions to both ends of the beam-sized unit cell, as in the finite structure 

modelling, in addition to the periodic conditions. In order to reduce the complexity expected 

from modelling of the bare beam, holes, and empty areas through the length of the beam 

are not included in the periodic structure modelling. 

There are solutions for the bare beam, and they only show the bending modes as seen in the 

figure through the horizontal lines of the dispersion relations. Additionally, the diagonal lines 

of the dispersion relations represent only displacement through the thickness, which are 

considered as the mode conversion areas and specific band gap areas. Controlling the beam 
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modes and excluding the effect of the thickness from the beam would result in proper full 

band gaps emerging in the dispersion figure. Also, as seen in the eigenfrequency solutions of 

the beam (given in Chapter 4), the bare beam unit cell performs like a resonator. Each 

dispersion line represents the eigenfrequency solution at specific Bloch wavenumber for the 

unit cell, and their contact points represent the conversion points. Therefore, these diagonal 

line areas are assumed to be the discrete stop bands (Figure 5.11), and the contacting points 

of two dispersion lines are the conversion points between two modes. According to the 

figure, a travelling wave takes place in the structure since it is an infinite structure 

representation. As a result of the travelling wave solution, the structure and any attachments 

on the unit cell are expected to show resonating properties in the dispersion relations. 

 

Figure 5. 12: Representation of mode shape corresponding to the diagonal line on dispersion relations 

 

Figure 5.12 represents the mode shape of one of the diagonal lines on the dispersion relations 

of the bare beam unit cell analysis. As seen in the figure, the beam does not illustrate any 

mode shapes through the length of the beam but shows the mode shape through the 

thickness, which is not the interested mode shape in this research. 

Periodically Arranged Single Resonator on Beam 

A single resonator is attached to the unit cell (as cluster of resonators) of the bare beam at 

the central position in order to study impact of these resonators on the dispersion relations 

of the beam. Since the beam acts like a resonator, the impact of the attached resonator has 
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shown coupled resonator properties; this, also, will be investigated in Chapters 6 and 7. The 

solutions for the Bloch wavenumber (k) are reduced to smaller resonance frequencies in the 

case of resonator attachment(s). Although the eigenfrequency of the resonator is a little 

higher than the beam eigenfrequency, specifically at the third mode of the unit cell, the 

coupling between the resonator(s) and the beam is in good agreement in terms of the mode 

shape and the eigenfrequency level, which results in a reduction in the eigenfrequency ratio. 

 

Figure 5. 13: Dispersion relations of single resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling 

 

In addition to the coupling between the resonators (the beam and the attached resonator), 

there are noticeable gaps in the dispersion relation Figure 5.13 which can be observed 

through tracing the diagonal lines as noted earlier. In fact, these lead to the conversion points 

which would provide proper bandgaps in case of removal. Even though there are discrete 

gaps, they represent the stopband properties of the total system where there is no wave 

propagation or interested frequency response from the structures. Similar to the bare beam 

unit cell analysis, the discrete stopband areas in the dispersion relations have a unique 

behaviour with a complicated (undesired) mode shape and their dynamic relations, as shown 

in Figure 5.14 below. 
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Figure 5. 14: Corresponding mode shape in the diagonal line on the dispersion relation 

 

The elliptical shapes in Figure 5.13 (and more in the future figures) are used to define the 

conversion points in the dispersion relations. The conversion means that there is mode-

changing behaviour at these points. Thus, the modes on the dispersion relation start from 

the bending mode, continue with the gap area which includes the whole unit cell mode 

through the thickness (thickness mode), make contact for a mode conversion point, and 

follow with another bending mode. 

Periodically Arranged Multiple Resonator on Beam 

Multiple-resonator placement on the bare beam unit cell is another research idea to 

investigate the coupling phenomena between resonators in the unit cell. Since the bare 

beam as a unit cell shows resonating properties and provides a discrete number of stopbands 

in addition to the proved relation with the resonator attachment, multiple resonators placed 

on the beam unit cell are expected to provide additional stopbands. Therefore, two, three, 

four, and five resonators have been placed on the beam unit cell as shown in Appendix 5.3 (in 

Figure A5.2). Figure A5.2 illustrates the thickness mode of each resonator arrangement on 

the 1D-periodic arrangement while showing 90 mm arrangements of the resonators as given 

in the upcoming examples. The dispersion analysis has been analysed through the same 

numerical analysis strategy explained in the previous infinite structure modelling. 
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Conversion of modes through the dispersion lines is expected since the beam is not 

conditioned to be deformed as in these conversion areas. 

 

Figure 5. 15: Dispersion relations of double-resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling (d=30 

mm) 

 

In the first example, a two-resonator has been attached at a 30 mm distance from the centre 

of the unit cell. Figure 5.15 represents the dispersion relations for the two-resonator attached 

unit cell. Several dispersion lines show the bending mode of the resonator attached system. 

A discrete number of gaps, which are the stopbands, are observed in two-resonator with this 

specific arrangement option. The beam and attached resonators do not allow frequency 

sweep or wave propagation at these discrete positions. The second mode frequency ratio has 

been increased, as seen from the dispersion relation at k=0and ω/ ωr=0.5. Even though the 

frequency ratio at the third mode is not changed, the number of dispersion curves increased 

in the frequency ratio interval between 0.5 and 1.5 which means there are more tuned 

resonators attached to the beam. 
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Figure 5. 16: Dispersion relations of double-resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling: (a) 

d=90 mm and (b) 130 mm 

 

The second example of the two-resonator attached symmetrically around the centre of the 

unit cell (Figure A5.2) has been analysed using 90 mm between the resonating structures. 

Figure 5.16-a provides information of the dispersion relations of the two-resonator 
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attachment. Compared to the previous example, this arrangement has closer dispersion lines 

and smaller frequency ratios between ω/ωr=[1-1.5], influenced by coupled resonators. In 

addition, strongly coupled resonators’ behaviour appears between ω/ωr=1 and ω/ωr=1.5  

given in the red-elliptic area. Conversion between the mode shapes is highlighted using the 

black ellipses on the dispersion figure. Comparing the red ellipse with the black ones, the 

resonators show tuning through all lines. However, strong coupling is only observed within 

this frequency band which results in closer dispersion lines. The discrete gaps are observed 

in this figure with changes at the level of discrete stop band sizes. As discussed in Figure 5.10 

in the case when thickness modes are not excited the dispersion diagram will demonstrate 

fully formed stopbands. 

When two resonators are attached at 130 mm distances from the centre of the beam (Figure 

A5.2-a) , the dispersion relations are similar to the case when the resonators are 30 mm apart 

(Figure 5.16-b). This is because the resonators are close to each other in the first case, where 

they behave like one resonator at the centre where the antinode of the beam is placed. 

Similarly in a 130 mm distance case, the resonators are placed close to another antinode 

point. Also, the dispersion figures demonstrate the presence of  the conversion points 

between two following dispersion lines which are in some cases separated by a gap. The gap 

around the conversion points, which has already been noted in the previous results, would 

be eliminated using finer increments in the Bloch wavenumber (k) steps while setting the 

analysis. 

In a general evaluation for two-resonator attachment on the beam-sized unit cell, a 

symmetrical arrangement increases the opportunity of modifying the stopband area to 

lower frequency ratios. 

Figure 5.17-a contains the dispersion lines acquired from the three-resonator attachment at 

a 90 mm distance from the centre of the unit cell. There are three resonators in this example 

(Figure A5.2-b), and one of the resonators is placed at the centre of the unit cell. Increased 

number of resonators impacted the second mode shape with an increased frequency ratio, 

which might be related to the centrally positioned resonator. There is a widened stopband 

area on the fourth dispersion line. Basically, only the red-elliptical-shaped area has shown a 

strong coupling between the resonators; thus, they showed closer dispersion lines. 
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Conversion of the modes between ω/ωr=1 and ω/ωr=1.5 demonstrates excellent close 

relations. This might result from the coupled resonator in the system (the unit cell itself and 

the attached resonators).  

 

Figure 5. 17: Dispersion relations of three-resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling: (a) 

d=90 mm and (b) 130 mm 
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Three-resonator attachment with 130 mm distances on the beam-sized unit cell is increased 

the frequency ratio (ω/ωr) of the second and the third mode shape solutions (Figure 5.17-b). 

Although the number of solutions in ω/ωr=[0.5,1.5] is equal to the previous case (Figure 5.17-

b), there are gaps between the dispersion lines; it appears to be the coupling is weakened in 

this arrangement. This additional solution in that range results from the unit cell's resonating 

properties which shows similar eigenvalues to the tuned resonators on the unit cell. 

Accordingly, the resonators (the beam and the resonators) demonstrate excellent coupling. 

In general, even though there is no symmetrical arrangement as an infinite structure, the 

periodic arrangement of resonators and their symmetrical arrangement on one unit cell 

shows tuned resonator's behaviour. Therefore, the number of resonators on the unit cell 

significantly impacts the dispersion relations. 

The beam-sized unit cell with four resonators have been analysed for the dispersion relations 

(Figure A5.2-c). In this case, there is 70 mm distance for the resonator arrangement which is 

from each other and the centre of the unit cell. Figure 5.18-a has interestingly reduced 

frequency ratio on the third dispersion line . From the third dispersion line, there are tuned 

resonator solutions through ω/ωr=1.5. This improves the discrete stopband opportunity 

while increasing the number of solutions because of the elevated number of resonators on 

the unit cell and their coupled dynamic properties. Also, these eigenfrequency solutions on 

the dispersion figure corresponds to reduced Bloch wavenumbers (k) than a smaller number 

of resonators attached cases. This is an observation related to the whole structure dynamic 

behaviour, which means that almost all wavenumbers have a representative eigenfrequency 

solution, specifically at the lower frequency ratios. In addition to this information, conversion 

points do not show empty areas which indicates the resonators and the unit cell demonstrate 

great coupling which resulted in immediate mode changes. 
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Figure 5. 18: Dispersion relations of four-resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling: (a) d=70 

mm and (b) 90 mm 

 

Four-resonator with 90 mm distance on the beam-sized unit cell as shown in Figure 5.18-b 

has shown similar dispersion properties as in the previous case because of the coupled 

resonators on the unit cell (Figure 5.17-b). In fact, a specific area in the red ellipse shows 
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strongly coupled resonators and there are increased discrete frequency stopband properties 

starting around ω/ωr=0.5. 

In the case of five-resonator attachment on the beam unit cell with a distance of 70 mm from 

the centre of the unit cell by adding one resonator at the central position (Figure 5.19-a), the 

first three mode shapes have been in a similar trend in the dispersion relation analysis as in 

the previous case (four resonator attachment, Figure 5.18-a). As mentioned before, the 

diagonal lines through the dispersion relations illustrate the discrete stop band positions. 

These are widened by reducing the lower bound frequency ratio in this case. Therefore, it can 

be assumed that there is an improved stopband opportunity where the waves do not 

propagate.  

Figure 5.19-b illustrates the dispersion relations of the five-resonator with a 90 mm distance 

on the beam-sized unit cell (Figure A5.2-d). This is a complete case where the resonators are 

periodically placed on the unit cell. In this case,  one is placed in the central position, and the 

other four are placed at 90 mm and 180 mm of the beam on both sides with no extra area left 

at the end of the beam. According to the case, the small frequency ratios (ω/ωr) and related 

mode shapes have shown similar behaviour as shown in Figure 5.18-b. However, there is an 

area which includes six dispersion lines with a strong coupling because of the resonators on 

the unit cell (given in the red elliptical area). This means there is an enhanced conversions 

provided by the resonators in the system (beam and resonators). Compared to the previous 

case, the lower bound of this area is taken to a higher frequency ratio, which might be 

because of the placement of five resonators including the centrally positioned one. 
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Figure 5. 19: Dispersion relations of five-resonator attachment on bare beam unit cell modelling: (a) d=70 

mm and (b) 90 mm 
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In this part of the chapter, original size of the beam has been used as a unit cell to analyse the 

dispersion relations caused by the  cluster of resonators. The beam is modelled as in a 

periodically arranged structure, and resonators are attached to the beam in various 

placements. The outcome of this study is that an increased number of resonators on the unit 

cell controls the low-frequency ratio dispersion lines. These low-frequency ratio dispersion 

lines have shown similar behaviour in the variety of four-resonator attachment cases, which 

has not been changed in the other cases. However, depending on their attachment 

distances, an increased number of resonators have illustrated wider discrete stop band 

properties and more coupled resonances.  

5.3- Conclusion of the Chapter 

The unit cell modelling have shown that there are longitudinal and transversal modes 

dependent on the size of the unit cell. Resonator attachment has modified the dispersion 

relations of the unit cell. For instance, the dispersion curves and associated stopbands have 

been taken to low-eigenfrequency levels because of the resonator impact. In addition, there 

has been coupling between the system elements and shifted eigenfrequencies. 

The beam modelled in the previous chapter has been studied as a unit cell to evaluate the 

dispersion relations and impact of resonator multiple arrangement. It was expected to see 

the individual resonance properties of each resonator and the beam unit cell itself. However, 

these results have shown conversion impacts in addition to the expected results. Weak and 

strong coupling areas have been observed in the beam unit cell analyses. According to the 

dispersion figures, diagonal lines are closer when the number or resonator is increased on the 

beam. This explains the resonators impact on formation of the dispersion lines and modified 

gaps. 

Overall, using a resonator on a host structure either results in resonance around the 

resonator eigenfrequency or lead to a higher eigenfrequency than the original resonator 

natural frequency provided coupling phenomena on the dynamic properties. In addition, the 

resonator established eigenfrequency shifting behaviour while illustrating bandgap 

opportunities. Here, in this chapter, in addition to these options, it has been shown that there 
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is conversion between structure modes. The assumption has been made that if some modes 

are not excited in the structure  the whole structure would provide a complete bandgap.  

To conclude, this study is an example of the evaluation of coupling between the structures 

and controlling the modes of the host structure by using a specific arrangement of resonators 

which have  natural frequency similar to the host structure. 
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Chapter 6: Dynamic Absorption Using Locally Resonating 

Structures 

This chapter is prepared to introduce structural vibration and resonance relationships. 

Locally resonating structures are introduced to explain the coupling between the resonators 

and their tunability to reduce the structural vibration impacts. Through the end of the 

chapter, primarily introduced resonator geometry is used for the numerical and experimental 

analysis for a specific frequency range and individual eigenfrequency analysis. 

6.1- Vibration Absorption Using Locally Resonating Structures 

Damping applications using resonating structures might be similar to the traditional 

absorption techniques [176],[177]. Metamaterials have been specified in periodically 

arranged structures to treat the solid structure in larger arrangements. Therefore, stating the 

differences between the vibration absorption techniques and metamaterial application 

might be hard because of the small-sized periodic arrangement on the beam used in this 

research. However, if the focussed frequencies are limited to the standing waves, then using 

a single subunit to define the metamaterial would be enough since this arrangement would 

illustrate the band properties [178]. Otherwise, travelling waves would require a larger 

structure and more subunits to dissipate the energy and observe the band properties. These 

situations have been detailed in the previous chapter. 

According to the given explanations about the metamaterial applications using finite 

structure modelling, a pretty long structure and many absorber arrangements are required. 

However, in the case of a relatively small-sized structure and a smaller number of absorber 

arrangements, the main structure's standing waves and mode shapes would be beneficial in 

comparing absorbers' impact. In general, placing the resonator at the point where the 

acceleration and displacement are the highest in certain mode shapes would help reduce the 

frequency response at those frequency levels. Therefore, placing the resonator at the 

antinode points will be beneficial. On the other hand, placing the resonator where the 

amplification and displacement are the lowest, which is zero, would not be useful for energy 

distribution. Thus, the resonator placed on the node points and closer to the nodal points will 
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not be helpful in terms of absorbing the excess energy from the main structure. The chapter 

results have been analysed and evaluated according to the information. 

In this research, the interested frequency range is at the lower bands of the main structure, 

and the base (main) structure modes and standing waves on the structure are studied with 

and without resonator attachments. The base structure has been introduced in Chapter 4 

and used in this chapter in numerical and experimental studies. The resonator properties are 

evaluated experimentally to define individual eigenfrequency properties. However, there 

might be differences between the resonators after the production. The numerical and 

experimental analysis options study single and multiple resonator attachments with various 

placing options. The result prepared according to this research plan are introduced in this 

chapter. 

6.2- Numerical Analysis of Finite Structure Modelling 

Single Resonator Impact on the Base Structure 

Resonator material properties have been searched using a rectangular sample through the 

DMTA test, detailed in Chapter 4. Material properties have been evaluated and decided for 

the 3D-printed resonator in order to feed the numerical studies. A locally resonating 

structure is thought to be placed on the bare beam to analyse the energy dissipation. Bare 

beam numerical analysis details and results have been given in Chapter 4. Analyses using 

resonator attachment are prepared by placing the single resonator at the centre of the beam, 

and its place is changed through the length of the beam by 10 mm distances. 

Figure 6.1 contains single resonator attached beam trends for three different resonator 

placement cases in order to evaluate their energy dissipation properties. The cases in the 

figure have been selected according to their benefits when placed on the bare beam. The 

resonator placements, d=0 mm, d=70 mm and d=130 mm, are the cases in which the beam 

has experienced the highest displacement values for specific mode shapes. Therefore,  

resonator attachment on or near these points is expected to benefit energy absorption and 

frequency response. FRF amplitude calculations in the frequency sweep analysis have been 

the same throughout this thesis. Inertance has been calculated for FRF representation using 
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the accelerometer and the force transducer data. As seen in the figure through the y-axis 

(FRF amplitude representation), these single resonator placements have impacted the 

amplitude of the beam in the first mode. Also, the resonator attachment reduced the 

response of the beam on the third mode and the shifted  eigenfrequency levels. 

 

Figure 6. 1: Frequency response of empty single resonator attachment on the beam 

 

Resonator attachment has provided an additional mode around 0.9 kHz. Since the resonator 

impacted the beam by taking the beam mode to a lower frequency level, there is a gap 

opportunity on the third mode of the bare beam. This result has shown the impact of the 

resonator on the beam as reduced eigenfrequency and observed gap even in the single 

resonator case.  
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Figure 6. 2: 70 mm attachment resonator impact on the beam 

 

Specifically, the resonator placement at 70 mm has an additional peak in the frequency 

response. Evaluation has been made at this frequency where this additional peak appears. 

According to this, there is one resonator mode at 885 Hz (Figure 6.2). Following mode shape 

at 995 Hz includes the mixed mode shape of the beam and the resonator.  

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

In order to search resonating structure relations with each other and the bare beam, multiple 

resonator attachments through the beam are studied numerically. The resonators are placed 

through the length of the beam over both sides at 10 mm distances. The figures given in this 

part have been prepared by selecting the most beneficial or the least beneficial attachment 

options. Tunability of the resonators and energy absorption are evaluated in the figures given 

in this part of the chapter. 
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Figure 6. 3: Frequency response of two empty resonators attachment on the beam 

 

Figure 6.3 has been prepared using the two-resonator attachment cases on the bare beam. 

Since the geometry of the resonators, the centre of the beam must be empty; however, the 

closest placement for the resonators is 30 mm off from the centre. The first peak is almost 

the same for all arrangements since the mass of resonators is lighter than the beam's mass, 

so there is almost no mass effect on the FRF. Also, the second mode that appeared in the 

previous case, around 0.4 kHz, disappeared because of the resonator arrangement on both 

sides of the beam. The third mode shape of the beam has been reduced to a lower frequency 

level for each arrangement; in fact, the least eigenfrequency has been recorded from 130 mm 

distance for the resonators. The frequency response of the beam is at high levels, which is 

the beam mode shape in general, and the resonators have shown tuned resonators 

behaviour in higher frequencies. In addition, the trend for each arrangement includes three 

peaks for the interested frequency range, which is assumed to be the individual resonator's 

impact, as well; each mass-spring system must have an eigenfrequency as a dynamic 

property.  
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Figure 6. 4: Frequency response of three empty resonators attachment on the beam 

 

Figure 6.4 is prepared using three-resonator attachments on the beam, and a comparison 

has been made with the bare beam properties. Because of the resonator geometry, a 30 mm 

distance between the resonators placement has not been an option in this case. There is a 

centrally positioned resonator in the three-resonator arrangement. According to the 70 mm 

arrangement, resonators have impacted the system by reducing the eigenfrequency level of 

the bare beam, which corresponds to the coupling between the beam and the resonators. 

Compared to the previous case, the centre's resonator has resonance properties at 930 Hz 

and 1045 Hz, where all resonators have been coupled at these frequencies. The results in this 

figure resemble the add-up formation of the single resonator and two-resonator attachment 

in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 

The antinode point attachment (130 mm) has been the most beneficial arrangement 

regarding resonator coupling and eigenfrequency reduction (Figure 6.4). The frequency level 

of 640 Hz is where the central resonator and the beam experience coupled resonance. It has 

been expected that coupling between all structures through the frequency ranges. On the 

other hand, this arrangement includes antiresonance in the frequency response, which 
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means the strong amplification on the beam has had a controversial impact on the frequency 

response of two of the resonators, which is observable at around 900 Hz. This arrangement 

has shown more coupled resonator properties in addition to the experienced antiresonance. 

 

Figure 6. 5: Frequency response of four empty resonators attachment on the beam 

 

Four-resonator attachment has been exemplified in Figure 6.5 by using 70 mm, 80 mm and 

90 mm distances applied between the resonators. Since the number of resonators attached 

to the beam is an even number, the centre of the beam is left empty in all four-resonator 

arrangement cases. The arrangements of the resonators are similar in these comparative 

cases; however, the number of peaks for the 5-DOF system is a maximum of four after 500 

Hz. It might be related to the antiresonance since there are examples of antiresonance in the 

figure. This also might be related to the tuned resonators, which shaped four peaks for the 

eigenfrequencies. The first peak after 500 Hz is the coupled beam-resonator mode, assuming 

the resonators couple with each other. 

In fact, checking the mode shapes of these arrangements has shown that there were always 

either two resonators coupled with each other or the beam. Also, the number of peaks might 
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be related to the resonator's behaviour as coupled masses. In addition, using multiple 

resonators at a specific distance provides a gap where the bare beam third mode shape 

appears. Also, 70 mm in the previous cases is not as beneficial as in this arrangement. The 

reason behind this is to have two resonators placed at 70 mm, like the previous analysis, and 

there are two other resonators placed at 140 mm, which is close to the antinode point of the 

beam. This arrangement controls the beam, reduces the amplitude of the frequency 

response, and reduces the eigenfrequency of interest for a whole structure. 

Five-resonator attachment on the beam has been studied in an arrangement similar to the 

previous one (the four-resonator case, Figure 6.5), and frequency sweep trends are shown in 

Figure 6.6. However, in this case, a resonator is placed at the centre of the beam. When the 

resonators settle in a close position, there is a mass and resonance impact on the first mode 

shape. The beam resonance properties have been reduced to the lower eigenfrequencies, 

while the presence of the resonators has slightly impacted the FRF amplitude. There is a 

wider stopband with no high amplitude properties in the frequency response using this five-

resonator arrangement. The behaviour has been about the coupling between resonators and 

the beam when mode shapes are checked over resonance frequencies. 
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Figure 6. 6: Frequency response of five empty resonators attachment on the beam 

 

Compared to all other resonator arrangements, an increased number of resonators reduced 

the resonance frequency, and coupled resonators showed up at slightly higher frequencies, 

providing a gap between 0.6-0.95 kHz. Only the three-resonator arrangement with 130 mm 

distance resulted in a wider stopband property. On the other hand, this arrangement 

includes antiresonance in the frequency response, which means the strong amplification on 

the beam has had a controversial impact on the frequency response of one of the resonators, 

which is observable around 0.85 kHz and 1 kHz. As a result of this subchapter, resonator 

impact on the beam has been evaluated and proved that the resonator in the multiple 

arrangements would provide a frequency gap at the third bending mode of the beam since 

their periodic arrangement. Even though this arrangement has unique periodic properties, 

the resonators have tuned behaviour and impact the way of the frequency responds. 

6.3- Generating a Frequency Gap Using Resonators 

In the previous subchapter numerically analysed finite beam with single and multiple 

resonator arrangements have been analysed close to the centre of the beam where the 
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excitation hits the beam. In this subchapter, the same analysis configurations are evaluated 

at another point readings away from the beam's centre. 

The idea behind comparing the readings from two different positions is to evaluate since the 

excitation might impact the reading from the accelerometer in the first case (close to the 

centre). However, since the bare beam has split toward the length of the beam, the new 

reading point is not in the middle of the beam. Therefore, it is off centre by 5mm near the 

beam's end. Figure 6.7 is prepared using different resonator composition results of readings 

from the point away from the centre of the beam. 

 Single resonator attached beam results, centrally positioned resonator and the resonator at 

70 mm cases, have shown similar frequency response properties compared to Figure 6.1. The 

second bending mode, around 0.4 kHz, is not much visible as in Figure 6.1. The reason behind 

this might be the position of the reading point. However, empty resonator 70 mm placement 

has experienced resonance at around 375 Hz, similar to the other resonator placement cases. 

The reading point for this case is at the antinode of the 375 Hz frequency ; therefore, the 

frequency response has been at high values for this specific case. 

 

Figure 6. 7: Comparison of various cases by reading the acceleration away from the centre of the beam 
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Two-resonator with a 70 mm distance from the centre of the beam resulted in lower 

frequency response through the frequency sweep and similar peak frequencies according to 

the resonances performed on the beam. Compared to the reading around the centre of the 

beam (Figure 6.3), the response read between 0.85 kHz and 1.1 kHz has resulted in almost 

zero frequency responses. This means the beam experienced almost zero acceleration 

through the ends of the structure by the resonator attachments. 

The result of the three-resonator with 70 mm distance placement showed that the frequency 

response through the end of the beam had been reduced compared to the central beam 

reading (Figure 6.4). Specifically, the reduction in the frequency response has been observed 

at the coupled resonator's impact area, around 0.9 kHz. According to this result, the 

resonator impact on the beam composed a kind of frequency gap around this frequency 

level. On the other hand, peak formations according to the resonances have shown 

similarities with Figure 6.4. 

Four-resonator with a 70 mm distance composition has shown a frequency gap starting from 

the beam resonance frequency (0.65 kHz) to the coupled mode resonance frequency (1.1 

kHz). In Figure 6.5, frequency response has shown great reduction within this frequency 

band, which shows the beam did not experience the forced vibration resulting in a bandgap. 

A five-resonator with a 70 mm distance between the structures case has shown the beam has 

a great frequency gap, including the resonator's resonance. The bandgap formation starts 

from 0.6 kHz until 1.1 kHz. Compared to Figure 6.6, the frequency response of the beam has 

been reduced through the end when the reading is close to the end. Also, Figure 6.6 shows 

the coupled resonance around 1 kHz, which has not been read in Figure 6.7. However, the 

second bending mode frequency amplification has been recorded in this case, around 0.4 

kHz. This is possibly about the reading point position, as detailed earlier. 

The results in this section of the subchapter contain the comparisons of accelerometer 

readings from two different points on the beam. The mentioned figures for various cases 

have the frequency response trends of the accelerometer reading from around the centre of 

the beam. Since the excitation impact is at the centre of the beam and the excitation point 

corresponds to one of the antinodes of the beam, naturally, the structure experiences the 
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highest acceleration at this point. However, the idea was to receive reduced acceleration 

impact and it was decided to take the reading from another point on the beam. Therefore, 

the accelerometer reading point has been selected close to the end of the beam. 

As a result of this evaluation, resonator placement on the beam has modified the frequency 

response as once more provided results support the findings and assumptions. Especially 

multiple resonators on the beam, which might be considered uniquely periodically arranged 

resonators, have shown a reduction in the frequency response. Another explanation for this 

phenomenon is frequency bandgap due to the array of resonators on the beam. Considering 

any larger beam and periodically arranging multiple resonators on that large structure would 

result in a bandgap. Similar analysis implications were studied in [179], [75] and [90]. In these 

studies, the mass ratio of the attached structures and the exciting structure has been studied 

at various levels and compared with each other's frequency response and the main 

structure's frequency response. In addition, these studies have been included with the 

various damping ratios, which will be explained in Chapter 7. 

6.4- Validation of Base Structure Analysis 

The bare beam, resonator, and attached beam properties have been simulated numerically, 

and results have been evaluated in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. These chapters include 

eigenfrequency responses, frequency responses and dispersion relations of these structures. 

Since the structural issue has been evaluated in many ways numerically, it requires an 

additional option to verify and validate the findings. Therefore, beam and resonators have 

been manufactured using structural steel (for the beam) and 3D printing of ABS (for the 

resonators).  

Once the manufacturing process has been completed, the experimental testing rig has been 

prepared. The testing is planned to be used for the bare beam at first. Then the resonator 

placements in order to define their individual properties are planned. When these 

identifications are completed, the beam is planned to be used to evaluate the resonators and 

their tunability properties. The beam and empty resonators have been used in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 is dedicated to the granular structure attached resonator(s) in the experimental 

studies. 
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Numerical studies have included the eigenfrequency analysis in order to define the dynamic 

properties of the bare beam. In addition to the eigenfrequency solution of the bare beam, 

Frequency Response Function (FRF) is used to illustrate the system's response to the 

frequency sweep analysis. Excitation is applied at a minimal force from the centre of the 

beam, and response is recorded from another point close to the centre. FRF is calculated 

through the ratio of the response to the applied force on the beam. The force is applied to 

the beam at the central point (237.5 mm, 37.5 mm, 0 mm). The minimal force is decided to 

be such a small value to keep the particle damping application in the solid-like phase in the 

excitation procedure. This is experimentally validated by taking the force transducer and 

accelerometer data. 

The force is applied through z-direction to the beam, and the acceleration data is captured 

from the point 5 mm away from the excitation point (237.5 mm, 42.5 mm, 0 mm). Applied 

frequency sweep is from 50 Hz to 1200 Hz with 5 Hz sweeping step. Figure 6.8 illustrates the 

experimental study scheme, which includes LDS V406 (by Brüel & Kjær) shaker, PA 100EC 

(by Data Physics) amplifier, Dytran 1053VX Force transducer, Dytran 3225F1 Accelerometer, 

PicoScope 2000 Oscilloscope, and a laptop to set up the software for the data analysis. The 

signal produced by the amplifier is processed through a Dytran 4102C power source unit 

which has connection with the PicoScope. PicoScope is connected to the laptop which has 

been designed to produce the frequency sweep analysis steps at a specific amplitude and 

with 100 kS/s sampling rate. The shaker produces the amplified force impact on the structure 

while the force transducer is measuring the applied force. The accelerometer takes the 

reading from the structure and the data from each reading component have been transferred 

to the laptop. No estimators were used when setting PicoScope  for the experimental 

analysis. The accelerometer and the force transducer sensitivity information were set to 

increase the input quality from the data readings. Also, Hamming window was applied to 

prepare the raw readings for the spectrum analysis. 
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Figure 6. 8: Experimental rig diagram 

 

The beam is produced using structural steel material after modelling it in SolidWorks 3D 

drawing software (Figure 6.9). Force transducer and accelerometer are attached to the test 

rig on Point 1 and Point 2 respectively as shown in  Figure 6.8. There are four 10 mm holes at 

each corner of the beam in order to mount the beam on the experimental rig. Through the 

length of the beam, there are eight additional holes to fix the beam in smaller sizes for the 

sake of analysis aims (given in Chapter 4). For instance, the smallest size of the beam has 

been used in the experimental analysis of the resonators. By changing the setup, the beam 

would get opportunity to capture the resonators' eigenfrequency. 

 

Figure 6. 9: Beam model for production 

 

The beam has been mounted on the experimental rig using 10 mm nuts (x4), and the shaker 

is connected to a stinger to transfer the excitation energy to the beam. The shaker position 

in the research is through its vertical and lateral positions. The accelerometer is studied in 

two different beam points for each study option. This has been a required step in the 
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experimental analysis since the beam has multiple physical inclusions in the frequency 

response. Therefore, the FRF might include additional beam modes depending on the data 

recording point. 

The accelerometer sensitivity is 10mV/g, while this sensitivity might change ±10%. The 

healthy reading range is 1.6-10000 Hz for this accelerometer. The sensitivity of the force 

transducer is 2.2 mV/N, while the sensitivity might change ±10%. Its compression range is 

2.22 kN, and its maximum compression is 44.5 kN. In addition, according to the data sheets 

of the accelerometer and the force transducer, their resonant frequencies are at much higher 

levels than the interested frequency range of the research. So, the experimental reading 

would not be impacted by the dynamic properties of the system elements. 

PicoScope is a Pico Technology-developed oscilloscope and software to read analysis details. 

According to the data sheet and user manual, the full-scale measurement range is ±20 V, and 

the input channels measurement range is ±100 V. Also, the operating temperature is 

between 0 °C ad 50 °C. It is based on a box which acquire the data from the experimental 

system to the computer using USB 2.0 or 3.0 via electrical cables. In the experiments, the 

frequency sweep started from 10 Hz and stopped at 4kHz with 2Hz increment; however, we 

are looking for the frequency range until 1.2 kHz (1200 Hz). The data has been sampled  every 

10 µs, and the sample rate on PicoScope has been implemented as 100 kS/s, making 2097148 

samples for each frequency sweep analysis. 

Force transducers and accelerometers have been defined with their sensitivity levels 

according to the user manual of each system element. To prepare raw data for the spectrum 

analysis the Hamming Window was applied to time series through the PicoScope software 

settings. Hamming Window provides improved quality of the signal processing from the data 

obtained in the experiments and removes spurious harmonics caused by PicoScope 

spectrum analyser. Each test has been reanalysed six times without stopping the signal 

interaction, and PicoScope can capture 30 tests at once without stopping the signal 

generation. 
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Figure 6. 10: Bare beam horizontal and vertical test results 

 

The bare beam has many inclusions in the dynamic properties because of the structure's 

geometry, for instance, the slits through the length and the holes to mount the beam in 

various positions. Both vertically and horizontally placed beam on the test rig has been 

experimentally studied by reading the acceleration from the same points. According to the 

vertical and horizontal positioned beam-shaker analysis, there are similarities and 

differences. Figure 6.10 shows the experimental analysis results for both excitation 

conditions. The similarity is that they showed the same eigenfrequency FRF peaks. However, 

their amplitude resulted in different levels. This might be about the mounting on the 

experimental rig or related to the complexity of the geometry including the attachment of 

the beam to the test rig. The peaks around the 400 Hz, which is taken into an oval shape, are 

about the second bending mode shape of the bare beam. This can be validated from the 

numerical simulation analysis by taking the acceleration data from another point on the 

beam or simply checking the eigenfrequency mode shapes. The rectangular-shaped area 

included differences between the two experimental analyses. This is about the mounting 

properties of the beam to the experimental rig; however, the beam has many other 

inclusions which might be seen in the experimental analysis only. These inclusions show that 
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the complex geometry of the beam allows additional mode shapes, even the mixed modes, 

especially because of the slit through the length of the beam [180], [181]. 

6.5- Experimental Analysis of Resonating Structures 

Individual Resonator Testing and Variation of Resonance Properties 

The eigenfrequency analysis in numerical options and followed design methodology on the 

resonating structure has helped to decide the resonating damper geometry. The details can 

be found in Chapter 4. The production has been processed through the 3D printing options 

using ABS filling material (in the standards of ASTM D3039, density of 1.04 g/cc, 2.25-2.28 

GPa of Flexural Modulus) in Ultimate Cura [162]. Spherical and cylindrical parts have been 

printed out as separate sections, and they have been glued as shown in Figure 6.11. 

 

 

Figure 6. 11:3D-printed and maintained resonators 

 

There are six resonators, each of which has 30 gr of mass. These resonators are analysed 

through the frequency sweep on the bare beam to find each eigenfrequency individually. 

However, the test setup has the opportunity to attach only a specific resonator at the centre. 

Therefore, each resonator has been attached to the bare beam close to the centre, which is 

30 mm off. Figure 6.12 illustrates the centrally positioned resonator, and that resonator is the 

specified resonator for the central position. 
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Figure 6. 12: Shaker-Beam-Individual resonator setup 

 

As a result of the frequency analysis for these resonators, each resonator has close but 

different eigenfrequencies. This might be a result of various contact relations of each 

resonator. Since these printed structures are glued to each other, there might be various 

additional properties.  

Figure 6.13 (a and b) illustrates the shaker-beam dynamic test analysis results for each 

resonator attachment from the full frequency range (0.05-1.2 kHz) and the area of the 

eigenfrequency peaks. Each eigenfrequency has been highlighted in rectangular boxes. Even 

though they have been picked through the shaker-beam dynamic tests, it is proper to specify 

these eigenfrequency points by evaluating and comparing the bare beam test results. 

Therefore, the bare beam test results have been compared with the individual resonator 

attached test results. In addition to these outcomes, some resonator properties have been 

found close to the bare beam properties. Therefore, there are coupled behaviour in Figure 

6.14, especially the frequency range between 0.8 kHz and 0.85 kHz. The eigenfrequency 

levels for each resonator have been specified after a wise evaluation of the dynamic 

properties obtained in the figures. 

According to the full-scale beam size dynamic test results, there might be a mixture of modes 

or coupled behaviour of the resonator and the beam. Therefore, aiming to specify the 
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resonator's eigenfrequency and ensure the resonator mode's presence between the 0.8-0.85 

kHz frequency range, the bare beam size has been scaled to the smallest level using the test 

setup options. There are nut holes through the beam, as specified in the previous subchapter, 

used to scale the length of the beam when mounting on the test rig. The dynamic test has 

been run several times using various options such as the bare beam, an empty resonator 

attached beam, and steel particle-filled single resonator attached to the beam (explained in 

Chapter 7). 
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Figure 6. 13: Frequency response of each resonator (a) 0.05-1.2 kHz, (b) close-up looking 
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Figure 6. 14: Small-scaled beam dynamic test results 

 

Figure 6.14 shows the small-scaled beam dynamic test results from the bare beam, the 

empty resonator attached to the beam. The solid blue line shows the empty resonator 

attachment on the beam, indicating a resonance related to the attached structure. Solid 

green and solid purple lines, particle placed resonator cases at various amounts for the 

granules, also support the empty resonator attached case result. Even though the particle 

placement in the resonator cavity controlled the frequency response amplitude because of 

the absorption controlled by the granules (this impact is explained in Chapter 7), there is an 

obvious peak at similar frequency levels. 

 The numerical studies in this research are based on identical properties for all resonator 

attachment, while in the experimental results it is expected that all vibration absorbers are 

unique. Since the experimental eigenfrequencies differ from the numerical results, the 

studies in this chapter are evaluated separately from the numerical results. On the other 

hand, since the eigenfrequencies are close to each other, the experimental results are also 

compared to the numerical results. 
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Response of Single Resonator Attachment on the Beam 

The bare beam and resonating structure attachments have been studied using a variety of 

positions in order the analyse their frequency response and dynamic properties in 

modification of the bare beam dynamic properties in the numerical options as shown in the 

previous subchapter. In addition, dispersion relations of the resonators have been analysed 

by modelling the bare beam as a unit cell, as given in Chapter 5. Aiming to validate these 

studies and evaluate the produced structures in the dynamic event, which is previously 

explained in frequency analysis, experimental studies using the resonators and the bare 

beam are prepared on a shaker-beam dynamic test scheme. 

Experimental analysis using resonators attached to the beam is similar to the finite structural 

analysis in numerical studies. The resonators are placed on the beam as single or multiple 

arrangements using a 10 mm distance from the centre or between them; there are 10 mm 

steps in each case. Frequency response is calculated using the data captured from the 

shaker's force transducer and the beam's accelerometer readings. The acceleration data is 

captured from the position through the length of the beam, which is assumed to be the less 

noisy point to have a healthy reading. Because of the complex geometry, this is considered 

where the nonlinear inclusion of the beam is avoided. 

The first example of the experimental analysis is the single resonator attachment on the 

beam placed at the centre, 70 mm, and 130 mm from the centre of the beam. Figure 6.15 

includes the bare beam frequency response to evaluate the resonator impact on the beam. 

According to these analysis results, the resonator placed on the beam has impacted the 

frequency response. The first peak at around the third mode shape of the bare beam is the 

coupled beam mode in the case of resonator attachment, and the closest relatively smaller-

sized peak is the resonator mode. In addition to these, Figure 6.15 demonstrates noisy data 

trends mostly because of the way resonating structures are attached. Also, replacing the 

single resonator on the beam at various positions brakes the symmetry of the two sides of 

the beam. Therefore, the case of 130 mm attachment has noisier trend in this figure. In 

addition to these, it is worth mentioning the possibility of external and internal impacts on 
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the experimental rig caused by the environmental noise and technical attachments on the 

rig. 

 

 

Figure 6. 15: Single resonator attachment on the beam frequency response analysis 

 

Adding a tuning structure on the antinode point for the third bending mode of the beam 

controls the dynamic behaviour of the beam by changing the frequency level and the 

amplitude of the whole structure, as seen from the resonator attached case results. 

Depending on the resonator attachment distance from the centre of the beam, the beam 

mode, and the resonating frequency level differences, as mentioned about the frequency 

gap, the largest frequency gap area has been recorded in the 130 mm placement case. In this 

case, the frequency gap has been between ωbeam/ωresonator = [0.802, 1.017]. Other examples 

for the placement of the resonator have illustrated a narrower gap. 

The additional peak that appears at around 1 kHz for the case of 130 mm placement is 

thought to be an effect of constraining the beam at one side of the beam and ruining the 

symmetry properties of the beam. However, the 130 mm placement of the resonator beam 

arrangement has been similar to the numerical case by showing the best frequency response. 
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The second bending mode of the beam has been more observable for the case of 70 mm 

placement, similar to the result given in Figure 6.1. In general, single resonator placement on 

the beam has been proved to couple between the attached resonator and the beam.  

Response of Multiple Resonators Arrangement on the Beam 

Multiple attachments on the beam have been studied by adding up to five resonators on the 

beam at various positions using the same placement strategy as in the numerical analysis. 

 

Figure 6. 16: Two-resonator attachment on the beam frequency response analysis 

 

The two-resonator attachment on the beam is shown in Figure 6.16. Specific positions such 

as the antinode point of the beam, which is 70 mm off from the centre, have shown coupled 

resonators behaviour stronger than the other resonator arrangement cases. In this case, the 

coupled beam eigenfrequency has been reduced to around 670 Hz. Two other peaks at 730 

Hz and 755 Hz are thought to be the resonance of the tuned structures. In the other 

placement options, it is obvious that the increased distance between the resonators has 

resulted in additional mode shapes, which might be an only disturbance or torsional modes 

at the beam. However, the resonators absorbed the excess energy from the beam since the 
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frequency response amplitude had been greatly reduced. The largest frequency gap has 

been recorded in the case of 130 mm placement of the resonators. In this case, the frequency 

gap has been between ωbeam/ωresonator = [0.933, 1.193]. Other examples for the resonator 

placement have illustrated a narrower gap; for instance, the 70 mm placement has shown 

the narrowest gap in the frequency range. 

 

Figure 6. 17: Three-resonator attached beam frequency response analysis 

 

Figure 6.17 shows the three-resonator attached beam's frequency response analysis results 

for various attachment options. According to the figure, the resonator attachment place has 

a great portion on changing the frequency response. This is because of the size of the beam; 

controlling the beam's dynamic properties is modifiable by placing the resonators at specific 

positions. 

Coupling between the resonators and the beam is seen in the figure; the first peaks around 

the third mode shape of the bare beam are the coupled beam modes, following peaks are 

mainly about the resonator modes or their intercoupling on the beam. Placing the resonator 

at the centre of the beam has shown controlling behaviour on the frequency response of the 

beam; this is obvious when this case is compared to the two-resonator placement cases 
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(previous figure). Also, an array of resonator impacts can be observed in the figure. Placing 

the resonators in a wider arrangement better controls the beam's dynamics. The frequency 

response has been silenced between 0.6 and 0.9 kHz, which can be considered a stopped 

frequency response gap. The frequency gap has been between ωbeam/ωresonator = [0.831, 1.180] 

in the 130 mm distance case. Other examples for the placement of the resonator have 

illustrated a narrower gap. 

 

Figure 6. 18: Four-resonator attachment on the beam frequency response 

 

Figure 6.18 shows the case of the four resonators attached to the beam at various places 

keeping the symmetrical arrangement from the centre of the beam. The arrangement of four 

resonators at the antinode points has reduced the frequency response of the beam itself 

greatly; this can be considered as the applicability of damping from the tuned resonators. 

The frequency gap has been between ωbeam/ωresonator = [0.895, 1.347] in the 70 mm distance 

case. Another example, the 90 mm distance case, for the placement of the resonator, 

illustrated a narrower gap. Also, the higher peaks around 800 Hz are related to the tuning 

between the resonators attached to the beam. Changing the distance between the 

resonators provides additional beam mode shapes like torsion or a mixed mode shape, 

including all structures on the system. As a result, the empty four-resonator arrangement on 
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the beam has provided an excellent reduction in the FRF amplitude. It opens the frequency 

gap, which might be a useful application opportunity. 

In the case of five-resonator attachment on the beam at various positions, the resonators' 

beam response has been modified with a reduction or losing the beam mode shape. In Figure 

6.19, the modification is seen as the damped behaviour of the beam, and a gap appears at 

the third mode shape of the bare beam area. Resonator mode shapes have been recorded as 

tuned resonators. Placing the resonators at the antinode position has provided a clearer 

vision of coupled resonators' behaviour. On the other hand, 90 mm placement of the 

resonators has been the most promising option for the frequency response control since the 

beam mode has been taken to a lower frequency while the rest of the frequency response 

has been at much lower levels. In addition to that option, the resonators in the array have 

used the whole beam available areas. 

 

Figure 6. 19: Five-resonator attachment on the beam frequency response 

 

Overall, using resonators on the beam has provided tuning behaviour. The coupling between 

the structures has resulted in damping and frequency level gap around the third mode shape 

of the bare beam. These resonators have controlled even the second mode shape of the 
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beam. Although there is a discrepancy between the resonating structure properties, they 

have shown the coupling and provided great damping properties. 

Symmetrical arrangement and placement of the resonators at the antinode of the beam 

have provided additional quality of reduction in the frequency response. Comparing the 

multiple resonator arrangements with the single resonator attachment, the multiple 

resonator cases have added more mode shapes to the system, which can be tracked over the 

frequency response. These additional modes are related to the resonators' coupled 

behaviour, which can also be checked through the numerical analysis results. 

Even though the beam size is limited to a maximum of five resonator attachments, it has 

been enough to prove the idea of resonating structures to modify the dynamic behaviour of 

the beam. The resonators have dominated the beam resonances used at various places on 

the beam, similar to the literature examples [157]. 

6.6- Numerical Investigation of Modified Resonators 

A modelled resonator has been introduced in Chapter 4. This modelling has been studied 

numerically in the earlier subchapters of this part of the thesis. In addition to the modelling, 

the resonator has been produced using a 3D printing technique, as explained in Chapter 4.  

Validation of the numerical studies has been conducted through experimental studies. 

Experiments of the research have been modelled using a structural steel beam fixed from 

both ends, as explained in the experimental study subchapter. Bare beam and resonator 

identification analysis have been studied in specific experimental conditions. Once the 

system dynamic properties have been defined, the resonator impact on the beam using both 

the single and the multiple resonator arrangement options have been experimentally 

studied. The numerical studies' resonators have the same design and dynamic properties. 

However, as explained in the previous paragraph, the production and manufacturing steps 

have impacted the properties of the resonators [165], [67]. The produced resonators have 

shown various eigenfrequency values. Since experimentally found eigenfrequency values for 

each resonator is more or less similar to each other, as given in comparison between the 
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small-scale beam and full-size beam results, they  are not considered as barely different 

resonators.  

Although the resonators are considered the same in numerical studies, evaluations have 

shown differences due to experimental studies. Therefore, to experience the difference in 

the resonating structures, they are modelled in COMSOL Multiphysics by changing the 

contact area of the cylindrical base and the spherical cavity. It has been mentioned that the 

contacting area of two resonator parts has stiffness controlling property by the design 

options given in Chapter 4. According to the experimental findings, the resonators are 

modelled here in numerical analysis to evaluate their performance. Because of the 

mentioned differences evaluated in experimental analysis, by making changes over the 

resonators in the numerical analysis setup, the resonating structures have had various 

eigenfrequencies: Resonator-1 (860.63 Hz), Resonator-2 (761.96 Hz), Resonator-3 (837.74 

Hz), Resonator-4 (792.85 Hz) and Resonator-5 (857.88 Hz).  

In the numerical study, two resonators have been used with various eigenfrequencies using 

Resonator-2 and Resonator-3 details (Figure 6.20). According to the frequency sweep 

analysis of these arrangements (70 mm and 150 mm). Node and antinode points for the bare 

beam are at around 70 mm and 140 mm in order. Resonator attachments at the 70 mm have 

resulted in similar frequency responses since the resonators have been placed at the node 

points. On the other hand, a 150 mm resonator arrangement has been placed at the antinode 

point of the third mode shape of the beam, which has modified the beam's response at high 

amplitudes. Also, two eigenfrequencies of the resonators can be observed from the FRF 

trend line in Figure  6.20. 

The first peak in Figure 6.20, around 0.65 kHz, has been the beam mode, whereas the 

following two modes are expected to be the eigenfrequencies of Resonator-2 and 

Resonator-3. Two small peaks appear at higher frequencies which have been thought to be 

the coupled resonator modes. 
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Figure 6. 20: Two-resonator placement on the beam with individual eigenfrequencies 

 

 

 

Figure 6. 21: Three-resonator placement on the beam with individual eigenfrequencies 
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Three-resonator arrangement (Figure 6.21) using Resonator-1 at the centre of the beam, 

which is the beam's point of excitation, has shown similar frequency response details for the 

70 mm arrangement when compared to the same resonator usage case given in the same 

figure. Although using various resonators has shown similarities, especially in the case of the 

70 mm arrangement, the beam resonance has been taken to the higher frequency level, 

which modified the frequency gap in a reverse way. 

The resonator arrangement at 150 mm case shows differences from the original case in 

Figure 6.21. The coupled beam and resonator mode, the first peak around 0.65 kHz, has been 

similar to the same resonator used analysis result. Since the eigenfrequencies of Resonator-

1 and Resonator-3 are close to each other, the frequency response has various coupled mode 

shapes after 0.65 kHz, and Resonator-2 has a smaller eigenfrequency in these resonators 

arrangement. Therefore, various coupled resonators' behaviour through frequency sweep 

analysis has been conducted. 

In the case of a five-resonator arrangement (Figure 6.22), Resonator-1 has been placed at the 

centre of the beam. One side of the beam has been designed to have Resonator-2 and 

Resonator-4, while the other has Resonator-3 and Resonator-5. When various resonators 

have been analysed, the resonator placement of the 70 mm case has resulted in more 

complex mode shapes than the same resonator arrangement case. The reason behind this 

might be various resonator usage on the beam, and each resonator is coupled with the beam 

and neighbouring resonators. When this result is compared to the experimental result given 

in Figure 6.22, the 70 mm numerical arrangement result analysed using various resonator 

cases has many similarities regarding the eigenfrequency arrangement and mode shapes. 
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Figure 6. 22: Five-resonator placement on the beam with individual eigenfrequencies 

 

Similar to the 70 mm arrangement case results using various resonators, their frequency 

response illustrated a complex behaviour when these resonators were placed at 90 mm apart 

from the centre. There have been many complex mode shapes and coupled resonators mode 

shapes through the frequency sweep analysis. However, the experimental analysis might 

have an evaluation and validation opportunity due to various absorbers analyses, providing 

more dependable results than the same resonator arrangement cases. 

6.7- Conclusion of the Chapter 

With frequency sweep analysis, numerical analyses have been made using the bare beam 

and various numbers/compositions of resonators attached to the beam under the sinusoidal 

excitation. Once these analyses have been finished and postprocessing accomplished, 

resonating structure attachment on the bare beam has been evaluated as the multiple 

arrangements on the beam produced a frequency gap [75], [182]. This has been evaluated in 

another way by taking another acceleration reading point (see Figure 6.7). In addition to that, 

experimental and numerical analyses have been evaluated together. In order to reduce the 

differences between these analysis results, the stiffness properties of the resonators have 
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been changed. The stiffness changes have obtained various eigenfrequencies; then, various 

resonator properties have been used in the numerical analysis.  

Resonators in the unique periodic arrangement have resulted in a frequency window where 

the structure could not experience high amplitude or structural vibration impact. Therefore, 

as given in Chapter 5, the resonators have the property of controlling the frequency response 

of the main structure (the beam). As an overall evaluation of this chapter, the resonators in 

longer periodic arrangements in both the numerical and the experimental studies might be 

more beneficial for frequency response controlling and frequency gap opportunities. 

Completing this Chapter, the damping properties at broadband vibration frequencies have 

been successfully achieved by incorporating locally resonant structures with their tuneable 

dynamic properties like inertia in the dynamic structural systems. 
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Chapter 7: Dynamic Absorption Using Particle Filled Resonators 

Vibration has been studied with its reasons and damping options throughout the thesis 

within the research question and aims limits. Granular structures are one of the options to 

improve the structural vibration absorption properties. Particle damping applications, which 

are the granular structure, have been introduced with interesting examples in Chapter 2 

(Literature Review). In addition, granular structures have been studied in Chapter 3 with 

mechanical properties and dynamic interactions with their environmental elements like the 

enclosing cavity and the neighbouring granules in a packing. Therefore, theoretical 

information about the granular structures, granular packing and dynamic properties of the 

granules can be found in these chapters. 

The resonating damper, which is given in Chapter 4, has been designed in a specific 

geometry. As explained in Chapter 4, the damper geometry is aimed at placing the granular 

structures in the cavity. This chapter uses various sized metallic and polymeric granular 

structures to fill the resonating damper cavity at various filling fractions. The particles aim to 

control the structural vibration and reduce the beam's frequency response amplitude when 

placed in a resonator. Since the damper geometry used in the research is a resonator, this 

chapter questions the resonance and benefits of granules. Equivalent material properties 

have been calculated over the range of material-filling fraction variations according to the 

data obtained from EDEM analysis. 

Numerically modelled filled resonating damper geometry is studied in COMSOL 

Multiphysics as a finite structure under the forced vibration over a frequency range. 

Additionally, periodically arranged filled resonators are studied on the finite beam. Lastly, 

the granules are physically placed in the resonators to validate their excitation controlling 

behaviours and attached to the beam to run various experiments. The results obtained from 

these various analysis options have been evaluated and discussed through the end of the 

chapter. Studying the granular structures in the resonating dampers numerically and 

experimentally fulfils the main research aims stated in Chapter 1 . 
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7.1- Equivalent Material Properties 

Granular structures and their relationships with the enclosing cavity and the relationship of 

granules in the void have been explained in Chapter 3. It was mentioned there that the 

granular packing and its dynamic properties must be studied more efficiently than the 

Discrete Element Modelling (DEM) option. This is due to reducing the computational cost 

and required analysis time. Therefore, a solid structure equivalent to the whole granules in 

the packing must be modelled.  

The methodology developed in Chapter 3 has the steps to model an equivalent solid 

structure for representing the granular packing in the Finite Element Modelling (FEM) 

studying option. As a summary of the previously introduced method, a pack of granules has 

been studied at a certain frequency and amplitude conditions for a specific time duration in 

EDEM. The average coordination number between the granules under the excitation 

conditions and the hydrostatic pressure of the enclosing cavity before the excitation hits are 

used in the calculation procedure. Original Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio of the 

granules are also required. Equation 3.23 has been used to calculate the representative 

material Young's Modulus. This process has been renewed for each frequency increment as 

a representative step of frequency levels. For instance, in this research, the frequency ranges 

are between 50 and 1050 Hz with 100 Hz increments to calculate EDEM analysis. A series of 

equivalent Young's Modulus have been collected as a table to feed the FEM study for defining 

the Young's Modulus of the representative equivalent granular packing; in this case, it is a 

solid structure.  

The volumetric geometry of solid structure to represent the granular packing has been 

calculated using Equation 3.16, and the shape, since the granules sit on the spherical 

geometry, has been modelled as a part of the cavity. For instance, if the filling fraction of the 

granules in the cavity was 45%, the solid representative structure fills 45% of the spherical 

structure as a portion of the sphere in the FEM study.  

Poisson's ratio of the equivalent solid structure has been calculated using the original 

material property of the granules. Equation 3.21 is the analytical calculation for the 

equivalent Poisson's Ratio. 
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The equivalent material properties have been analysed in a convergence study, which is 

given in Chapter 3, to evaluate the stability of these newly adapted material properties [37]. 

According to the study, the equivalent material properties and the eigenfrequency of the 

solid representative structure have converged in several steps. Thus, this methodology has 

been considered beneficial in analysing the granular packing as a solid structure in FEM 

research steps. 

Lastly, the density of the isotropic equivalent medium is required since it represents a solid 

structure. Equation 3.17 is used for the packing fraction calculation. Then, the density of the 

isotropic equivalent medium was calculated using the packing fraction and the original 

density of the granules in Equation 3.18. 

This subchapter presents the options for various material families of the granules and their 

individual equivalent material properties for various filling fractions. The idea behind 

selecting various filling fractions is to evaluate the granular packing in terms of their dynamic 

behaviour and absorption levels. 

Equivalent Material Properties for Metallic Granules 

According to the explained methodology of the equivalent material properties 

corresponding to the granular filling as a solid structure, steel particles are used in this 

research. The metal granules of 1.59 mm in diameter sizes are used to fill the resonator 

geometry at various filling fractions. These filling fraction variations have been calculated 

through the previously explained methodology (Chapter 3.10). Therefore, steel particles fill 

the enclosing cavity at 10%, 25%, 35%, 45% and the most at 62% of the enclosing cavity 

volume. 

Figure 7.1-a illustrates the cavity, which has been filled with 62% of its volume. This example 

is the highest filling fraction applied case of this specific size of granules. So, the cavity can 

be filled up to 62% of its void. In this case, the number of granules placed in the cavity is 9872, 

with 163 gr in total mass. Figure 7.1-b shows the equivalent structure modelled in the 

resonator. As it is obvious from the figure, granules have filled the cavity with some empty 

voids between the neighbouring granules. Therefore, the equivalent solid structure has been 
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at 62% of the total spherical volume, which equals the filling fraction. So, even though the 

cavity is filled with the particles, the filling fraction cannot be 100% since the granules would 

always have an empty volume with neighbouring particles. The only controlling property of 

the filling fraction is the size of the granules. 

  

Figure 7. 1: Steel filled (62%) resonator in (a) EDEM, (b) COMSOL modellings 

 

According to these illustrations, the representative (equivalent solid) structure material 

properties are given in Table 7.1 as the Equivalent Young's Modulus, Equivalent Poisson's 

Ratio, and density of the equivalent medium. 

Table 7. 1: Isotropic solid structure material properties for 62% steel-filled granular packing  

Frequency 
(f), [Hz] 

Equivalent 
Young's Modulus 

(E*), [Pa] 

Equivalent 
Poisson's Ratio 

(ν*) 

Equivalent 
Density (ρ*), 

[kg/m3] 

50 1.5840E+08 0.27 7771.5 

150 1.5752E+08 0.27 7771.5 

250 1.5700E+08 0.27 7771.5 

350 1.5683E+08 0.27 7771.5 

450 1.5660E+08 0.27 7771.5 

550 1.5652E+08 0.27 7771.5 

650 1.5643E+08 0.27 7771.5 

750 1.5628E+08 0.27 7771.5 

850 1.5622E+08 0.27 7771.5 

950 1.5575E+08 0.27 7771.5 

1050 1.5598E+08 0.27 7771.5 
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As seen in Table 7.1, the Equivalent Young's Modulus is changed over the frequency ranges 

while the Poisson's Ratio and the density for the isotropic medium have been the same for 

various frequency levels. There is a slight change in the equivalent Young’s Modulus values 

between the frequency levels because granules in the cavity experiences different level of 

contact at each frequency impact and the coordination number controls the equivalent 

material properties. There might be various reasons behind this phenomenon discussed in 

(Section 3.10). A filled spherical cavity case for the steel particles has been used as an 

example for this subchapter. Material property tables for other filling fractions can be found 

in Appendix 7.1 (Table A7.1 to Table A7.4). 

Equivalent Material Properties for Viscoelastic Granules 

Materials used in this research have either metallic or plastic properties. Steel has been 

selected for metallic materials, and acrylic plastic and POM are the plastic materials to be 

evaluated.  

Acrylic plastic granules of 3 mm in diameter sizes are used to fill the resonator geometry at 

various filling fractions. These filling fraction variations have been calculated through the 

previously explained methodology (Chapter 3.10). Therefore, acrylic plastic particles fill the 

enclosing cavity at 10%, 25%, 35%, 45% and the most at 47.5% levels of the enclosing cavity 

volume. 

Figure 7.2-a shows the cavity filled with 47.5% of its volume, the highest filling fraction for 

three mm-sized granules. Figure 7.2-b shows the equivalent structure modelled in the 

resonator. As it is obvious from the figure, granules have filled the cavity with some empty 

voids between the neighbouring granules; therefore, the equivalent solid structure has been 

at 47.5%, which equals the filling fraction of the cavity volume of the sphere. In this case, the 

number of granules placed in the cavity is 1125, with 19 gr in total mass. 
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Figure 7. 2: Acrylic plastic filled (47.5%) resonator in (a) EDEM, (b) COMSOL modellings 

 

Since acrylic plastic has a maximum of 47.5% of the total volume of the enclosing cavity, the 

equivalent material modelling is prepared according to this case's properties. Equivalent 

Young's Modulus, equivalent Poisson's Ratio, and material density have been calculated 

using the previously mentioned methodology. These material properties are given in Table 

7.2 and are planned to be used in the solid structure modelling in COMSOL Multiphysics. 

Similar to the steel granular filling cases, there is a slight change in the equivalent Young’s 

Modulus values between the frequency levels. The reason behind this change is the same as 

that discussed in (Section 3.10). 

Table 7. 2: Isotropic solid structure material properties for 47.5% acrylic plastic filled granular packing  

Frequency 
(f), [Hz] 

Equivalent 
Young's Modulus 

(E*), [Pa] 

Equivalent 
Poisson's Ratio 

(ν*) 

Equivalent 
Density (ρ*), 

[kg/m3] 

50 4.7191E+06 0.37 1178.1 

150 4.7053E+06 0.37 1178.1 

250 4.6796E+06 0.37 1178.1 

350 4.6607E+06 0.37 1178.1 

450 4.6449E+06 0.37 1178.1 

550 4.6249E+06 0.37 1178.1 

650 4.6039E+06 0.37 1178.1 

750 4.5637E+06 0.37 1178.1 

850 4.5754E+06 0.37 1178.1 

950 4.5635E+06 0.37 1178.1 

1050 4.5523E+06 0.37 1178.1 
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Since acrylic plastic has a larger size than steel particles, smaller-sized granules with plastic 

material properties are thought to be analysed to compare with the steel ones. Therefore, 

POM has been selected as plastic granules with a 1.59 mm diameter size. Because of the lack 

of material, the only filling fraction used with this material example is 7.5% of the enclosing 

cavity volume. Even though this filling fraction has not been corresponding filling fraction 

example in steel particles' case, it is planned to be analysed and compared with 10% of steel 

and 10% acrylic plastic particles, since these filling fractions are the lowest fillings for each 

granule types. It has been considered that the smaller-sized plastic particles would give a 

lower mass impact in the granular filling, and their dynamic properties would give ideas 

about their energy absorption. Figures 7.3-a show that 7.5% POM-filled spherical cavity from 

EDEM analysis and 7.3-b represent equivalent material added case from COMSOL 

Multiphysics. In this case, the number of granules placed in the cavity is 1194, with 3.6 gr in 

total mass. 

  

Figure 7. 3: POM filled (7.5%) resonator in (a) EDEM, (b) COMSOL modellings 

 

According to the equivalent material modelling calculation given in Chapter 3.10, POM 

granules at a 7.5% filling fraction corresponding to equivalent material properties have been 

calculated. These material properties at various frequency levels are given in Table 7.3 below.  

Table 7. 3: Isotropic solid structure material properties for 7.5% POM-filled granular packing  

Frequency 
(f), [Hz] 

Equivalent 
Young's Modulus 

(E*), [Pa] 

Equivalent 
Poisson's Ratio 

(ν*) 

Equivalent 
Density (ρ*), 

[kg/m3] 

50 2.5598E+06 0.37 1410.75 

150 2.5663E+06 0.37 1410.75 
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250 2.5645E+06 0.37 1410.75 

350 2.5606E+06 0.37 1410.75 

450 2.5576E+06 0.37 1410.75 

550 2.5543E+06 0.37 1410.75 

650 2.5490E+06 0.37 1410.75 

750 2.5480E+06 0.37 1410.75 

850 2.5456E+06 0.37 1410.75 

950 2.5516E+06 0.37 1410.75 

1050 2.5598E+06 0.37 1410.75 

 

As seen in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3, the Equivalent Young's Modulus for acrylic plastic (3 mm) 

and POM (1.59 mm) granules are changed over the frequency ranges, while the Poisson's 

Ratio and the density for the isotropic medium have been the same for various frequency 

levels in individual cases. A filled spherical cavity case for the acrylic plastic particles and a 

7.5% filled cavity for the PLA particles have been used as examples of plastic granules for this 

subchapter. The other filling fraction material properties for acrylic plastic granules are given 

as tables in Appendix 7.2 (Table A7.5 to Table A7.8). 

Loss Properties of the Granules 

The dynamic responses of the structures are characterised by the structural mass and 

stiffness properties, in general. In case of the dynamic absorption mechanism discussed in 

Chapters 4-6, these properties are the reasons for the “absorption” of the main system's 

energy by modifying the response of the system and shifting the eigenfrequency through 

the coupling between structures in that system. Damping the structure with dynamic 

absorbers and damping with a lossy material are two distinct mechanisms [183]. The 

damping of a structure is affected by resonance properties since the amplitude of the 

structure is reduced at resonance frequencies. In addition, as previously mentioned in 

Chapter 3, materials with low loss properties, such as steel, tend to interact more with the 

frictional losses. Otherwise, similar to the plastic materials, these structures tend to dissipate 

energy through viscous losses [39]. 
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The loss factor is the intrinsic damping of plastic materials, which might be calculated 

through material characterisation techniques like DMTA testing or free oscillation 

techniques [165]. This property is the reason for the nonlinear behaviours of the structures 

[184]. Loss modulus and storage modulus are experimentally obtained data for the complex 

Young’s modulus. The imaginary part of the complex Young’s modulus is the loss modulus 

(E``), whereas the storage modulus (E`) is the real part of the complex modulus. The ratio of 

the loss modulus to the storage modulus gives the loss factor of the material. 

Alternatively, the loss factor of a structure would be available using the calculation method 

concerning the steady-state oscillation. Equation (7.1) stands for this calculation 

methodology [183]. 

𝜂 = 𝐷𝑤/2𝜋𝑈    (Eq. 7.1) 

In this equation, Dw is the dissipated energy per cycle which is the energy required to 

maintain the steady-state situations of the structure while under applied force conditions. U 

is the stored energy in the structure; in other words, it is the structure's energy. The energy 

dissipated per cycle is calculated through the following equation (Equation (7.2)). 

𝐷𝑤 = 𝜋𝑐𝜔𝑋2   (Eq. 7.2) 

In this equation, c is the damping constant, and X is the highest displacement value obtained 

from the hysteresis loop; ω stands for the angular frequency of the excitation. The peak 

strain energy (𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥) is also available by calculating the slope of the hysteresis loop and the 

maximum displacement obtained from the hysteresis loop (Equation (7.3)). 

𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.5𝑘𝑋2   (Eq. 7.3) 

Granular structures in a pack dissipate energy depending on the material properties of the 

granules. According to the given equations, analysis using various excitation amplitudes has 

been conducted to find the granular loss factor of the granular packing in the structure. 

A cylindrical cavity with viscoelastic particle filling, which has been evaluated in Chapter 3, is 

evaluated in this case. EDEM analysis has been conducted at 655.89 Hz with 2e-5 m of 
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displacement amplitude. MATLAB calculation code, given in Appendix 7.3, calculates the loss 

factor properties through the energy dissipation and stiffness evaluations. For this reason, 

the displacement has been evaluated from the particle velocity information obtained from 

the EDEM analysis (from the excitation direction). Then, hysteresis loop shown in Figure 7.4 

was prepared using the force-displacement information calculated for the five cycles 

performed by the particles.  

The red circles in the figure show the maximum and minimum points obtained from the 

hysteresis cycle. Using these values, the stiffness of the granules and the peak strain energy 

have been calculated. Also, the damped energy has been calculated by subtracting the spring 

force that particles experienced from the total force of the particles. As a result, the loss 

factor of this amplitude level has been calculated as 1.57e-07. The loss factor evaluated 

through this method is lower than the plastic materials, which are, in fact, the granules in the 

packing. Since the damping loss factor is proportional to the amplitude applied to the 

structure, different amplitudes have been studied using the same analysis methodology 

provided here. For instance, when the same analysis has been set for an amplitude of 5e-5 

m, the loss factor has been found as 7.57e-6; and, for the amplitude level of 15e-5 m, the loss 

factor was calculated at 4e-6.  
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Figure 7. 4: Hysteresis loop for the granular packing 

 

It can be seen that the recovered loss factors are relatively small and are expected to have 

little effect on the frequency response of the entire structure. Therefore, in this study the loss 

factor is omitted form the calculations and is not included in the material properties of the 

equivalent medium. It should be noted that this is only true for small amplitudes of excitation 

where the equivalent model is valid. 

7.2- Periodically Arranged Nonlinear Dampers 

In this subchapter, the stopband properties of the internal resonator with granular structure 

attachments are numerically studied using COMSOL Multiphysics. The analysis option has 

been previously studied in Chapter 4 for the locally resonant structures placed on the beam. 

The beam has been modelled as a unit cell, and the number resonator has been placed on 

the base structure. This subchapter has the same methodology of an added equivalent 

isotropic solid structure in the internal resonators. Since the base structure behaves like a 

resonator, the band properties of the whole system are expected to illustrate coupled 

resonances. Also, the granules illustrate nonlinear behaviour, as it was stated in Chapter 3, it 

has been generalised here as nonlinear dampers. 
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Single Resonator Impact on the Base Structure 

A single resonator with various filling fractions on the unit cell has been studied in this part 

of the chapter. Examples of the analysis results are from the centrally positioned single 

resonator for both the metal particles and the plastic particles. 

The metal particles, made of steel with 1.59 mm sizes, have been studied in the EDEM 

simulation technique at various filling fractions. The calculated equivalent isotropic solid 

structure material properties have been added to the analysis prepared in COMSOL 

Multiphysics. The steel filled resonator cases are at various filling fractions; 10%, 25%, 35%, 

45%, and 62% (fully filled case). Similar to the other cases, the resonator has been replaced 

by 10 mm in each analysis. Figure 7.5 is prepared using the centrally positioned filled 

resonator's band property analysis results at the 10% filling (Figure 7.5-a), the 35% filling 

(Figure 7.5-b), and the filled resonator (Figure 7.5-c). Since the structures assessed at low 

frequencies would significantly show Bloch waves [185], the Bloch wave number has been 

evaluated in this example. According to the equivalent isotropic structure material 

modelling, the Young's Modulus for the filling is in the same order for the 35% filling and the 

62% filling cases. On the other hand, the 10% filling case has a 10-time smaller equivalent of 

Young's Modulus for the corresponding material properties of the filling. Therefore, there 

would be a significant change in the dispersion relations compared to these three cases. In 

addition to these, as explained in the previous cases, applying smaller increments in the 

Bloch wave number in the wave solution would have resulted in less distorted dispersion 

lines. 
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Figure 7. 5: Equivalent structure added single resonator placed unit cell analysis: (a) 10% steel filling, (b) 

35% steel filling, (c) 62% steel filling 
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Figure 7. 6: Interested mode shapes of the unit cell with steel-filled single resonator: (a-b) 10%, (c-d) 35%, 

and (e-f) 62% filled cases 

 

Lower bound modes have shown similar eigenfrequencies, essentially the unit cell's first 

bending mode. The beam modes have been shown in Chapter 5, and compared to the filled 

resonator cases, the modes have been taken to smaller frequency levels, which indicates the 

damping phenomena of the filled resonators. Increased filling fraction is equal to the 
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stiffened material usage in the resonator. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7.6, the interested 

mode shape has been taken to different frequency levels than the bare beam unit cell 

corresponding frequencies. The beam-resonator is coupled in two modes for Figure 7.6-a to 

d, which are the 10% and the 35% filled cases. However, the coupled mode for the 62% filled 

resonator case has seen in Figure 7.6-e only. This is related to the eigenfrequency change in 

the filled resonator case. As seen in Figure 7.6-e, the resonator and the filling inside the cavity 

corresponding to the beam mode. While corresponding to the unit cell, the resonators have 

also experienced mode conversion, specifically seen in Figures 7.6-a to d. 

In the acrylic plastic-filled resonator placement cases at various filling fractions, the order of 

the equivalent isotropic structure Young's Modulus has seen the same orders (around +e6 

orders). Therefore, the behaviours of the periodic array analysis of the various filling fractions 

would be similar in this case, as shown in Figure 7.7. In the figure given below, the lower 

frequency bounds have shown similar wave number propagations since these frequencies 

have been related to the modes of the beam (base of the unit cell). On the other hand, there 

are differences in the modes of the Bloch wave propagations after the first two dispersion 

lines. Even though the material properties have a similar order of magnitudes, increasing the 

filling fraction has been the reason for the dispersion lines taken to smaller frequency 

responses. This can be seen in Figure 7.7-c when the resonator has been fully filled with the 

acrylic plastic granules. This finding would be related to the change in the material impact on 

the resonator. 
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Figure 7. 7: Equivalent structure added single resonator placed unit cell analysis: (a) 10% acrylic plastic 

filling, (b) 35% acrylic plastic filling, (c) 47.5% acrylic plastic filling 

 

In addition to the expected behaviours, starting from the fourth dispersion line, the 

corresponding frequencies have been taken to lower frequencies. Therefore, this should 

impact the interested mode shape of the unit cell. Figure 7.8 illustrates each unit cell 

property's interested mode shape, the bending-stretching mode. In addition to the similar 

behaviour in steel-filled resonator cases given in the previous case results, the fully filled 

single resonator has shown the coupled beam and resonator mode in Figures 7.8-e and f. This 

is related to the eigenfrequency of the filled resonator, which shows a close relation to the 

beam. 
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Figure 7. 8: Interested mode shapes of the unit cell with acrylic plastic filled single resonator: (a-b) 10%, 

(c-d) 35%, and (e-f) 62% filled cases 

 

According to these given results, single resonator placement at the centre of the unit cell has 

provided symmetry in the unit cell. Because of this property, the unit cell modes show 

symmetrical deformation at both sides. Increased filling fractions have provided lower 

eigenfrequency levels to the unit cell. This is related to wave propagation speed change 
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because of the solid medium in the resonator, which is similar to the findings given in the 

source [186]. 

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

This part of the subchapter is prepared with the impact of the multiple resonator idea. The 

empty resonators in the array have been studied in Chapter 5 and adding granular media 

inside the periodically arranged resonator is expected to show interesting phenomena. 

Therefore, various filling fractions and multiple resonator arrangements have been studied. 

This subchapter analyses the lowest and highest filling fraction levels for the metal and the 

plastic particles using the same setup in COMSOL Multiphysics. 

 

 

Figure 7. 9: The 10% steel-filled multiple resonators in array with 70 mm distance: (a) two resonators, (b) 

four resonators, (c) five resonators 

 

Figure 7.9 illustrates the 10% steel-filled two (a), four (b) and five (c) resonators impact on 

the dispersion relations over the unit cell. The first two modes of the unit cell have shown 

similar dispersion relations. In addition, increased resonators on the unit cell have shown 

increased coupled properties between the resonators and the beam. This has shown in 

Figure 7.10 below. This figure has been prepared for a specific Bloch wave number to 

demonstrate the coupling phenomena between the resonators and the beam. At each mode 

of the beam through the same wave number, there are coupled structures which impact the 

deformation of the unit cell at various levels. 
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Figure 7. 10: Mode shapes of the unit cell with five resonators filled with 10% steel particles. Bloch wave 

number k=0.2 

 

When multiple resonators in the array are filled at 62% of the cavity volume, the first two 

modes of unit cell have been impacted by filling. Increasing the number of resonators has 

resulted in a higher frequency of the first mode. The coupled resonator-beam modes are 

converging into one mode seen in Figure 7.11-c with the lower frequency mode starting at 
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around 375 Hz. In this case controlling the conversions between the modes (preventing the 

excitation of any other modes except bending) would lead to frequency band gap. This 

means a lower frequency gap would be possible by controlling the low order of modes of the 

unit cell by using the multiple resonators and filling inside the resonators. 

 

 

Figure 7. 11: The 62% steel-filled multiple resonators in array with 70 mm distance: (a) two resonators, (b) 

four resonators, (c) five resonators 

 

Similar to the five resonators with the 10% steel filling, the fully filled five resonators have 

shown six coupled resonator-beam modes illustrated in Figure7.12. When Figure 7.11-c and 

Figure 7.12 are related, the blue dispersion line in Figure 7.11-c, which has a frequency range 

between 380 Hz and 1050 Hz, includes the coupled modes of the structure in the unit cell. 

Since the unit cell has resonance properties, there are six various coupled structure modes. 

Also, compared to the single resonator with 62% filling fraction dispersion results, using a 

multiple resonator arrangement has increased the coupling between the structures and 

reduced the mode frequencies. 
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Figure 7. 12: Interested mode shapes of the unit cell with 62% steel-filled five-resonator modes 
 

The next figure illustrates the acrylic plastic filled (10%) multiple resonator arrangement 

dispersion lines for two, four, and five resonators. Similar to the previous cases, the first two 

modes have been organised for the unit cell modes. The next dispersion lines include the 

coupled resonator-beam modes. Increased unit cell resonators have reduced 
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eigenfrequencies for the dispersion lines. Therefore, tuned structures in the unit cell have 

controlled the unit cell behaviour (Figure 7.13). 

 

 

Figure 7. 13: The 10% acrylic plastic filled multiple resonators in an array with 70 mm distance: (a) two 

resonators, (b) 4 resonators, (c) five resonators 
 

Dispersion relations  for the five 10% acrylic plastic-filled resonators in unit cell have been 

analysed again through the mode shapes of the unit cell. Since the unit cell itself has shown 

resonance properties, there are six modes appear in Figure 7.14. Various structure-tuned 

resonances exist in each mode shape given in Figures 7.14-a to f. The last one, Figure 7.14-f, 

has shown the lowest displacement properties since the resonators have been placed close 

to the high amplitude experienced area. 
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Figure 7. 14: Interested mode shapes of the unit cell with 10% acrylic plastic filled five-resonator modes 

 

In the case of multiple resonators (fully filled) with the acrylic plastic particles, the unit cell's 

dispersion relations and frequency response are demonstrated in Figure7.15. Interestingly, 

increased resonators on the unit cell have impacted the first mode of the unit cell and have 

taken the frequency level to higher values, as seen in the first dispersion line of Figure 7.15-c. 
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Filled resonators have controlled the lower modes of the unit cell and increased coupled 

structure phenomena. 

 

 

Figure 7. 15: The 47.5% acrylic plastic filled multiple resonators in an array with 70 mm distance: (a) two 

resonators, (b) 4 resonators, (c) five resonators 

 

Even though the materials filled in the resonator have been the same, the number of 

resonators in the array has interesting properties. This is studied in the next figure. The fully 

filled five resonator arrangement has been analysed, and Figure 7.16 illustrates the coupled 

structure modes. Previously given dispersion lines in Figure 7.15-c has shown a compressed 

dispersion lines area between 600-800 Hz. Since these modes have been coupled, the 

eigenfrequencies at a specific wave number have been close. Using a resonating unit cell 

showed increased coupling within the structures used in the unit cell modelling. 
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Figure 7. 16: Interested mode shapes of the unit cell with 47.5% acrylic plastic filled five-resonator modes 

 

In general, the proposed unit cell has shown resonance properties which would increase the 

opportunity of the coupling behaviour within the placed resonators. Also, even though the 

filling materials have occupied the same volume, their equivalent material properties have 

been decisive in the mode shapes and the way the dispersion lines are organised. The filled 

equivalent isotropic materials have controlled the coupling between the structures in the unit 
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cell in the cavities. The eigenfrequencies (or, in general, the modes) can be effectively tuned, 

as seen in the given results, by changing the number of resonators on the unit cell and the 

filled material opportunity. Similarly, the geometry or the material properties of the 

proposed compositions have been studied in earlier research, which has resulted in tunability 

improvements [6]. 

No lossy material modelling has been studied in the unit cell analysis. Thus, the dispersion 

relation  are plotted against purely real Bloch wave number indicating the location of the 

bandgaps. 

In each case shown in Figure 7.12-f and Figure 7.16-f, the next eigenfrequency experienced 

section has been through the thickness of the unit cell, resulting in conversion points in the 

dispersion lines. The conversion points have been analysed and explained in Chapter 5 

through the examples of the bare unit cell and the resonator attached unit cell dispersion 

relation analysis results.  

According to the figures in this subchapter, coupled resonators can be used to control the 

conversion points within the modes and achieve  effective bandgap. 

7.3- Numerical Analysis of Finite Beam and Resonator Filled with Metal Particles 

In this section, container filled with steel granular structure is analysed with discrete element 

method, and the corresponding equivalent isotropic solid structure modelling has been 

implemented through the explained methodology in Chapter 3. This subchapter aims to 

evaluate the frequency sweep analysis using COMSOL Multiphysics  for equivalent isotropic 

structure placed into resonators  attached to the finite beam. The equivalent medium is used 

here to replace steel particle using DEM-FEM hybrid approach.  

Single Resonator Impact On  the Base Structure 

In this part of the thesis, various filling fractions of steel particles as equivalent isotropic solid 

structures are placed in the single resonator, and the stations of the resonator on the beam 

are changed by 10 mm to analyse the frequency response of the structures. 
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Figure 7.17 shows the equivalent structure numerical analysis results for the 10% steel 

particle attached single resonator case trends compared to the empty resonator attachment 

cases. In the empty resonator cases, the resonator and the beam have been coupled 

structures in most cases. The equivalent structure filling has shown another solid structure 

behaviour in the resonator and has added resonance peak to the third bending mode of the 

main structure (around 800 Hz) in the frequency sweep in all arrangements. The resonance 

frequency of the beam has been shifted to a lower frequency level (by around 10%) while the 

frequency response amplitude has also been reduced (by 1%). On the other hand, comparing 

the cases with/without particle filling in the resonator cavity at the first bending mode of the 

beam slight shift of the resonant frequency (by 1%) is observed. The mode has been 

impacted by the mass of the granules in the cavity and the smallness of the shift is expected 

due to the small added mass. 

 

Figure 7. 17: 10% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

The numerical analysis results for the single resonator on the beam with 25% of steel particle 

filling replaced with an equivalent isotropic structure are shown in Figure 7.18. All filled 

resonator arrangement cases have preserved the coupling between the structures. However, 

mode shapes have seemed to be reversed. The main mode shape has been taken to a higher 
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frequency while the lower eigenfrequencies, for instance, at around 0.55-0.65 kHz, have 

been taken to a lower frequency. A mode conversion has been noted around the structure’s 

natural frequency and dependant on the phase shift, which has been expressed in Chapter 2 

[187]. In this case, oscillating structures in front of the destructive interference, the excitation 

amplitude, would help to convert one mode into different mode shapes [188]. Mode shape 

conversions have been demonstrated in Chapter 5 for the empty resonator cases. 

 

Figure 7. 18: 25% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 
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Figure 7. 19: 35% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.19 illustrates results for the 35% steel particle filled case. Placing this filing into the 

resonator has increased the eigenfrequency of the mode around the third bending mode of 

the beam. However, mode conversion has been observed in these results, similar to the 

previous case. Lastly, placing the filled resonator away from the centre of the beam increased 

the magnitude of the second bending mode of the beam. This would be related to the 

resonator’s presence near the nodal points. 
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Figure 7. 20: 45% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.20 has the result of the equivalent isotropic structure for the 45% steel-filled single 

resonator. The main mode of the beam has been taken to a higher frequency level. Figure 

7.21 illustrates a 62% filling fraction, the fully filled resonator case. The same analysis 

outcomes have been observed in this case, as well. 
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Figure 7. 21: 62% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Overall, single resonator placement results have shown interesting behaviour; while the 

filling fraction in the resonator has been increasing, the frequency response analysis results 

have shown the mode conversion around the third bending mode of the beam. Also, the 

eigenfrequency level has been taken to higher frequencies which have built a small frequency 

gap around 0.8 kHz. 

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

This part of the subchapter is dedicated to evaluating the frequency response numerical 

analysis of the multiple resonator arrangement on the beam by adding the equivalent 

isotropic structure material properties. 
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Figure 7. 22: Steel granule-filled two-resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.22 demonstrates the two resonator arrangement results. Various filling fractions are 

included in this result. The beam resonance is observed at around 0.65-0.7 kHz levels at the 

empty and the 10% filled resonator cases. However, increased filling fraction results in the 

beam mode shifted to higher frequencies (around 0.80 kHz) and coupled structures 

behaviour has been seen at lower frequencies. 

Figure 7.23 shows three resonators arrangement for various filling fraction numerical 

analyses. The filling fraction of the 10% analysis has shown similar properties to the case of 

the empty resonator; only the high-frequency mode has been taken to a lower frequency 

level. This result demonstrates that by increasing the filling fraction the frequency band 

showing coupling phenomena has been widened while the second bending mode of the 

beam is shifted to a lower frequency level. 
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Figure 7. 23: Steel granule-filled three-resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 24: Steel granule-filled four-resonator placement cases 
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Placing the four resonators with various filling fractions on the beam result is given in Figure 

7.24. According to the results, the arrangement of four resonators opens a frequency gap at 

the third bending mode of the beam. In addition, the beam’s second bending mode has 

disappeared in the filled resonators. Coupled resonators have been observed in these 

analyses, and mode conversion has also been observed. 

Since the number of steel granules in the experiments is only enough to fill the 10% and the 

25% filling fractions for the five-resonator arrangement, these two cases have been analysed 

in the numerical analysis (Figure 7.25). Similar to the previous case, multiple resonator 

arrangements with filling at both fraction levels have shown the frequency gap at the third 

bending mode of the beam. Also, the beam’s second bending mode has disappeared in these 

cases, while the empty resonator case has shown this mode. 

 

Figure 7. 25: Steel granule-filled five-resonator placement cases 

 

Overall, multiple resonators filled with steel granules numerical analysis have shown the 

mode conversion and frequency gap while experiencing the coupling between them. 

However, the filled resonators have not greatly impacted the frequency response amplitude. 
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7.4- Numerically Analysed Plastic Granule Filling 

Similar to the previous subchapter, acrylic plastic particles corresponding to equivalent 

isotropic solid structures is placed into single and multiple resonators that impact the 

frequency response of the beam and studied in this subchapter.  

Single Resonator Impact on the Base Structure 

Acrylic plastic and POM particles are placed in the single resonator, which is placed on the 

beam in order to analyse the frequency response of the whole structure. 

 

Figure 7. 26: 10% acrylic plastic granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.26 is prepared using the 10% acrylic plastic-filled resonator numerical analysis 

results in addition to the same arrangement of empty resonator case trends. In general, 

frequency sweep trends of the filled resonator have been similar to the empty resonator 

cases. However, 70 mm placement of filled resonator has shown higher frequency response 

which might be accelerating response of the granules at that excitation amplitude. Also, 70 

mm is the antinode point of the second bending mode of the beam, which is the reason for 

the increased frequency response at around 0.375 kHz. 
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Figure 7.27 shows the 25% acrylic plastic filled single resonator numerical analysis results. 

According to the results, a centrally positioned filled resonator has shown an eigenfrequency 

reduction impact on the beam. At the same time, there is no observed additional peak in the 

frequency response regarding the filled structure in the resonators. However, the 70 mm 

resonator placement has shown that additional peak, the coupled structure mode. Also, this 

arrangement has illustrated narrowed frequency gap at the third bending mode of the beam. 

 

Figure 7. 27: 25% acrylic plastic granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.28 illustrates the 35% acrylic plastic-filled single resonator placement case 

frequency response trends. This figure has many similarities with the previous one. 

Therefore, the previous evaluation is acceptable for the 35% filled case results. The narrowed 

frequency gap area has been further narrowed in this case, which means the eigenfrequency 

peaks have been shifted towards each other. In addition, the magnitude of beam’s second 

bending mode has is increased in the 70 mm placement of the filled resonator. 
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Figure 7. 28: 35% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 29: 45% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator placement cases 
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The 45% acrylic plastic-filled single resonator placement on the beam frequency response 

analysis has been conducted numerically, and Figure 7.29 is given for the illustration of the 

frequency response. According to the results, a centrally positioned filled resonator has 

shown mode conversion compared to the same empty resonator case placement. In this 

case, the frequency response amplitude has been slightly impacted. Also, with particle 

(equivalent isotropic structure) attachment in the resonator, the frequency gap has been 

narrowed in the 70 mm placement case. The same explanations can be accepted as valid for 

the next figure (Figure 7.30) to evaluate the fully filled resonator placement frequency 

response analysis.  

 

Figure 7. 30: 47.5% acrylic plastic granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.31 shows the frequency response analysis of the 7.5% POM-filled single resonator 

arrangement results. As seen from the figure, the trends for the filled resonator cases have 

been similar to the empty resonator cases. Amplitudes over the frequency levels have been 

changed by particles, in this case, the equivalent isotropic solid structures. 
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Figure 7. 31: 7.5% POM granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

In general, similar to the steel particle attached single resonator placement frequency 

response analysis of the beam, the mode conversion [187]–[189] has also been analysed in 

the plastic particle cases. 

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

Multiple resonators filled with plastic particles are aimed to analyse the beam numerically. 

Various filling fractions and a various number of resonators are planned in this part of the 

subchapter. 

In the first example, Figure 7.32 is prepared the two resonator arrangement analysis results 

using both the empty resonator and the filled resonator cases. As seen from the figure, the 

frequency response amplitude has been reduced by increasing the resonator filling fraction, 

which stiffening the material corresponding to the granular structures in the filling. In 

addition, the increased filling fraction has narrowed the frequency gap around the third 

bending mode of the beam. Lastly, the response of the coupled structures has been 

accelerated. 
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Figure 7. 32: Acrylic plastic granule-filled two-resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 33: Acrylic plastic granule-filled three-resonator placement cases 
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When the three resonators have been placed on the beam, either filled with the plastic 

particles or left empty, they have shown coupled resonators impact, as shown in Figure 7.33. 

However, the increased filling fraction has reduced the coupling properties in addition to the 

beam’s frequency response amplitude. Unfortunately, the filling has not been beneficial in 

increasing the frequency gap at around 0.75 kHz frequency levels. 

Since the amount of acrylic plastic granules is only enough to fill the 10% of the resonator 

cavity for the four and the five resonators, the next result shows one filling fraction trend in 

addition to the empty resonator arrangement trends. 

Figure 7.34 is prepared using the frequency response analysis results of the 10% acrylic plastic 

filled and empty four and five resonator arrangements. The four-filled resonator 

arrangement has taken the system’s eigenfrequency and coupled resonator properties to 

lower frequency levels compared to the empty four resonator case. Similarly, the frequency 

levels have been taken to lower frequencies in the five filled resonators case while changing 

the frequency response amplitude. 

 

Figure 7. 34: Acrylic plastic granule filled four- and five-resonator placement cases 
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The mode conversion and the restricted coupling phenomena have been the generalised 

overall outcome from the multiple resonators with added acrylic plastic granules. 

Additionally, some cases have narrowed the frequency gap obtained in the empty resonator 

cases. Lastly, in the four and five resonator arrangements, the frequency response 

amplitudes have been slightly reduced by the granules in the resonator. 

7.5- Experimental Results for the Resonators Filled with Steel Granules 

In order to evaluate the effect of the steel granules at various filling fractions and the number 

of cavities placed on the beam, experimental analyses are planned at the shaker-damper test 

rig at similar conditions given in Chapter 6. The frequency sweep applied in these tests is 

between 50 Hz and 1200 Hz by increments of 2 Hz. According to the evaluations, the 

arrangements given in the figures below have been the most beneficial options. Therefore, 

this subchapter will evaluate steel particle attachments at various filling fractions while 

placing the filled resonator(s) on the beam at various stations. Evaluating the steel particle 

performance in the experimental studies allows one to compare them with numerical 

analysis of steel particle equivalent structure modelling analysis. 

Single Resonator Impact on the Base Structure 

Steel particle-attached resonators at different filling fractions are studied by changing the 

resonator place on the beam in this part of the subchapter. Resonator-1 is used for these 

studies. 

Figure 7.35 represents 10% filled single resonator on the bare beam placement cases for two 

options: centre placement and 70 mm placement. According to the figure, a centrally 

positioned filled resonator has reduced FRF magnitude and shifted the frequency peak from 

around 800 Hz to a lower frequency which has been observed in numerical analysis, as well. 

The impact on the natural frequencies of the beam is noted to be small. 70 mm placement 

resonators have shown that the reduction in the frequency response amplitude with metal 

granules is similar to that with the empty resonator case. Also, granular structure effect at 

the third bending mode has provided smaller frequency peaks than the numerical analysis 

results. In this case, the experimental result and the numerical result do not match very well. 
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This might be related to the particle loss properties of the granules which have not been 

modelled accurately in the numerical analysis. In addition to this, the granules are discrete 

structures that might experience the nonlinear behaviour at various frequency levels. Also, 

the particle placement in the cavity changes the stiffness of the filled resonator which 

reduces the coupling between the dynamic properties of the resonator and the granular 

filling. 

 

 

Figure 7. 35: 10% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.36 illustrates the filling fraction of 25 in the single resonator case. When a single 

resonator is filled with steel granules at 25%, the coupled beam-resonator mode takes place 

in the frequency response. This is observable from the divided frequency peaks between 0.7 

and 0.85 kHz. In addition, granular structures attached to the resonator have greatly reduced 

the frequency response amplitude, and the amplitude reduction has been greater than in the 

previous case. 
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Figure 7. 36: 25% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 37: 35% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 
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Figure 7.37 includes the 35% steel granules filled single resonator placement cases on the 

beam at the centre, 70 mm, and 90 mm stations. Similar to the previous cases, the granular 

filling has reduced the frequency response amplitude. This means the granular interaction 

has converted the excitation energy to kinetic energy between the granules. Also, because 

of the kinetic energy level changes, they change the momentum in general. Specifically, the 

second bending mode of the beam (around 0.4 kHz) has been affected by the presence of 

the granules. The magnitude of mode of the beam has been increased, which might indicate 

the nonlinear properties of the granular structures. 

 

Figure 7. 38: 45% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.38 illustrates the 45% filled resonator impact on the beam. In addition to the 

granular impact on the frequency response when the resonator has been filled at 45% of its 

volume, the beam's second bending mode has been affected. The coupled beam-resonator 

mode is observed at around 400 Hz. The granules experience high impact since the number 

of granules and the antinode placement of the resonator, and it increases the nonlinearity 

within the granules. Therefore, it is expected that the noise in the data will be high. This 

impact is similar to the previous case as shown in Figure 7.37. 
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A fully filled resonator case of 62% filled resonator has been available for only a single 

resonator case, and the frequency response analysis results are given in Figure 7.39. The 

resonator attachment stations have been at the beam's centre, 70 mm, and 130 mm. 

According to the figure, the fully filled resonator has less nonlinearity than in the previous 

cases. The granules stayed in contact and reduced the movability since the volume was filled 

with them. Therefore, the trends for the granular structure attached resonators have shown 

similar behaviour through the frequency sweep to the case empty resonator. 

 

Figure 7. 39: 62% steel granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Overall, single resonator placement with various steel fillings inside the cavity has frequency 

response amplitude controlling properties. The kinetic energy conversion and momentum 

changes have mostly been experienced through the lower filling fraction cases. Also, 

specifically, the second bending mode of the beam has been more visible in the higher filing 

fractions cases. Lastly, the location of the resonator on the beam has impacted the dynamic 

properties of the overall system similar to the empty resonator cases. 
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Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

Multiple resonators (two, three, four and five) are placed on the beam to evaluate the 

number of resonators, their placements and various filling fractions for the steel particles in 

terms of their effectivity to control the dynamic properties of the beam. Also, in this part of 

the subchapter, coupled resonators are thought to be experienced since the filled resonators 

are placed in specific arrangements on the beam.  

 

Figure 7. 40: Steel granule-filled two-resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.40 shows two steel-filled resonators placed with beam frequency response results. 

Empty resonators are coupled with each other and with the beam. As the particle filling 

increases, the coupling is controlled, and the frequency response amplitude is reduced. While 

the amplitude of the third mode is reduced, the magnitude of the second bending mode of 

the beam has been increased with the increasing number of particles in the cavity. In general, 

the beam has been stabilised with placed particle dampers. 

Similar to the previous case, the beam response is controlled with the presence of particle 

dampers. However, in this case, one resonator is placed at the centre of the beam. Therefore, 

while the response of the beam is reduced, which is supported by [190], the frequency of the 
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third mode is also moved to a higher frequency level with increased particle amount in the 

cavity. Figure 7.41 shows that the peak frequency response of the beam is flattened. Coupled 

beam and particle damper modes have been taken to the lower frequencies. Similarly, to the 

previous cases, these results have noisy data trends since the particle amount, particle 

damper placement results in high impact. 

 

Figure 7. 41: Steel granule-filled three-resonator placement cases 
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Figure 7. 42: Steel granule-filled four-resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.42 shows the four-resonator attachment cases at various filling fractions. The gap 

between the beam's second and third bending modes has been widened at the highest filling 

fraction given in the figure. The beam's response has generally been similar to the two-

resonator case (Figure 7.40) since the centrally positioned beam is not in the case. 

As the number of steel particles is only enough to fill five resonators up to 25% of the cavity 

volume, Figure 7.43 contains the results for a limited filling fraction case. Since there is a 

centrally positioned resonator on the beam, the response has been flattened in the particle-

filled cases. Also, granular structure impact has been obvious in controlling the coupled 

structures. Even though the filled resonators are placed over the beam, there is no mass 

effect in the first bending mode of the beam. However, specifically 25% filled case result has 

shown the increase in the magnitude of the second bending mode. In general the FRF 

amplitude has been reduced by the increased particle amount, as shown in [191]. 
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Figure 7. 43: Steel granule-filled five-resonator placement cases 

 

In addition to these studies, particle attached single resonator is compared with the five 

empty-resonator cases (Figure 7.44). In this case, the particle-filled single resonator has 

equal mass to the five empty-resonator. This experiment aimed to evaluate the particle 

impact and compare the damping effectivity of the empty resonators with the particle-filled 

single resonator case. A fully filled single resonator with metal particles has been given in 

Chapter 3; the amount of particles, in that case, is recorded as 168 gr of particles. 130 gr of 

particles is an almost fully filled resonator case. Compared to Figure (62%), the first bending 

mode amplitude has been reduced similarly; however, the eigenfrequency around the third 

bending mode of the beam has increased to a higher frequency level. The nonlinear 

behaviour of particles has been observed through the frequency sweep. In general, using 

particle-attached single resonators would be more beneficial in controlling the beam 

performance (FRF amplitude) than the resonators placed in an array. However, periodically 

arranged resonators would provide coupled resonators behaviour with the shifted 

resonance. 
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Figure 7. 44: Steel granule (130 gr) filled single resonator and five-empty-resonator placement cases 

 

According to the results obtained using single and multiple resonators filled with various 

steel particles, even the number of resonators and the odd number of resonators showed an 

interesting difference. When a resonator is placed at the centre of the beam, the amplitude 

of the frequency response has been flattened. In addition, placing the resonators in the array 

has widened the frequency gap between the peaks of the frequency responses. Metal 

granules have been beneficial in controlling the beam's responses while controlling the 

coupled structural behaviour. 

7.6- Experimental Results for the Resonators Filled with Plastic Granules 

In order to evaluate the effect of the plastic granules at various filling fractions and the 

number of cavities placed on the beam, experimental analyses are planned at the shaker-

damper test rig. The frequency sweep applied in these tests, and the resonator placements 

are the same as in the steel granular study cases. Acrylic plastic particle attachments will be 

evaluated at various filling fractions while placing the filled resonator(s) on the beam at 

various stations. Only POM particles have a single filling fraction; therefore, the evaluation 

for this particle is prepared for a single resonator case. Evaluating the plastic particle 
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performance in the experimental studies gives the opportunity to compare them with 

numerical analysis of steel particle equivalent structure modelling analysis. 

Single Resonator Impact on the Base Structure 

Acrylic plastic particles attached resonator at different filling fractions are studied by 

changing the resonator place on the beam in this part of the subchapter. Resonator-1 is used 

for these studies. 

10% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator has been studied on the beam at various 

positions, and centrally positioned resonator and 70 mm placement frequency responses 

have been given in Figure 7.45. Compared to the steel granule 10% filling, acrylic plastic 

granules have shown higher frequency responses with less change in the eigenfrequency 

levels. Specifically, 70 mm placement of a 10% acrylic plastic-filled resonator has shown a 

much higher frequency response, which is probably about the particle's total mass. When the 

excitation hits the resonator, the particles experience interesting phenomena. This might be 

the changes through the phases of the granules in the packing, from the fluid-like phase to 

the gas-like phase; these transformations have impacted the beam with higher frequency 

response. In this case, particle nonlinearity [12] is hard to control since the volume and mass 

of the particles are very low [192].  
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Figure 7. 45: 10% acrylic plastic granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 46: 25% acrylic plastic granule filled single resonator placement cases 
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The same situations in Figure 7.45 have been observed in Figure 7.46 when the resonator is 

filled with acrylic plastic granules at the 25% of the volume. The only difference has been 

observed in the centrally positioned filled resonator case. The particles placed in the 

resonator helped to reduce the frequency response amplitude on the third mode of the 

beam. 

 

Figure 7. 47: 35% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.47 illustrates the 35% acrylic plastic-filled single resonator placement impact on the 

beam results. Frequency response amplitude has been reduced by the aid of particles in the 

resonator cavity. Also, the coupling between the resonator and the beam has been 

preserved. The same situations have also been experienced in the 45% filled resonators case, 

except for one specific situation in Figure 7.48 below. 70 mm placement of the 45% filled 

resonator has lost the coupled resonator-beam trend, according to the result. 
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Figure 7. 48: 45% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator placement cases 

 

 

Figure 7. 49: 47.5% acrylic plastic granule-filled single resonator placement cases 
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According to Figure 7.49, the 47.5% acrylic plastic-filled single resonator, the filled resonator 

for this specific size of the granules, has shown similar amplitude reduction properties as 

seen in the previous result. The difference in the number of granules has been such a small 

level; therefore, the frequency responses for these two results have been at similar levels. 

Figure 7.50 below contains the 7.5% POM-filled single resonator placement beam frequency 

response results. The 7.5% POM filling responses have been similar to the 35% acrylic plastic 

filling case results. This means that using different plastic granules in the resonator cavity 

would give more beneficial results in controlling the beam's frequency response even though 

the filling fractions are not the same. Also, the coupling between the structures has been 

preserved in the case of POM particle filling. Since the number of particles was only enough 

to fill the 7.5% of the resonator volume, the only exemplified result using POM particles is 

given in this figure. 

 

Figure 7. 50: 7.5% POM granule filled single resonator placement cases 

 

Figures given in this chapter showed a single resonator with acrylic plastic and POM filling 

results. These results have shown frequency responses, in general, rather than frequency 
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level changes. Therefore, plastic granules might control the beam's frequency response at 

the same eigenfrequency level. 

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

In this chapter, multiple resonators with various acrylic plastic fillings are studied 

experimentally. Since the 47.5% filling of acrylic plastic and the 7.5% filling of POM particles 

have been available for only single resonator cases, their multiple resonator arrangement 

cases are not given here. The multiple resonator arrangement is evaluated over the 

frequency ranges, and their coupling properties are also questioned within the frequency 

response analysis. 

Figure 7.51 illustrates the two-resonator placed on the beam with various filling fraction 

results. According to these filling fraction results, the resonator-beam coupling has been 

observed in each filling level of resonator analysis. Also, the increased filling fraction has 

slightly reduced the amplitude of the frequency response on the beam. 

 

Figure 7. 51: Acrylic plastic granule-filled two-resonator placement cases 
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In the three-resonator arrangement using the 10% and 25% filling fractions given in Figure 

7.52, the coupling has been controlled with particles in the cavities. In addition, the beam's 

frequency response has been recorded higher than the case of the empty resonator in the 

10% filled resonator arrangement case. The second bending mode of the beam has been 

stabilised in both filling fraction cases. However, the third bending mode of the beam is taken 

to the lower frequencies at around 575 Hz levels. 

 

Figure 7. 52: Acrylic plastic granule-filled three-resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.53 has only the 10% filling fraction case results with four and five resonator 

arrangements on the beam. In general, the frequency response amplitude has been reduced 

by the particles in the resonators. Also, the number of peaks for the beam's response is 

reduced when the resonators are filled with particles. Especially in the five resonators 

arrangement with the particles inside the cavities, the beam response is almost at zero levels 

at around the third bending mode of the beam. Compared to the small number of 

arrangements with the 10% acrylic plastic filled resonators, the five filled resonators result 

has shown much promising frequency response on the beam. 
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Figure 7. 53: Acrylic plastic granule filled four- and five-resonator placement cases 

 

Overall, acrylic plastic particles with multiple resonator arrangements have similar properties 

to the empty resonators' cases. Although, four and five filled resonators at the 10% filling 

fraction have shown more effective frequency response analysis than all other plastic particle 

filled cases and the multiple empty resonators cases. The acrylic plastic-filled five-resonator 

arrangement has shown a less noisy trend when compared to the same arrangement with 

the steel particle replacement (Figure 7.43). 

7.7- Frequency Response of Resonators with Mixed Granule Attached Beam 

Metal particles and plastic particles have been studied previously to evaluate their impact on 

the resonators and the frequency response of the beam. This subchapter plans to mix and 

place these materials in the resonators at various filling fractions. Thus, the impact of the 

metal particles and the plastic particles would be available to evaluate together. The 

dominating particle would also be evaluated when these results are compared with individual 

particle cases as given in the previous subchapters. Also, this subchapter is an example of the 

segregation phenomena observed in the mixed granules, as explained in Chapter 3. 
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These filling mixtures are 

• Mixture-1: 10% acrylic plastic and 25% steel particles mixture 

• Mixture-2: 25% acrylic plastic and 10% steel particles mixture 

• Mixture-3: 25% acrylic plastic and 25% steel particles mixture. 

Single Resonator Impact on The Base Structure 

This subchapter fills the single resonator with the previously mentioned mixture of filling 

fractions.  

 

Figure 7. 54: Mixed granule-filled resonator placement cases 

 

The first experimental analysis result, given in Figure 7.54, has a 10% acrylic plastic and 25% 

steel particles mixture. This means the amount of acrylic plastic is 4 gr in mass while the steel 

particles' mass is 65.8 gr in the cavity. The figure shows that a centrally placed resonator with 

a mixture of particles inside the cavity has flattened the response of the third bending mode 

of the beam. In contrast, 70 mm placement of the filled resonator has increased the 

amplitude at both the beam's second and third bending modes. This might be related to the 
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steel granules portion in the cavity since it is similar to what happened in the steel-filled 

cases.  

The second example is given in Figure 7.55, using the 25% acrylic plastic and 10% steel 

particles filled resonator placement on the beam. Similar to the acrylic plastic-filled cases, 

the nonlinear phenomena of the particles have been controlled over the frequency levels. 

Even though the acrylic plastic mass is 10 gr, and the steel particles are 26.3 gr in the cavity, 

the volumetric portion of the acrylic plastic in the cavity is higher than the steel particles in 

this case. Therefore, the dominant particle, in general, is acrylic plastic in this case. However, 

in the centrally positioned resonator case, the steel particles have taken action and flattened 

the response of the beam. In contrast, the 70 mm resonator placement has increased the 

amplitude at the beam's second bending mode. In general, the nonlinearity has been 

controlled by the presence of acrylic plastic, but the frequency response is controlled mainly 

by the steel particles in this case. 

 

Figure 7. 55: Mixed granule-filled resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.56 illustrates the 25% acrylic plastic and 25% steel particles placed resonator results. 

In this case, the volume of the particles is the same; however, the mass of the acrylic plastic 
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is 10 gr, and the steel particles' mass is 65.8 gr in the cavity. Similar to the previous case, the 

nonlinear behaviour of the particles has been controlled by the acrylic particles in the cavity. 

However, the steel particles have dominated the frequency response, in general. 

Additionally, on the third bending mode of the beam, the centrally positioned resonator has 

flattened the response, and the 70 mm placement resonator has slightly reduced the 

response amplitude. 

 

Figure 7. 56: Mixed granule-filled resonator placement cases 

 

Overall, a single resonator with a mixture of particle placement on the beam frequency 

response analysis has shown that metal particles dominate the response even though the 

acrylic plastic particles control the nonlinear trend through the frequency sweep.  

Multiple Resonators Impact on the Base Structure 

Since single resonator attachment analysis has been accomplished using the mixture of 

granules in the cavity, it might be interesting to experiment with the multiple resonator 

arrangements using the same mixture of granules introduced previously in the resonators. 

Like all other numerical and experimental analyses, the resonator has been studied at various 
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stations on the beam with 10 mm distances from case to case. The beneficial ones are also 

given in this part. 

In Figure 7.57, three various mixtures of granules have been analysed at 70 mm by placing 

two resonators. Mixture-1 and Mixture-2 responded similarly in the third bending mode of 

the beam and preserved the coupling between the resonators and the beam. On the other 

hand, Mixture-2 and Mixture-3 have responded in the same way overall until the third 

bending mode of the beam. These three mixture options have increased the amplitude of 

the second bending mode of the beam. Also, only Mixture-1 has reduced the frequency 

response amplitude. 

 

Figure 7. 57: Mixed granule-filled two-resonator placement cases 

 

In the next example, Figure 7.58 shows three-resonator arrangements at 70 mm distances 

from each other by filling the resonators with the mixture's frequency response analysis 

results. According to the figure, all filled options have increased the eigenfrequency, which 

means the third bending mode of the beam has been controlled by postponing the 

resonance. Also, the third bending mode of the beam has been taken to a lower frequency 
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level. However, the least nonlinear case in these three filling options has been only the 

Mixture-2. 

 

Figure 7. 58: Mixed granule-filled three-resonator placement cases 

 

Figure 7.59 illustrates four and five Mixture-1 filled resonators in the arrangement of 70 mm 

distances on the beam frequency response analysis results in addition to the same 

arrangements of empty resonators. According to the empty resonator, as previously 

explained, the resonators and the beam have shown coupled behaviour. However, mixed 

particles have controlled the coupling between the structures. Four resonator arrangements 

of mixed particles filled resonators have shown this coupling to a lesser extent. Also, both 

arrangements have reduced the frequency response, similar to the only steel particle 

attached resonators case (Figure 7.43). 
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Figure 7. 59: Mixed granule-filled four- and five-resonator placement cases 

 

To conclude, the mixed granules in the arranged multiple resonators have shown controlling 

behaviour of the frequency response. The system, in general, has behaved like one solid 

structure. Also, when the volume of acrylic plastic particles is higher than the steel particles, 

nonlinearity in the trend has been flattened. At the same time, the steel particles have 

increased the noisy behaviour (because of the nonlinear behaviour of the granules)  through 

the frequency sweep. On the other hand, the reduction in the frequency response amplitude 

has not been changed more than the individual particle attachment in the resonator cases. 

7.8- Conclusion of the Chapter 

This chapter has been prepared to evaluate the impact of the granular filling in the resonators 

numerically and experimentally. The proposed equivalent solid structure material properties 

have been analysed in the numerical studies. As a result of the research on the equivalent 

material properties, it has been understood that the higher the filling fraction higher the 

equivalent Young's Modulus for the same filling material. The contact relations between the 

granules, as explained in Chapter 3, have been increased with the increasing filling fraction, 

resulting in higher corresponding equivalent material properties. 
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In addition, the loss factor analysis has been concluded with negligible impact for the 

granular attachments in the cavity according to the numerical analysis results. Therefore, the 

loss factor has not been applied to the numerical modellings in FEM. On the other hand, the 

loss factor calculation steps can be improved by analysing various conditions in DEM. 

 The dispersion relations of the single and multiple resonators with various filling fractions 

have been analysed numerically. As a result of the dispersion analysis, tuning between the 

structures used in the unit cell modelling has been noted as improvable property by 

controlling the number of resonators in the unit cell and the filling fractions, which is related 

to the material properties of the filling. The filling materials at the same volume would have 

different equivalent material properties, providing various interesting coupling behaviours. 

The unit cell modelling have shown that there are longitudinal and transversal modes. 

Resonator filled with the equivalent isotropic solid structure attachment has modified the 

dispersion relations of the unit cell. For instance, the dispersion curves and associated 

stopbands have been taken to low-eigenfrequency levels because of the filling impact. In 

addition, there has been coupling between the system elements and shifted 

eigenfrequencies. 

In order to demonstrate the frequency response of the filled resonators, numerical and 

experimental analyses have been conducted. As known from [193], using high loss materials 

with low material properties, such as plastic materials, has been expected to improve the 

effectivity of the damping, specifically at low vibration amplitude levels. On the other hand, 

by increasing the vibration amplitude or lesser extent, the excitation frequency and granules 

in the structures would reduce the contact. As a result, the damping effectivity would be 

reduced [6]. This has been exemplified in the experimental studies. When the filled resonator 

is attached to/near to the antinode of the beam modes, the granules might experience 

nonlinear behaviour because of the amplification at the resonance frequency on the 

antinode. Therefore, the numerical results could not illustrate the increased amplitude levels 

of modes as seen in the experimental analysis. This states that the equivalent isotropic solid 

structure modelling might be invalid when the excitation amplitude is high. There might be 

nonlinearity inclusion for the equivalent material modelling. In addition, using stiff materials 
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such as steel granules, the interparticle frictional losses would be promoted at the high 

amplitude levels [62] and [38]. 

Interestingly, the experimental analysis using the resonator at the centre of the beam has 

shown particle damping behaviour on the force transducer impact. Compared cases have 

shown the particle damper placed at the central position would increase the energy 

absorption properties by the granules than the cases of  resonators placement away from the 

centre. However, the working principle of the electrodynamic shaker and force level 

changeability at the resonance frequencies have been noted in the source prepared by Ewins 

[194]. This means that the changes in the force transducer readings would be expected. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

The research question of the thesis is given in the very first chapter as  

"If particle dampers were evolved into the metamaterial, how this novel arrangement would 

affect the overall behaviour of the vibratory structure and how the nonlinear behaviour would 

contribute to the metamaterial performance?". 

The thesis, therefore, considered the vibration-related situations by composing the various 

granular materials in a resonating damper and evaluated the impact of periodic 

arrangements and frequency response with/without granular structure in the resonators by 

attaching them to the main structure. The research included numerical and experimental 

analysis in addition to analytical calculations. A resonating damper is made of polymeric 

materials and built using the 3D printing opportunity. Therefore, DMTA analysis is required 

for the material and proceeded data provided the new material properties for the damper. A 

resonating damper is modelled, and eigenfrequency analysis of the damper is modelled in 

COMSOL Multiphysics (V5.0) using the obtained material properties. Three different 

particles have been used in this research: steel particles (1.59 mm), acrylic plastic particles (3 

mm) and POM particles (1.59 mm). As noted in the thesis, the amount of particles to fill the 

resonating damper is at various filling fraction levels. A numerical model based on the 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) is studied in EDEM (V2021.1) to process the granular 

structures' behaviour. The data obtained from DEM analysis are used to calculate the 

equivalent isotropic solid structure materials. As mentioned earlier, each filling fraction of 

certain particle size and material is provided with individual equivalent isotropic solid 

structure properties. Since DEM analyses are performed at a series of frequency levels, the 

calculated equivalent isotropic solid structure properties have the corresponding series of 

material properties for each frequency level. The analysis amplitude is decided to be at low-

vibration amplitude levels since the particles stay in contact as a solid medium and do not 

leave their original state easily.  

The empty resonating damper is placed at various stations on the structural steel-made 

beam and performed a series of experimental and numerical analyses to evaluate the 

system's frequency response. Various filling fractions for individual granules are placed into 
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the resonating damper(s) and experimentally evaluated over the frequency analysis. 

Corresponding numerical analysis is performed using the equivalent isotropic solid structure 

material properties for introducing the filled granular portions. Thus, the resonator is studied 

in empty and filled options through numerical and experimental analysis opportunities. 

The periodically arranged resonator is modelled in COMSOL Multiphysics using the unit cell 

modelling, and Bloch-Floquet Theory applied in the first Brillouin Zone. The resonator is 

studied using the same unit cell modelling methodology in empty and filling options. Since 

the isotropic loss factor for the filled materials is not available despite the research efforts, 

the dispersion relations are only meaningful and available for the empty resonator placed 

unit cell dispersion analysis. The filled resonator attached unit cell dispersion relations are 

given in the thesis, as well by aiming to put an effort and a step for the research community 

on the future studies. In addition to these efforts, [6], [37], [59], [60] have been published and 

presented using the research outcomes of the series of studies. 

8.1- Main Conclusion of the Thesis 

• Numerical modelling of the granular structure filled damper casing has been 

developed in EDEM  based on the Discrete Element Method (DEM) for evaluating the 

behaviour and state of the granules. Equivalent isotropic medium has been 

characterised over various filing fractions of various particle sizes at different 

frequency ranges. The material properties obtained through this analysis have been 

given in Chapter 3. 

• Amplitude-dependent behaviour of the resonating granular structure filled damper 

has been experimentally validated as given in Chapter 3. 

• The 3D-printed sample's material properties have been processed from the DMTA 

testing. The resonating damper was modelled numerically and then built using 3D 

printing. The properties of the resonator and testing process have been given in 

Chapter 4. Eigenfrequency analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics has been studied with 

experimental validations for the newly built resonators. 

• Empty resonators have been studied in numerical analysis options by placing the 

resonator on the beam as a unit cell. The dispersion relation studies provided that 
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even the empty resonator has controlling properties on the frequency response. In 

addition, adding more resonators on the beam to make a periodic arrangement has 

provided a frequency gap, which has been noted previously for the periodically 

arranged structures. The related analysis and findings are in Chapter 5. 

• Empty resonators have been studied in numerical and experimental analysis options 

by placing the resonator on the beam at various locations as a finite structure analysis 

in  Chapter 6. The studies provided that even the empty resonator has controlling 

properties on the frequency response. In addition, adding more resonators on the 

beam to make a periodic arrangement have provided frequency gap or even 

postponed eigenfrequencies. 

• In addition to the frequency response analysis of the resonators, regardless of the 

filling material, it is advised that the accelerometer position should be away from the 

excitation impact area. The reason behind this thought is given in Chapter 6, the 

conclusion part. 

• Granular structures tend to change their state under high amplitude levels; therefore, 

the analysis that has been processed in this thesis is at low-amplitude levels. Friction 

losses and viscous damping portions of the granules have been explained over the 

numerical and experimental analysis given in Chapter 7. Although both analyses have 

shown spectacular results, the experimental ones have more effective properties. 

• The mixed granules have been studied experimentally, showing some interesting 

relations over viscoelastic and metallic particles. While the frequency response 

amplitude has been controlled, the nonlinear behaviour and noisy trends have been 

limited by the mixed granules in the resonator cavity. Additionally, the 

eigenfrequencies obtained from the individual granule cases have changed 

completely using the mixed granules in the cavity. 

• Periodically arranged particle dampers on the unit cell modelling have shown the 

structures' coupled behaviour. However, the lossy part of the granules could not be 

added to the modelling as an isotropic structural loss factor. The analysis process for 

the loss factor was not enough to manage the processing of each analysis option. 

Therefore, it is advised to work on this property in detail to feed the material in 
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numerical modelling and find a beneficial frequency gap from the filled resonator 

cases. 

• Even though the experimental analysis is processed in horizontal and vertical 

directions of the shaker test, vertical test findings have been more understandable 

since the particles dissipated more energy in this testing version. 

As a result of these research steps and findings, granular structure placed damper has been 

a useful damping option, specifically at the low vibration amplitudes. Especially, using a 

locally resonating structure to control the main structure's behaviour has impacted greatly. 

Adding granules into the resonator has shown interesting frequency response changes while 

providing frequency gaps over the frequency range of interest. The findings of this thesis 

provide phenomenal understanding and impressive steps to build an effective and applicable 

damping opportunity at a broader range of frequencies for vibration damping technologies. 

8.2- Future Research Ideas 

The current research study has helped to understand the behaviour of the spherical granules 

at various material properties and filling fractions by adding them into the locally resonating 

damper. The equivalent isotropic solid medium characterisations have been introduced in 

the research for various frequency ranges, and frequency response and dispersion relation 

analysis have been studied for these structures. However, there are some slight limitations 

in this research that can be overcome in future research studies defined by the researcher.  

• Since only spherical granules have been studied in this thesis, irregular-shaped 

granules might provide interesting findings. Therefore, various shapes of granules 

should b studied accordingly. EDEM has the opportunity to develop various granular 

shapes and import the outside modelled geometries opportunity; thus, EDEM can be 

used to model these various shapes of granules. 

• The hydrostatic pressure of the granular structures in the resonating damper cavity 

has been recorded from EDEM analysis findings. In order to evaluate the hydrostatic 

pressure, an analytical methodology based on the cylindrical geometry calculations, 

which can be found in the literature studies, can be used to develop an analytical 

calculation methodology for a spherical cavity. Therefore, various filling fraction 
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impacts on the hydrostatic pressure, granular structure properties, and contact 

relations can be evaluated comprehensively.  

• Each granular material and filling fraction have been modelled as an equivalent 

isotropic solid medium according to the EDEM analysis data in the COMSOL 

Multiphysics modelling. However, mixed granular structure cases do not have a 

representative material modelling that can be used in FEM analysis. Therefore, it is 

advised to work on the research on which DEM opportunities can be used to provide 

relative material properties for each mixing option. The percentages of the materials 

in the mixing can be used to relate to the new material properties calculation. 

• Experimental studies in the thesis have shown noisy results from not only the granular 

matters. This can be seen from the empty resonator attached beam frequency 

response analysis and the bare beam results. Therefore, it is advised to prepare a 

certain, less flexible, and stiffer experimental rig which cannot be disturbed by 

outside sources. Therefore, the data obtained from this analysis would be more 

approachable. 

• The equivalent isotropic solid structure material properties require more studying 

and addition of the nonlinear impact received at the higher amplitude experienced 

areas such as the antinode-placement on the beam. Thus, it is expected to 

demonstrate the real experience in the numerical studies, as well. 

• Lastly, the structural loss factor of the granular fillings should be improved. This 

would provide an evaluation opportunity between the experimental and the 

numerical studies when granules are filled into the resonator cavities. Also, by 

applying a loss factor value in the unit cell modelling, the dispersion relations would 

offer lossy properties frequency gaps and stop band properties would be 

approachable easily. 
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Appendices 

Chapter 3-Appendix 

Appendix 3.1 

 

Figure A3. 1: Equivalent Young’s Modulus vs Coordination Number Evaluation for Metal Particle Filling 
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Appendix 3.2  

 

Figure A3. 2: Equivalent Young’s Modulus vs Coordination Number Evaluation for Viscoelastic Particle 

Filling 
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Chapter 4-Appendix 

Appendix 4.1  

 

Figure A4. 1: Meshed solid structures 

 

Table A4. 1: Mesh details of the solid geometries 

Mesh Details 

Number of Tetrahedral Elements 35330 

Number of Triangular Elements 13565 

Number of Edge Elements 1783 

Number of Vertex Elements 187 

Domain Element Statistics 

Number of Elements 35330 

Minimum Element Quality 2.38E-7 

Average Element Quality 0.6758 

Element Volume Ratio 3.79E-6 

Mesh Volume 207900.0 mm3 

Maximum Growth Rate 5.342 

Average Growth Rate 1.895 

 

Table A4. 2: Material properties of the solid geometries 

 Material Properties of the Beam Material Properties of the 
Resonator 

Young’s Modulus [Pa] 200E9 1.45E9 

Density [kg/m3] 7850 950 

Poisson’s Ratio [-] 0.33 0.35 
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Appendix 4.2  

Table A4. 3: DMTA test results for ABS at 25°C 

E [Pa] E' [Pa] E" [Pa] 

1.42E+09 1.42E+09 2.40E+07 

1.41E+09 1.41E+09 2.58E+07 

1.42E+09 1.42E+09 2.74E+07 

1.43E+09 1.43E+09 2.86E+07 

1.43E+09 1.43E+09 2.80E+07 

1.44E+09 1.44E+09 2.98E+07 

1.44E+09 1.44E+09 2.82E+07 

1.44E+09 1.44E+09 3.00E+07 

1.45E+09 1.45E+09 3.04E+07 

1.45E+09 1.45E+09 3.13E+07 

1.45E+09 1.45E+09 3.27E+07 

1.45E+09 1.45E+09 3.42E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.33E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.48E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.69E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.78E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.60E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.69E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 3.75E+07 

1.46E+09 1.46E+09 2.57E+07 

 

Table A4. 4: DMTA test results for PLA at 25°C 

E [Pa] E' [Pa] E" [Pa] 

1.28E+09 1.28E+09 1.74E+07 

1.28E+09 1.28E+09 1.80E+07 

1.28E+09 1.28E+09 1.92E+07 

1.28E+09 1.28E+09 1.93E+07 

1.29E+09 1.29E+09 2.03E+07 

1.29E+09 1.29E+09 2.00E+07 

1.29E+09 1.29E+09 2.22E+07 

1.29E+09 1.29E+09 2.26E+07 

1.30E+09 1.29E+09 2.46E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.46E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.72E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.69E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.46E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.67E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.63E+07 

1.30E+09 1.30E+09 2.76E+07 

1.31E+09 1.31E+09 2.86E+07 
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1.31E+09 1.31E+09 2.94E+07 

1.31E+09 1.31E+09 2.86E+07 

1.32E+09 1.32E+09 2.21E+07 

 

Appendix 4.3 

 

Figure A4. 2: Meshed Resonator 

 

Table A4. 5: Mesh Properties of the Resonator 

Mesh Details 

Number of Tetrahedral Elements 5730 

Number of Triangular Elements 2006 

Number of Edge Elements 297 

Number of Vertex Elements 40 

Domain Element Statistics 

Number of Elements 5732 

Minimum Element Quality 1.33E-7 

Average Element Quality 0.655 

Element Volume Ratio 1.69E-5 

Mesh Volume 44380 mm3 

Maximum Growth Rate 6.284 

Average Growth Rate 2.0 

 

Table A4. 6: Material Properties of the Resonator 

 Material Properties of the 
Resonator 

Young’s Modulus [Pa] 1.45E9 

Density [kg/m3] 950 

Poisson’s Ratio [-] 0.35 
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Appendix 4.4: Height Calculation-MATLAB Code 

clear 
close all 
clc 

  
r=25 
% h is the radius=half length of the spherical cap in contact area 
% h=(0.25:0.25:5.5); %for R5.5 
% h=(0.25:0.25:11); %for R11 
h=(0.5:0.5:25); %for R25 
% h=(0.5:0.5:33); %for R33 
x1=(2*r+sqrt((2*r)^2-4*h.^2))/2; 
x1=x1'; 
x2=(2*r-sqrt((2*r)^2-4*h.^2))/2; 
x2=x2'; 
writematrix(x1,'x1_lengthdata_R25.txt'); 
writematrix(x2,'x2_lengthdata_R25.txt'); 

 

Appendix 4.5: Contact Fit Calculation-MATLAB Code 

clear 
close all 
clc 

  
% length=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\x2_lengthdata_R5.5.txt'); 
% length=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\x2_lengthdata_R11.txt'); 
% length=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\x2_lengthdata_R25.txt'); 
length=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\x2_lengthdata_R33.txt'); 

  
% EigFreq=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- 

PhD Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\eigfreq_R5.5.txt'); 
% EigFreq=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- 

PhD Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\eigfreq_R11.txt'); 
% EigFreq=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- 

PhD Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\eigfreq_R25.txt'); 
EigFreq=load('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\Finite Structure 

Analysis\7- Contact Area of Resonator\eigfreq_R33.txt'); 

  
% R is the radius of the sphere in mm 
R = 25; 
x = length; 
% x=x(1:1:11); %for R5.5 
% x=x(1:1:29); %for R11 
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z = EigFreq; 
% z=z(1:1:11); %for R5.5 
% z=z(1:1:29); %for R11 

 
% h is the radius=half length of the spherical cap in contact area 
% h=(0.25:0.25:5.5); %for R5.5 
% h=(0.25:0.25:11); %for R11 
% h=(0.5:0.5:25); %for R25 
h=(0.5:0.5:33); %for R33 

 
a= h./R; 
% a=a(1:1:11); %for R5.5 
% a=a(1:1:29); %for R11 
p3=polyfit(a,z,5); 
%2 in polyfit corresponds to the second degree of polynomial 
a1=a; 
z1=polyval(p3,a1); 
p3_eq=poly2sym(p3); 

 
figure 
% semilogy(a,z,'o',a1,z1); 
plot(a,z,'o',a1,z1); 
legend('Eigenfrequency data-3','Polynomial fit'); 
xlabel('Dimensionless Ratio of Area [-]'); 
ylabel('Eigenfrequency Level[Hz]'); 
% xlim([0.45,2.85]); 

Appendix 4.6 

Table A4. 7: Polynomial Fit Calculated Values 

Polynomial Fit Data of D=11 mm 

54625.200 

-117577.810 

90876.073 

-33872.992 

7317.146 

523.749 
 

Polynomial Fit Data of D=22 mm 

73252.141 

-154418.969 

122213.138 

-45861.942 

10029.667 

533.119 
 

Polynomial Fit Data of D=50 mm 

10780.124 
-31543.720 
36803.083 
-22160.723 
7796.756 
718.103 

 

Polynomial Fit Data of D=66 mm 

-361.466 

-11613.972 

27041.215 

-21747.215 

7533.433 

756.064 
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Chapter 5-Appendix 

Appendix 5.1  

 

Figure A5. 1: Meshed unit cell (L=170 mm) 

 

Table A5. 1: Mesh properties of the unit cell (L=170 mm) 

Mesh Details 

Number of Tetrahedral Elements 980 

Number of Triangular Elements 740 

Number of Edge Elements 104 

Number of Vertex Elements 8 

Domain Element Statistics 

Number of Elements 980 

Minimum Element Quality 0.1342 

Average Element Quality 0.577 

Element Volume Ratio 0.229 

Mesh Volume 63750.0 mm3 

Maximum Growth Rate 1.951 

Average Growth Rate 1.895 
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Appendix 5.2 

Table A5. 2: Material Properties of the Unit Cell (L=170 mm) 

 Material Properties of the Unit Cell 

Young’s Modulus [Pa] 200E9 

Density [kg/m3] 7850 

Poisson’s Ratio [-] 0.33 

 

 

Appendix 5.3 

 

Figure A5. 2: Multiple resonator arrangement (L=90 mm) in the thickness mode : (a) two-resonator, (b) 

three-resonator, (c) four-resonator, (d) five-resonator arrangement 
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Appendix 7.1  

Table A7. 1: 10% Steel filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 7.4076E+07  

150 7.3135E+07  

250 7.2748E+07  

350 7.2431E+07  

450 7.2315E+07  

550 7.2015E+07  

650 7.1552E+07  

750 7.1468E+07  

850 7.1290E+07 

950 7.1398E+07 

1050 7.0914E+07 
 

Table A7. 2: 25% Steel filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 1.1488E+08 

150 1.1343E+08 

250 1.1302E+08 

350 1.1296E+08 

450 1.1265E+08 

550 1.1264E+08 

650 1.1239E+08 

750 1.1216E+08 

850 1.1229E+08 

950 1.1256E+08 

1050 1.1236E+08 
 

Table A7. 3: 35% Steel filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 1.3170E+08 

150 1.3048E+08 

250 1.3000E+08 

350 1.2930E+08 

450 1.2894E+08 

550 1.2878E+08 

650 1.2849E+08 

750 1.2851E+08 

850 1.2831E+08 

950 1.2848E+08 
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1050 1.2788E+08 
 

Table A7. 4: 45% Steel filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 1.4907E+08 

150 1.4812E+08 

250 1.4758E+08 

350 1.4743E+08 

450 1.4731E+08 

550 1.4740E+08 

650 1.4699E+08 

750 1.4697E+08 

850 1.4712E+08 

950 1.4722E+08 

1050 1.4706E+08 
 

Appendix 7.2  

Table A7. 5: 10% AP filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 2.0737E+06 

150 2.0570E+06 

250 2.0493E+06 

350 2.0431E+06 

450 2.0362E+06 

550 2.0282E+06 

650 2.0212E+06 

750 2.0226E+06 

850 2.0084E+06 

950 2.0082E+06 

1050 2.0048E+06 
 

Table A7. 6: 25% AP filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 3.0727E+06 

150 3.0082E+06 

250 2.9441E+06 

350 2.8963E+06 

450 2.8680E+06 

550 2.8310E+06 

650 2.7711E+06 

750 2.7639E+06 

850 2.7218E+06 
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950 2.6852E+06 

1050 2.6577E+06 
 

Table A7. 7: 35% AP filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 3.9190E+06 

150 3.8721E+06 

250 3.8391E+06 

350 3.8190E+06 

450 3.7922E+06 

550 3.7819E+06 

650 3.7472E+06 

750 3.7490E+06 

850 3.7126E+06 

950 3.7061E+06 

1050 3.6900E+06 
 

Table A7. 8: 45% AP filling equivalent isotropic solid medium Young’s Modulus 

Frequency [Hz] Equivalent Young’s Modulus [Pa] 

50 4.5886E+06 

150 4.5645E+06 

250 4.5433E+06 

350 4.5258E+06 

450 4.5198E+06 

550 4.5138E+06 

650 4.5032E+06 

750 4.5147E+06 

850 4.4746E+06 

950 4.4673E+06 

1050 4.4587E+06 
 

Appendix 7.3: Loss Factor Calculation Methodology-MATLAB Code 

 
dt=0.001; %time interval 

f=655.89; %frequency 
wf=2*pi*f; 

  
%load the velocity data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st 

Week\Velocity_11.csv'); 
t=A1(:,1); 
t=table2array(t); 
v1=A1(:,2); 
V1=table2array(v1); 
V1=V1(39226:end); 
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 %load the velocity data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st 

Week\Velocity x_11.csv'); 
v1x=A1(:,2); 
V1x=table2array(v1x); 
V1x=V1x(39226:end); 
 %load the velocity data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st 

Week\Velocity avg_11.csv'); 
v1_avg=A1(:,2); 
V1_avg=table2array(v1_avg); 
V1_avg=V1_avg(39226:end); 
 %load the velocity data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st 

Week\Velocity x avg_11.csv'); 
v1x_avg=A1(:,2); 
V1x_avg=table2array(v1x_avg); 
V1x_avg=V1x_avg(39226:end); 
 %load the force data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st Week\Tot 

Force_11.csv'); 
f1=A1(:,2); 
F=table2array(f1); 
FF=F(392326:end); 
 %load the force data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st Week\Tot 

Force x_11.csv'); 
f1x=A1(:,2); 
Fx=table2array(f1x); 
Fx_=Fx(39226:end); 
 %load the force data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st Week\Tot 

Force avg_11.csv'); 
f1_avg=A1(:,2); 
F_avg=table2array(f1_avg); 
Favg=F_avg(39226:end); 
 %load the force data from EDEM; 
A1=readtable('D:\Education in the UK\1- PhD_University of Sheffield\1- PhD 

Project\16- Results\COMSOL Multiphysics_Results\2020_November_1st Week\Tot 

Force x avg_11.csv'); 
f1x_avg=A1(:,2); 
Fx_avg=table2array(f1x_avg); 
Fxavg_=Fx_avg(39226:end); 
 for n=39226 
    T1=t1(n:n+153); 
    T2=t1(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    T3=t1(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    T4=t1(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    T5=t1(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    T1_=[T1 T2 T3 T4 T5]; 
    T_eng=mean(T1_,2); 

     
    T01=t01(n:n+153); 
    T02=t01(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    T03=t01(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
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    T04=t01(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    T05=t01(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    T01_=[T01 T02 T03 T04 T05]; 
    T0_eng=mean(T01_,2); 
end 
x1=detrend(cumtrapz(T,V1)); 
x1avg=detrend(cumtrapz(T,V1_avg)); 

  
xx1=detrend(cumtrapz(T,V1x)); 
xx1_avg=detrend(cumtrapz(T,V1x_avg));  
for n=1; 

     
    X1=x1(n:n+153); 
    X2=x1(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    X3=x1(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    X4=x1(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    X5=x1(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    X_1=[X1 X2 X3 X4 X5]; 
    X_eng=mean(X_1,2); 

     
    XX1_avg=x1avg(n:n+153); 
    XX2_avg=x1avg(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    XX3_avg=x1avg(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    XX4_avg=x1avg(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    XX5_avg=x1avg(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    XXavg_1=[XX1_avg XX2_avg XX3_avg XX4_avg XX5_avg]; 
    XX_mean_eng=mean(XXavg_1,2); 
end 
for n=1; 

     
    XX1=xx1(n:n+153); 
    XX2=xx1(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    XX3=xx1(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    XX4=xx1(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    XX5=xx1(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    XX_1=[XX1 XX2 XX3 XX4 XX5]; 
    XX_eng=mean(XX_1,2); 

     
    XX1_avg=xx1_avg(n:n+153); 
    XX2_avg=xx1_avg(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    XX3_avg=xx1_avg(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    XX4_avg=xx1_avg(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    XX5_avg=xx1_avg(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    XXavg_1=[XX1_avg XX2_avg XX3_avg XX4_avg XX5_avg]; 
    XX_mean_eng=mean(XXavg_1,2); 
end 

  
for n=39226; 

     
    F1=F(n:n+153); 
    F2=F(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    F3=F(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    F4=F(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    F5=F(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    F1_=[F1 F2 F3 F4 F5]; 
    F_eng=mean(F1_,2); 

     
    F1_avg=F_avg(n:n+153); 
    F2_avg=F_avg(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    F3_avg=F_avg(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
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    F4_avg=F_avg(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    F5_avg=F_avg(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    Favg_1=[F1_avg F2_avg F3_avg F4_avg F5_avg]; 
    F_mean_eng=mean(Favg_1,2); 
end 

  

  
for n=39226; 

     
    F1x=Fx(n:n+153); 
    F2x=Fx(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    F3x=Fx(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    F4x=Fx(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    F5x=Fx(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    F1x_=[F1x F2x F3x F4x F5x]; 
    Fx_eng=mean(F1x_,2); 

     
    F1x_avg=Fx_avg(n:n+153); 
    F2x_avg=Fx_avg(n+154:n+154*2-1); 
    F3x_avg=Fx_avg(n+154*2:n+154*3-1); 
    F4x_avg=Fx_avg(n+154*3:n+154*4-1); 
    F5x_avg=Fx_avg(n+154*4:n+154*5-1); 
    Favgx_1=[F1x_avg F2x_avg F3x_avg F4x_avg F5x_avg]; 
    Fx_mean_eng=mean(Favgx_1,2); 
end 

  
%max and min points on the hysteresis loop 
[cmin,cxix] = (min(XX_mean_eng)) 
[cmax,cnix] = (max(XX_mean_eng)) 
[fmin,fxix] = (min(Fx_mean_eng)) 
[fmax,fnix] = (max(Fx_mean_eng)) 
figure(1) 
plot(XX_mean_eng, Fx_mean_eng) 
hold on 
plot([cmin  cmax],  [fmin  fmax], 'or', 'MarkerSize', 5, 'LineWidth',1.5) 
hold off 
xlabel('Displacement [m]'); 
ylabel('Force [N]'); 
title('Hysteresis Cycle Using Average Data'); 
grid 
%sope of the hysteresis loop 
k_slope = (fmax-fmin)./(cmax-cmin); 
%the damping force 
Fd = fmax-k_slope*cmax; 
%the damping constant 
c = Fd/V1x_avg(end); 
%energy dissipated per cycle 
w = pi*c*2*pi*f*cmax^2; 
figure 
plot(XX_eng,Fx_eng); 
xlabel('Displacement [m]'); 
ylabel('Force [N]'); 
title('Hysteresis Cycle Mean Using Total Data'); 

 
 %calculate max strain energy 
Umax_4=0.5*max(xx1)*max(Fx_); 
 %calculate loss factor 
eta = w./(2*pi*Umax_4); 


